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CHAPTER 1


Satisfactory Academic Progress


This chapter provides an overview of Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) and discusses how to:


• Set up SAP.
• Process and maintain SAP.


Understanding SAP
This section includes an overview of SAP calculations and discusses:


• Eight tests for SAP.
• Student selection criteria for SAP evaluation.
• Batch, online, and simulation processes.
• Pass 1 and Pass 2 evaluations.


Overview of SAP Calculations
The SAP online or batch process determines a student’s SAP status by comparing calculated values with
established setup or student-specific rules. The process calculates up to eight separate tests. The institution
chooses whether or not to use each of the following tests and sets the rules for each:


• Academic Standing
• Maximum Attempted Units
• Maximum Attempted Terms
• Minimum Current GPA
• Minimum Cumulative GPA
• Current Earned Units
• Cumulative Earned Units
• Two Year GPA


The process uses the user-defined rules to calculate a status code for each individual test and then calculates an
overall status code. The overall status code is determined by the highest severity code for each test used. All
calculated statistics and status codes are populated on the Student SAP page, which has a Packaging Status
Summary link to the updated Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the Packaging Status Summary page.
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The calculated code or override status code determines the Satisfactory Academic Progress value on the
Packaging Status Summary page. This value is used for other Financial Aid processes and is only updated
when the SAP process is run. Further change to the SAP status value can be made only on the Student SAP
page, which automatically updates the Satisfactory Academic Progress field on other pages.


SAP calculation can be performed two ways:


• Term processing, which is based on a single term.
• Aid Year processing, which is based on multiple terms within an aid year.


When updating the Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the Packaging Status Summary page:


• Term processing looks up the term being processed on FA Term and uses that FA Term aid year to update
the Packaging Status Summary page.


• Aid Year processing uses the aid year being processed to update the Packaging Status Summary page.


The calculation and evaluation of the rules of the eight tests uses a student’s data from Student Career Term
and Student Enrollment, which are both term-based tables. Consequently, you must define which terms are
evaluated for the calculation based on each of the two processing types (term and aid year). Here is how
the two process types differ:


• For term processing, you define a specific term in which to determine SAP eligibility. This setup step
associates all the terms to be used for evaluating the eight tests when calculating for this specific term. For
example, SAP eligibility for spring 2008 term is based on data from the fall 2007 and summer 2007 terms.


• For aid year processing, you define a specific aid year in which to determine SAP eligibility. This setup
step associates all the terms to be used for evaluating the eight tests when calculating for this specific
aid year. For example, SAP eligibility for Aid Year 2008 is based on data from the fall 2006, spring
2007, and summer 2007 terms.


The SAP process selects the group of students to be updated based on selection entered on the run control page
or established criteria for a single student when running online. The following table lists the hierarchy used by
the process to determine which exception rule or setup rule to apply for each of the eight tests.


Rule Consequence
Aid Year or Term Exceptions If an override exists on the Aid Year Exceptions page or Term


Exceptions page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress,
Maintain Student SAP Data), the student-specific aid year or term
exception rule is evaluated. If the student fails, the exception
failure default is assigned and the exception and fail flags are set to
Yes. If the student does not fail, then the next type of rule in this
hierarchy is reviewed.


Career Exceptions If an override exists on the Career Exceptions page (Financial
Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Maintain Student SAP
Data, Career Exceptions), the student-specific career exception
rule is evaluated. If the student fails, the exception failure default
is assigned and the exception and fail flags for that test are set to
Yes. If the student does not fail, then the next type of rule in this
hierarchy is reviewed.


Academic Plan, Academic Program, Academic
Career


The academic plan, academic program, and academic career rule
(Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Define Setup Criteria) is applied if the student
is active in a matching academic plan, academic program, and
academic career. If a match is found, the corresponding status is
assigned and the fail flag for the test is set to Yes. Otherwise, the
Career Pass Default Status code is assigned.
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Rule Consequence
Academic Program, Academic Career The academic program and academic career rule (Set Up SACR,


Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress,
Define Setup Criteria) is applied if the student is active in a
matching academic program and academic career. If a match is
found, the corresponding status is assigned and the fail flag for the
test is set to Yes. Otherwise, the Career Pass Default Status code
is assigned.


Academic Career The academic career rule (Set Up SACR, Product Related,
Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Define Setup
Criteria) is applied if the student is active in a matching academic
career. If a match is found, the corresponding status is assigned and
the fail flag for the test is set to Yes. Otherwise, the Career Pass
Default Status code is assigned.


Eight Tests for SAP
The Satisfactory Academic Progress feature uses eight specific tests to measure whether a student is making
progress. Three tests (Academic Standing, Maximum Attempted Units, and Maximum Attempted Terms) are
quantitative evaluations and five tests (Minimum Current GPA, Minimum Cumulative GPA, Current Earned
Units, Cumulative Earned Units, and Two Year GPA) are qualitative evaluations. You set up rules for each test
on the Criteria1 (quantitative) and Criteria2 (qualitative) pages.


During the test evaluation, each student’s actual value for the test is calculated. Then the process searches
through setup rules for a match to that value:


• If no rule matches are found, the student is considered to have passed the test and the Career Pass Default
Status code is assigned as the SAP status for that test.


• If a rule match is found, the student is considered to have failed the test and the corresponding SAP status
for that rule is assigned as the status and the fail flag is set to Yes.
The student should then be warned or disqualified. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that you set up
the rules to cover the full range of fail requirements with no overlaps.


• An additional quantitative setup, Statuses and Actions rules, is used to compare a student’s newly
determined SAP status with a previous status and then assign a different status. Statuses and Actions
rules can only be applied to Pass 1 eligible records.
This can be used for multilevel probation statuses.


The SAP Status field in each of the test rule setup grids indicates which SAP Status code to use if a student
meets the rules of the test. Ranges and statuses are set up to find students who are not making progress. The
rules that you set up should cover the entire range by career, by career and program, or by career, program,
and plan. If you set up a rule with program and plan blank, but ranges populated, the process evaluates all
students based on the career defined on the Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic Progress, Define Setup Criteria, Setup). It is important that the rules do not overlap
each other as this can cause runtime errors. You can set up these failing tests for any academic program and
academic plan combination.


Academic Standing Test
Student Records calculates the academic standing value each term. The Academic Standing test determines the
SAP status code based on the Academic Standing value for either the evaluation term or for the maximum term
the student was enrolled within the aid year as defined in the Define Evaluation Aid Year page. The SAP
status is determined as follows:
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• If the Academic Standing field is blank or an academic standing action row does not exist for the
maximum term, the Undetermined Default Status code is used.


• If no student-specific exception exists for this criteria and the student is set to the Career Pass Default
Status code, Student Records must enter an academic standing value for the student, which can then be
calculated normally.


• For students affected by an aid year exception or a term exception, the SAP status is set to Exception Fail
Default Status.


• If no override exists for academic standing, the process searches for a match by career, program, or plan
and the associated SAP status is used if a match is found.
When no rule match exists, the Career Pass Default Status code is used.


Maximum Attempted Units Test
This test first counts the units attempted at the institution and does not include any transfer units. The total
units attempted at the institution are summed from student enrollment, counting units that are within and prior
to the term or aid year being processed. The process uses either the units-taken value or, if that value is zero,
the Financial Aid progress units to gather this sum of units attempted at the institution.


The student must be enrolled in the maximum term past the fully graded date. Audited units are not counted.
Second, the transfer units are added to that sum from Student Career Term based on the transfer unit options
selected on the setup. If no transfer unit options are selected, then the Maximum Attempted Units test only
includes units attempted at the institution.


Additionally, if course exclusions are set up and the student is enrolled in any of the defined courses, then
those units are subtracted from the attempted unit calculation.


You can select any or none of the following options for including transferred units in attempted units:


• The Towards GPA option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for any term prior to or
including the term being processed as included in GPA units.


• The No GPA option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or including the
term being processed as no GPA units.


• The Course Credit option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed as course credits.


• The Test Credit option counts test credit units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed.


• The Other Credit option counts other credit units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed.


• The TC Units Adjust option subtracts transfer credit adjustments from the attempted unit total that have
been entered for any term prior to or including the term being processed.


You can use the following Course Exclusion options to subtract Remedial and/or English as a Second
Language (ESL) courses from attempted units:


• Subtract all remedial course units set up in Course Exclusions that the student is enrolled in unless the
value of the total remedial units that the student is enrolled in exceeds the value in the Max Remedial Units
to Exclude field. For example, if the student is enrolled in 8 remedial units, and the Max Remedial Units to
Exclude value is 3, the SAP process count 5 of the 8 remedial units in the attempted unit calculation.


• Subtract all ESL course units set up in Course Exclusions that the student is enrolled in unless the value of
the total ESL units that the student is enrolled in exceeds the value in the Max ESL Units to Exclude field.
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The setup should cover the entire range of units by career, by career and program, or by career, program, and
plan. If no rule match is found, the student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code. The ranges and
statuses that are set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Maximum Attempted Terms Test
The Maximum Attempted Terms test is based on the number of attempted terms by academic career, as
indicated by student enrollment. A term is counted if units are taken, enrollment status is enrolled,and at
least one course in that term is not audited. A term is not counted if the student either completely drops or
audits all courses in that term.


If a student has a career-specific exception, that is evaluated first. The setup should cover the entire range
of units by career, by career and program, or by career, program and plan. If a rule match is not found, the
student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code.


The setup should cover the entire range of units by career, by career and program, or by career, program, and
plan. If no rule match is found, the student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code. The ranges and
statuses that are set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Minimum Current GPA Test
The Minimum Current GPA test tests whether a student’s current GPA falls within a certain range in relation to
a range of cumulative earned units. In an example test rule, a student who has between 31 and 60 cumulative
earned units and current GPA between 0.00 and 2.99 is assigned a disqualified status.


This test evaluates both the student’s current GPA and cumulative earned units. The cumulative earned unit
value used in the comparison for this test is not derived in the same way as it is for the Cumulative Earned
Units Test. Instead, the value is taken directly from the Total Cumulative Units field on the Student Career
Term table for the term being evaluated.


The Minimum Current GPA test has two options, an average GPA or a special GPA.


Special GPA is calculated as follows:


• If a student has an aid-year or term-specific exception, that is evaluated first.


• If the Special GPA field is populated in the setup, the process compares that student’s individual Special
GPA Type value to the setup rules.


• If the Special GPA field is populated in the setup, and the Student Special GPA Type is blank or does not
exist for the student, the Undetermined Default Status code is used.


• If the Special GPA field is not populated, an average GPA is calculated for this test and is compared to
the setup rules.


This average is calculated by summing the total GPA for all terms for the student within the aid year and
then dividing by the number of valid terms from the student career term data.


The current GPA is determined through evaluations:


• For Pass 1, the sum of all of GPAs of the fully graded terms associated with the Aid Year or Term being
evaluated divided by the number of the fully graded terms associated with the Aid Year or Term being
evaluated. For example, if you are evaluating eligibility for the fall 2006 term and the associated terms are
fall 2005 (GPA = 2.50), spring 2006 (GPA = 3.00), and summer 2006 (GPA = 3.50), then the current GPA
to be used in the test would be (2.50 + 3.00 + 3.50) divided by 3 equaling 3.00.


• For Pass 2, the current GPA of the most recent enrolled term that is less than the lowest numbered
evaluation term associated with the Aid Year or Term being evaluated. For example, if you are evaluating
eligibility for the fall 2006 term and the associated terms are fall 2005, spring 2006, and summer 2006, and
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no term data exists for the student, but the student does have spring 2005 term data, then the GPA for
spring 2005 is used in the evaluation. Pass 2 does not look at the fully graded date.


The setup should cover the entire range of units by career, by career and program, or by career, program and
plan. If no rule match is found, the student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code. The ranges and
statuses that are set here are used to find students who are not making progress.


Minimum Cumulative GPA Test
The Minimum Cumulative GPA test examines whether a student’s cumulative GPA falls within a certain range
in relation to a range of cumulative earned units. In an example test, a student who has between 31 and 60
cumulative earned units and a cumulative GPA between 0.00 and 2.00 would fail.


The Minimum Cumulative GPA test has two options, the Total Overall GPA and the Special GPA.


• If a student has an aid year- or term-specific exception, that is evaluated first.
• If a student has a career-specific exception, that is evaluated second.
• If the Use Special GPA Code field is populated in the setup, the student’s Special GPA is used, if the


student has a matching Special GPA Type defined.
• If the Special GPA field is not populated in the setup, the cumulative GPA value from the student


career term record is used.
This is the total overall GPA including transfer units from student career term.


• If the Special GPA field is populated in the setup and the Student Special GPA field is blank or does not
exist for a student, the Undetermined Default Status code is used.


The Cumulative GPA is determined through evaluations:


• For Pass 1, the cumulative GPA as of the most recent fully graded term associated with the Aid Year or
Term being evaluated.


• For Pass 2, the cumulative GPA of the most recent enrolled term that is less than the lowest numbered
evaluation term associated with the Aid Year or Term being evaluated. Pass 2 does not look at the fully
graded date.


This test evaluates both the student’s cumulative GPA and cumulative earned units. The cumulative earned
unit value used in the comparison for this test is not derived in the same way as it is for the Cumulative Earned
Units Test. Instead the value is taken directly from the Total Cumulative Units field on the Student Career
Term table for the term being evaluated.


The setup should cover the entire range of units by career, by career and program, or by career, program and
plan. If a rule match is not found, the student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code. The ranges and
statuses that are set here are used to find students who are not making progress.


Current Earned Units Test
The Current Earned Units test compares the student’s attempted units and earned units and assigns an SAP
status code. You choose to measure by percentage (percentage of completed units for the current term or aid
year) or number of units (number of units to be completed for the current term, by term or aid year).


For example, a student whose attempted units for the current term were between 9 and 12 and earned units
were between 0 and 6 might fail.


Unit values are calculated as follows:


• Attempted units are calculated from institutional units only.
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Units are summed from student enrollment from the aid year or term being evaluated. To gather the sum
of units attempted at the institution, the process uses the units taken value or if that value is zero, the
Financial Aid progress units. The student must be enrolled in the maximum term past the fully graded
date. Audited units do not count. Grade Exclusions are not factored into the Attempted Units portion of
this test. No transfer units are included.


• Earned units are calculated in one of two ways:
If grade exclusions are not enabled, units are calculated as the sum of the values from the total passed
with GPA and the total passed without GPA on the student career term table. Transfer units are included
in the values being summed.
If grade exclusions are enabled, as with attempted units, the units are derived from student enrollment,
but with transfer units included. Then courses that are on the grade exclusions setup are subtracted
from the total.


With the attempted units and earned units determined for the aid year or term, the calculated SAP status
code is determined in one of two ways:


• Use Percentage
The student-specific percentage is compared to the calculated percentage (earned/attempted). If the
calculated percentage falls within the percentage range and attempted units fall within the attempted
units range, the student receives the status associated with the rule. Otherwise the student receives the
Career Pass Default Status code.


• Use Completed Units
The student-specific number is compared to the calculated number (earned/attempted). If the calculated
earned units fall within the earned units range and attempted units fall within the attempted units range,
the student receives the status associated with the rule. Otherwise the student receives the Career Pass
Default Status code.


The setup should cover the entire range of units by career, by career and program, or by career, program, and
plan. If no rule match is found, the student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code. The ranges and
statuses that are set here are used to find students who are not making progress.


Cumulative Earned Units Test
The Cumulative Earned Units test compares the student’s cumulative attempted units and earned units and
assigns an SAP status code. For example, a student whose cumulative attempted units were between 45 and 60
and cumulative earned units were between 0 and 30 would meet the rule.


Attempted units are institutional units summed from student enrollment and include units from all terms within
and prior to the aid year or term being evaluated. The process uses either the units-taken value or, if that value
is zero, the Financial Aid progress units to gather this sum of units attempted at the institution. Audited units
are not counted. Grade Exclusions are not included in attempted units. You then have the option to include
different types of transfer units in addition to the institutional attempted units. Transfer Options include:


• The Towards GPA option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for any term prior to or
including the term being processed as included in GPA units.


• The No GPA option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or including the
term being processed as no GPA units.


• The Course Credit option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed as course credits.


• The Test Credit option counts test credit units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed.
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• The Other Credit option counts other credit units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed.


• The TC Units Adjust option subtracts transfer credit adjustments from the attempted unit total that have
been entered for any term prior to or including the term being processed.


Earned units are calculated in one of two ways:


• If grade exclusions are not enabled, first institutional units are taken from the cumulative earned unit
value from student career term table for the term or highest term for the aid year being evaluated. Then
transfer units are included based on the transfer unit options selected.


• If grade exclusions are enabled, units are summed from student enrollment similar to the base cumulative
attempted units. Then courses that the student is enrolled in that are on the grade exclusions setup are
subtracted from this total. Transfer units are included based on the transfer unit options selected.


You can use the following options for transfer units to be then included in the cumulative earned units
calculation:


• The Towards GPA option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for any term prior to or
including the term being processed as included in GPA units.


• The No GPA option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or including the
term being processed as no GPA units.


• The Course Credit option counts transfer units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed as course credits.


• The Test Credit option counts test credit units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed.


• The Other Credit option counts other credit units that have been matriculated for the term prior to or
including the term being processed.


• The TC Units Adjust option subtracts transfer credit adjustments from the attempted unit total that have
been entered for any term prior to or including the term being processed.


With attempted units and earned units calculated, the calculated SAP status code is determined in one of
two ways:


• Use Percentage
The student career-specific percentage is compared to the calculated percentage (earned/attempted). If the
calculated percentage is equal to or greater than the student career specific rule, the student receives the
Career Pass Default Status code. If the student has zero completed units, the Zero Earned Default Status is
used. If the calculated percentage is less than the student career-specific rule, the student receives the SAP
status code associated with that rule.


• Use Completed Units
The student career-specific number is compared to the calculated number (earned/attempted). If the
calculated earned number is equal to or greater than the student specific rule, the student receives the
Career Pass Default Status code. If the student has zero completed units, the Zero Earned Default Status is
used. If the calculated earned number is less than the student career-specific rule, the student receives the
SAP status associated with that rule.


Ensure that the setup covers the entire range of units and percentages or numbers by career, by career and
program, or by career, program, and plan. If a rule match is not found, the student receives the Career Pass
Default Status code. The ranges and statuses that are set here are to find students who are not making progress.
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Two Year GPA Test
The Two Year GPA test reviews students who, at the end of their second year, are maintaining at least a
C grade point average, that is, a 2.0 or above grade average. This test checks whether a student’s current
GPA falls within a certain range in relation to a range of attempted terms. In an example test rule, a student
who has attempted between 3 and 4 terms and whose current GPA is between 0.00 and 1.99 is assigned a
nonpassing status.


Attempted terms are counted by academic career from student enrollment. A term is counted if units are taken,
enrollment status is enrolled, and at least one course in that term is not audited. A term is not counted if the
student either completely drops or audits all courses in that term.


Two options for deriving the cumulative GPA value are the Total Overall GPA and the Special GPA:


• If the Special GPA field is populated in the setup, the Special GPA type is used, which is the cumulative
GPA earned at this institution.


• If the Special GPA field is not populated in the setup, the cumulative GPA value from the student career
term record is used. This is the Total Overall GPA including transfer units from student career term.


• If the Special GPA field is populated in the setup and the Student Special GPA field is blank or does not
exist for a student, the Undetermined Default Status code is used.


The Cumulative GPA is determined through evaluations:


• For Pass 1, the cumulative GPA is as of the most recent fully graded term associated with the Aid Year or
Term being evaluated.


• For Pass 2, the cumulative GPA is from the most recent enrolled term that is less than the lowest
numbered evaluation term associated with the Aid Year or Term being evaluated. Pass 2 does not look at
the fully graded date.


In the setup, you must define the number of terms that equals two years of study at your institution. You can
set up rules for any combination of terms and GPA by career, by career and program, or by career, program,
and plan. If a rule match is not found, the student is assigned the Career Pass Default Status code. The ranges
and statuses that are set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Student Selection Criteria for SAP Evaluation
Student selection criteria are the same for online, batch, or simulation processing. If the student has an
active FA term for the aid year (aid year processing) or term (term processing) and the career used for the
SAP evaluation is not excluded by award type or career, the student is considered eligible for SAP evaluation,
and the process attempts to create an SAP calculation or simulation.


Award Exclusions
For Award Exclusions, the system excludes if either the financial aid item type matches or the item type falls
within the range defined by the Item Type From and Item Type To values on the Exclusions page.


You can list awards that are excluded from SAP evaluation:


• A student who has only the item types listed in the award exclusions setup is not selected for an SAP
evaluation.


• A student who has both excluded item types and nonexcluded item types is selected for an SAP evaluation.
• If exclusions are set up with a financial aid type, but without values in the Item Type To and Item Type From


fields, students who have awards only of that financial aid type are not selected for an SAP evaluation.
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Note. Award Exclusions are the only exclusions that affect whether or not a student is selected for an SAP
Evaluation. Course and Grade exclusions affect the results of specific tests. Course Exclusions affect the
results of the Maximum Attempted Units test. Grade Exclusions affect the Current Earned Units test and the
Cumulative Earned Units test.


Standard SAP Selection, Student Override, and Population Selection
Use the one of three options to select IDs for SAP evaluation, Standard SAP Selection, Student Override, or
Population Selection.


• If you use the Standard SAP Selection, all IDs for the associated career defined in the run control with
the appropriate active FA Term data and award exclusion data for the term/aid year and career entered
on the run control page are selected for an SAP evaluation. If you use the Student Override options or
Population Selection option, the selection is limited to a subset of IDs.


• If you use the Student Override option, only the IDs entered in the override section of the run control page
are reviewed to determine whether they have the appropriate active FA Term data and award exclusion
data for the term/aid year and career entered on the run control page.


• If you use the Population Selection option, only the IDs provided by the Population Selection feature’s
input Selection Tool are reviewed to determine whether they have the appropriate active FA Term data and
award exclusion data for the term/aid year and career entered on the run control page.


• If you use either the Student Override or Population Selection option:
• If an ID meets the SAP Evaluation criteria, the process attempts to calculate an SAP Status for that ID.
• If an ID does not meet the SAP Evaluation criteria, no SAP action is taken for that ID.


See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process.


Batch, Online, and Simulation Processes
The online and simulation SAP processes always run with the following options enabled:


• Use Pass 2 data.
• Run if a previous status for the same term/aid year exists.
• Do not create Report Data.
• Update any existing SAP data if any calculation value changes occur, even if the SAP status remains


the same.
• Use Statuses and Actions rules when Pass 1 eligible.


Therefore, ensure that all academic statuses are entered in the setup for Statuses and Actions rules, or the
process might return an incorrect Calc SAP Status value.


In a batch process, these settings are optional and can be modified on the Process SAP run control page. To
process SAP for a single student with different options than the online process uses, enter that ID in the Student
Override section, and set the run control options as desired for that student.


Pass 1 and Pass 2 Evaluations
The SAP process evaluates SAP for each student two times, Pass 1 and Pass 2.
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Pass 2 is optional when running in batch, but is always used online or in simulation. In batch, if the Pass 2
option is selected, the process calculates for both Pass 1 and Pass 2, and uses the Pass 2 calculation results
unless Pass 1 data is not present. When Pass 2 is used, Statuses and Actions rules are not used to determine a
calculated SAP status.


Pass 1 and Pass 2 data collection differ as follows:


Pass 1 Pass 2
Pass 1 evaluates at the most recent SAP evaluated term/aid
year where the fully graded date is less than or equal to
today’s date. If Statuses and Actions rules are enabled, they
will be used to determine calculated SAP status.


That is, the maximum term (term processing) or terms
within the aid year (aid year processing) after the fully
graded date is used for the SAP evaluation. Only Pass 1
calculations are compared to prior term or aid year SAP
records.


The current Calc SAP Status code is first compared to the
Override SAP Status code, if it exists. If an Override SAP
Status code does not exist in the previous SAP record, the
current Calc SAP Status code is compared to the previous
SAP status.


For example, an institution that processes by term runs
the SAP process for fall 2005. If the setup is defined to
evaluate the spring 2005 term, and the fully graded date for
spring 2005 has passed, the SAP process uses spring 2005
term data to evaluate the SAP tests and rules to determine
the SAP status. If the spring 2005 fully graded date is in the
future, then there is no Pass 1 evaluation for the student.


The current Calc SAP Status code is first compared to the
Override SAP Status code, if it exists. If an Override SAP
Status code does not exist in the previous SAP record, the
current Calc SAP Status code is compared to the previous
SAP status.


When complete, the processing message of Pass 1 is
displayed in the Student SAP page and indicates the term
used.


Pass 2 finds the most recent term/aid year that should be
evaluated based on the evaluation term/aid year setup. If
that term/aid year is not available for the student, Pass 2
uses data from the most recent term of enrollment even
if that term of enrollment is not part of the evaluation
term/aid year setup initially evaluated in Pass 1. Statuses
and Actions rules are not used in the Pass 2 calculation


An example using term processing: an institution runs
the SAP process for fall 2005. If the setup is defined to
evaluate the spring 2005 term, and no row exists for a
student for spring 2005, but a row exists for fall 2004, the
SAP process uses fall 2004 to evaluate the SAP tests and
rules to determine the SAP status.


An example using aid year processing: an institution runs
the SAP process for 2005. If the setup is defined to evaluate
the fall 2004, spring 2005 term and summer 2005 and no
rows exists for a student for any of those terms, but a row
exists for spring 2004, the SAP process uses spring 2004
to evaluate the SAP tests and rules to determine the SAP
status.


When complete, the processing message of Pass 2 is
displayed in the Student SAP page and indicates the term
used. If an Override SAP Status code exists, it is not
removed.


Setting Up SAP
The SAP Setup pages are used to set up your rules that determine an SAP status for each of the eight tests. The
rules are designed to be failure rules. If a student’s actual test value matches a setup rule, the test fails. If a
student’s actual test value does not meet a rule, the student receives the Career Pass Default Status code for that
test. For better processing performance, keep the rules as simple as possible.


Use the remaining setup pages to set up course and award exclusions, communications, and evaluation
terms and aid years.


This section discusses how to:
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• Define SAP status codes.
• Set up rules for statuses and actions and the Academic Standing, Maximum Attempted Units, and


Maximum Attempted Term tests.
• Set up tests for Minimum Current GPA, Minimum Cumulative GPA, Current Earned Units, Cumulative


Earned Units, and Two Year GPA.
• Set up course, award, and grade exclusions.
• Set up SAP communications.
• Set up evaluation terms for aid year processing.
• Set up evaluation terms for term processing.
• Define SAP Application Engine libraries.
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Pages Used to Set Up SAP
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Setup SFA_SAP_STATUS_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Setup
Criteria, Setup


Define SAP status codes,
code severity, and default
SAP status codes.


Criteria1 SFA_SAP_ACADST_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Setup
Criteria, Criteria 1


Set up statuses and actions.
Set up rules for quantitative
tests: Academic Standing,
Max Attempted Units, and
Max Attempted Terms.


Criteria2 SFA_SAP_ACADST_TB2 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Setup
Criteria, Criteria 2


Set up rules for qualitative
tests: Minimum Current
GPA, Minimum Cumulative
GPA, Current Earned Units,
Cumulative Earned Units,
and Two Year GPA.


Exclusions SFA_SAP_GRADEBS_EX Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Setup
Criteria, Exclusions


Set up remedial and ESL
course exclusions. Set
up financial aid award
exclusions. Set up grade
exclusions.


Communications and
Checklists


SFA_SAP_CMK_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Setup
Criteria, Communications
and Checklists


Set up codes and message
text for communicating
results of tests.


Define Evaluation Aid Year SFA_SAP_ET_AYR Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Evaluation
Aid Year


Set up terms for evaluation
aid year processing.


Define Evaluation Terms SFA_SAP_ET_TRM Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define Evaluation
Terms


Set up terms for evaluation
term processing.


SAP AE Process Setup SFA_SAP_AE_PROC Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define SAP AE
Library


Use delivered SAP processes
for the eight tests, or create
custom AE library sections
for any of the eight SAP
tests.


Defining SAP Status Codes
Access the Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress,
Define Setup Criteria, Setup).
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SAP Setup page


Use the Setup page to define, by institution and career, the SAP status codes and code severity, and how the
SAP status updates the satisfactory academic progress value on the student’s Packaging Status Summary
page. To modify a status code, click the + icon to the right of the Effective Date field to create new setup
criteria, and make the changes.


Ensure that this page is set up and saved before doing any further setup. Never delete SAP status codes after
you start creating student SAP data because those codes would then be invalid in the Student SAP record.


The Set Up Activation field defines whether the SAP setup is active or inactive at this institution:


• When any of an Academic Institution’s careers has a Setup Activation Field value of Active, students have
a Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the Packaging Status Summary page that is display-only with
the SAP Details link shown.


• When all of an Academic Institution’s careers have a Setup Activation Field value of Inactive or are not
defined, students have a Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the Packaging Status Summary page that
is editable, and the SAP Details link is not shown.,
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• The online, batch, and simulation processes cannot run successfully for student SAP records in careers
with a Setup Activation Field value of Inactive.


SAP Process Type
The two process types are Aid Year and Term. Although it is not recommended to change from one process
type to the other, you can insert a new row at the Effective Date field level and update the setup. The value in
the Effective Date field determines which row is used compared to the current date.


Aid year processing is for multiple terms, which you define on the Define Evaluation Aid Year page.


Term processing is for a single term, which you define on the Define Evaluation Term page.


Status Codes
It is important that your SAP status codes are relevant and define your student population. Be sure you have a
code that represents a passing status, such as MEET.


Calc Status (calculated
status)


Enter a four-character code for the default statuses, the calculated status for
each test evaluation, and the overall status for the Statuses and Actions
rules test.


Severity Enter a number to control the priority of status codes and to determine the Calc
SAP Status code for a student if the student has a different code for each test.
The code with the highest severity number becomes the Calculated SAP
Status code. Ensure that:


• Each severity number is unique.
• The most severe status code has the highest severity number assigned to it.


Short Description Enter a brief description of the Calc Status code.


Description Enter a detailed description of the Calc Status code.


SAP Status Select a translate value to associate with Calc Status. The SAP Status is the
status that appears in the Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the student’s
Packaging Status Summary page.
To understand how these statuses are used by packaging and awarding:


See lsfa, Preparing for Awarding and Packaging, Reviewing the Student’s
Packaging Status, Reviewing the Packaging Status Summary Page.


• Academic Plan


• Meets SAP


• Not Meet
• Probation


• Undetrmine


• Warning


Default SAP Status
The SAP evaluation process assigns these default statuses for particular cases, as described below. For each of
these default statuses, select a status code that you defined in the Status Codes group box.
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No Prior Academic History
Default Status


If a student does not have any prior student career term record data, this
status is assigned.


Undetermined Default
Status


If a calculation cannot be determined for a student due to missing information,
this status is assigned to both the specific test and as the Overall Calculated
SAP Status. Examples of missing information are:


• No Special GPA when the Use Special GPA Code option is selected.


• Academic Standing is blank.


• There is no cumulative or current GPA.


Career Pass Default Status If a student does not meet the rules of a particular test, then this status is
assigned. Also, if a student has been evaluated for other tests but has no fail
statuses for those tests, this status is assigned as the Calc SAP status.


Exception Fail Default
Status


If a student has had any career, term, or aid year test exceptions defined and
the test fails using these exceptions, then this status is assigned. The process
checks for student-specific exceptions first. If the student has exceptions
defined and the process does not fail using those exceptions, it then assigns the
Career Pass Default Status and the test rules are not evaluated.
It is recommended that the SAP Code associated with this default be the
highest severity of the Not Meet status codes.
For more information about defining student-specific exceptions:


See lsfa, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Processing and Maintaining SAP.


Zero Earned Units Default
Status


If a student’s earned units is equal to 0 for either the Current Earned Units or
Cumulative Earned Units calculation, this default status is assigned.


Setting Up Rules for Statuses and Actions and the
Academic Standing, Maximum Attempted Units, and
Maximum Attempted Term Tests
Access the Criteria1 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress,
Define Setup Criteria, Criteria 1).
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Criteria1 page (1 of 2)
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Criteria1 page (2 of 2)


Use the Criteria1 page to define your quantitative SAP requirements. You set up rules that determine how to
set a final status based on a previously calculated status and a currently calculated status. You also set the
rules and options for three of the eight SAP tests.


Click the Expand All button to expand all enabled tests and their corresponding rule grids for this effective
dated row. Click the Collapse All button to collapse the tests. Or, use the expand/collapse arrow on each
test to expand the grid for only that test.


Warning! You specify from-to ranges for attempted terms and units on this page. If the ranges overlap from
one row to another in such a way that the system cannot determine only one SAP status for the specific rule for
a particular Academic Program and Academic Plan, the Process SAP process abnormally ends with no results
and the log indicates an SQL duplicate error. See specific warnings in the following field definitions.


Statuses and Actions
Select the Use Statuses and Actions check box to use this feature and set up rules. When using Statuses and
Actions rules, make sure that all possible statuses and actions are set up. The Statuses and Actions rules feature
is always executed for Pass 1 online process and is an option in batch, when enabled.


Previous SAP Status Select the most recently calculated term or aid year status value to be evaluated.
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Calc SAP Status (calculated
SAP status)


Select the current SAP Calculated Status code.


Final SAP Status Select the Overall SAP Status Code for term or aid year to be assigned if a
student’s Previous SAP Status and Calc SAP Status match the values selected
in this row.


If the process cannot find a rule match for previous and calculated status, the final status that is generated may
be incorrect. Therefore it is important to ensure that all possible statuses and actions are set up. Blank setup
values are not allowed. Statuses and Actions rules are only evaluated for Pass 1 processing.


Academic Standing Test
The Academic Standing Rules group box indicates which academic standing values used by Academic
Careers, Academic Program, and Academic Plan are not meeting Academic Standing and may be ineligible
for financial aid. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test, so write the rules
with failing Academic Standing statuses and non-passing SAP Statuses.


Select the Use Academic Standing Test check box to set up rules for the Academic Standing test.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan are only evaluated for those specific
rules.


Academic Standing Select an Academic Standing status in the context of the academic program
(and academic plan, if selected) to associate with a SAP Status. If blank or a
row for the term does not exist, the Undetermined Default Status code is used.


SAP Status Select the SAP Status to use if the Academic Standing value from Student
Records matches this setup.


Maximum Attempted Units Test
The Maximum Attempted Units test defines maximum units a student can attempt before their SAP status
is affected. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test, so write the rules with
failing ranges and nonpassing SAP statuses.


Select the Use Max Attempted Units Test check box to set up rules for the Maximum Attempted Units test.


In the Max Attempted Units Option group box, select the transfer unit criteria to include in the maximum
attempted unit total. You can select any combination of the following check boxes, or select none.


Towards GPA (towards
grade point average)


Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted with grades
defined as included in GPA in the maximum attempted units count.


No GPA (no grade point
average)


Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted with grades
defined as not to be included in the GPA maximum attempted units count.


Course Credit Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted to be course
credit and not grade credit toward GPA maximum attempted units count.
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Test Credit Select this check box to include test credits in the maximum attempted units
count.


Other Credit Select this check box to include other credits in the maximum attempted
units count.


TC Units Adjust (transfer
credit units adjust)


Select this check box to subtract TC Units Adjust amount from the maximum
attempted units count.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan are only evaluated for those specific
rules.


Attempted Max Units
From (attempted maximum
units from)


Enter the starting number for the range of attempted units that a student can
attempt for a corresponding status code. The numbers are inclusive. If 100 is
the starting number, it is included in the range.


Warning! The Attempted Max Units From field and Attempted Max Units To
field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status.
Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in
another row that defines a different status for the same academic program or
academic plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different
academic programs or academic plans.


Attempted Max Units
To (attempted maximum
units to)


Enter the ending number for the range of attempted units that a student can
attempt for a corresponding status code. The numbers are inclusive. If 100
is the ending number, it is included in the range.


SAP Status Select the SAP status code to use when the student’s attempted units value
falls within the range of this rule. The ranges and statuses set here are to find
students who are not making progress.


Maximum Attempted Terms Test
The Maximum Attempted Terms test defines the maximum terms a student can enroll in before their SAP
status is affected. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test, so write the rules
with failing ranges and nonpassing SAP statuses.


Select the Use Max Attempted Terms Test check box to set up rules for the Maximum Attempted Terms test.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan are only evaluated for those specific
rules.
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Max Terms From
(maximum terms from)


Enter the starting number for the range of terms that a student can enroll for a
corresponding status code. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the starting
number, it is included in the range.


Warning! The Max Terms From field and Max Terms To field create a
range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status. Ensure that
the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in another row
that defines a different status for the same Academic Program or Academic
Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different Academic
Programs or Academic Plans.


Max Terms To (maximum
terms to)


Enter the ending number for range of terms a student can enroll for a
corresponding status code. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the ending
number, it is included in the range.


SAP Status Select the SAP status code to use when the student’s attempted terms value
falls within the range of this rule. The ranges and statuses set here are to find
students who are not making progress.


Setting Up Tests for Minimum Current or Cumulative GPA,
Current or Cumulative Earned Units, and Two-Year GPA
Access the Criteria2 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress,
Define Setup Criteria, Criteria 2).
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Criteria2 page (1 of 3)


hry
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Criteria2 page (2 of 3)


Criteria2 page (3 of 3)


Use the Criteria2 page to define your qualitative SAP requirements and the rules for four of the eight SAP tests.


Click the Expand All button to expand all enabled tests and their corresponding rule grids for this effective
dated row. Click the Collapse All button to collapse the tests. Or, use the expand or collapse arrow on each
test to expand the grid for only that test.
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Warning! You specify from-to ranges for the five tests on this page. If the ranges overlap from one row to
another in such a way that the system cannot determine only one SAP status for the specific rule for a particular
Academic Program and Academic Plan, the Process SAP process abnormally ends with no results and the log
indicates an SQL duplicate error. See specific warnings in the following field definitions.


Minimum Current GPA Test
The Minimum Current GPA test determines the lowest current GPA that a student can have and still be eligible
for financial aid. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test, so write the rules
with failing ranges and nonpassing SAP statuses.


Select the Use Min Current GPA Test check box to set up rules for the Minimum Current GPA test.


Use Special GPA Code Select a value in this field to use a student’s Special GPA for comparison in
SAP processing. If you do not select a code, the student’s current GPA is used.
If the Special GPA field is populated, but does not exist, the Undetermined
Default Status code is used.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan areonly evaluated for those specific
rules.


Cum Earned Units From
(cumulative earned units
from)


Enter the minimum value of the range of earned (passed) units to identify the
minimum GPA range used to determine which SAP status should be used.


Warning! The Cum Earned Units From field and Cum Earned Units To
field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status.
Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in
another row that defines a different status for the same academic program or
academic plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different
academic programs or academic plans or if your minimum current GPA
range is different between rows.


Cum Earned Units To
(cumulative earned units to)


Enter the maximum value of the range of earned (passed) units to identify the
minimum GPA range used to determine the SAP status.


Min Cur GPA From
(minimum current GPA
from)


Enter the minimum value of the range of minimum current GPA used to
determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Min Cur GPA From field and Min Cur GPA To field create a
range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status. Ensure that
the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in another row
that defines a different status for the same Academic Program or Academic
Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different Academic
Programs or Academic Plans or if your cumulative earned units range
is different between rows.
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Min Cur GPA To (minimum
current GPA to)


Enter the maximum value of the range of Minimum Current GPA used to
determine the SAP status.


SAP Status Select the SAP Status code to use if a student meets the rules of this test. The
ranges and statuses set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Minimum Cumulative GPA Test
The Minimum Cumulative GPA test determines the lowest cumulative GPA that a student can have and still be
eligible for financial aid. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test, so write the
rules with failing ranges and nonpassing SAP statuses.


Select the Use Min Cumulative GPA Test check box to set up rules for the Minimum Cumulative GPA test.


Use Special GPA Code Select a value in this field to use a student’s special GPA for comparison in
SAP processing. If you do not select a code, the student’s current GPA is used.
If the Special GPA field is populated, but does not exist, the Undetermined
Default Status code is used.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan areonly evaluated for those specific
rules.


Cum Earned Units From
(cumulative earned units
from)


Enter the minimum value of the range of earned (passed) units to identify the
minimum GPA range used to determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Cum Earned Units From field and Cum Earned Units To
field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status.
Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in
another row that defines a different status for the same Academic Program or
Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different
Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your minimum cumulative GPA
range is different between rows.


Cum Earned Units To
(cumulative earned units to)


Enter the maximum value of the range of earned (passed) units to identify the
minimum GPA range used to determine the SAP status.


Minimum Cum GPA
From (minimum cumulative
GPA from)


Enter the minimum value of the range of minimum cumulative GPA used to
determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Minimum Cum GPA From field and Minimum Cum GPA To
field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status.
Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in
another row that defines a different status for the same Academic Program or
Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different
Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your cumulative earned units
range is different between rows.
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Minimum Cum GPA
To (minimum cumulative
GPA to)


Enter the maximum value of the range of minimum cumulative GPA used to
determine the SAP status.


SAP Status Indicate which SAP Status code to use if a student meets the rules of this test.
The ranges and statuses set here are to find students who are not making
progress.


Current Earned Units Test
The Current Earned Units test evaluates the student’s attempted units and earned units and compares the
quotient (earned/attempted) to the rules. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test,
so write the rules with failing ranges and nonpassing SAP statuses. Define the percent or minimum number of
current term or aid year units a student must complete of attempted units per term.


Select the Use Current Earned Units Test check box to set up rules for the Current Earned Units test.


In the Current Earned Units Option list, select whether to use percentage or units:


• Select Use Percentage to use the percentage of completed units for the current term or aid year.
• Select Use Completed Units to use a minimum number of units to be completed for the current term, by


term or aid year.


Fields for the Current Earned Units test change depending on the option that you select. For example, if you
select Use Percentage, the Cur Earned Units % From and Cur Earned Units % To fields appear.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Planfield for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan are only evaluated for those specific
rules.


Cur Attempted Units
From (current attempted
units from)


Enter the minimum current value of the range of attempted units to identify the
minimum percentage or number range used to determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Cur Attempted Units From field and Cur Attempted Units To
field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status.
Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in
another row that defines a different status for the same Academic Program or
Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different
Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your current earned units (% or
number) range is different between rows.


Cur Attempted Units To
(current attempted units to)


Enter the maximum current value of the range of attempted units to identify
the maximum percentage or number range used to determine the SAP status.
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Cur Earned Units % (or
Number) From (current
earned units percentage [or
number] from)


Enter the minimum value of the range of current earned (passed) percentage or
number used to determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Cur Earned Units % (or Number) From field and Cur Earned
Units % (or Number) To field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that
defines an SAP status. Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other
or with a range in another row that defines a different status for the same
Academic Program or Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they
apply to different Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your current
attempted units range is different between rows.


Cur Earned Units %
(or Number) To (current
earned units percentage [or
number] to)


Enter the maximum value of the range of current earned (passed) percentage
or number used to determine the SAP status.


SAP Status Select the SAP status code to use if a student meets the rules of this test. If the
student has zero completed units, the Zero Earned Default Status is used. The
ranges and statuses set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Cumulative Earned Units Test
For the Cumulative Earned Units test, you define the percent or minimum number of units a student must
complete of attempted units per term. Students who meet the rules set up here are considered to fail this test, so
write the rules with failing ranges and nonpassing SAP statuses.


Select the Use Cumulative Earned Units Test check box to set up rules for the Cumulative Earned Units test.


In the Use Cumulative Earned Units Options drop-down list, select whether to use percentage or completed
units for term or aid year processing:


• Use Percentage: Use the percentage of completed units for the current term or aid year.
• Use Completed Units: Use a minimum number of units to be completed.


For Cumulative Attempted Transfer Unit Criteria, select the transfer unit criteria check boxes to include in the
cumulative attempted unit total. You can select any combination of boxes, or select none.


Towards GPA (towards
grade point average)


Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted with grades
defined to be included in GPA in the cumulative attempted units count.


No GPA (no grade point
average)


Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted with grades
defined to not be included in GPA cumulative attempted units count.


Course Credit Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted to be course
credit and not grade credit toward GPA cumulative attempted units count.


Test Credit Select this check box to include test credits in the cumulative attempted
units count.


Other Credit Select this check box to include other credits in the cumulative attempted
units count.


TC Units Adjust (transfer
credit units adjust)


Select this check box to subtract TC Units Adjust amount from the cumulative
attempted units count.
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For Cumulative Earned Transfer Unit Criteria, select the transfer unit criteria check boxes to include in the
cumulative earned unit total. You can select any combination of boxes, or select none.


Towards GPA (towards
grade point average)


Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted with grades
defined to be included in GPA in the maximum attempted units count.


No GPA (no grade point
average)


Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted with grades
defined to not be included in GPA maximum attempted units count.


Course Credit Select this check box to include transfer units that were posted to be course
credit and not grade credit toward GPA maximum attempted units count.


Test Credit Select this check box to include test credits in the maximum attempted units
count.


Other Credit Select this check box to include other credits in the maximum attempted
units count.


TC Units Adjust (transfer
credit units adjust)


Select this check box to subtract TC Units Adjust amount from the maximum
attempted units count.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan are only evaluated for those specific
rules.


Cum Attempted Units
From (cumulative attempted
units from)


Enter the cumulative minimum value for the range of attempted units
(minimum percentage or number range) used to determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Cum Attempted Units From field and Cum Attempted Units To
field create a range of numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status.
Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with each other or with a range in
another row that defines a different status for the same Academic Program or
Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if they apply to different
Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your cumulative earned units
(% or number) range is different between rows.


Cum Attempted Units To
(cumulative attempted
units to)


Enter the cumulative maximum value for the range of attempted units
(minimum percentage or number range) used to determine the SAP status.


Cumulative Earned Units
% (or Number) From
(cumulative earned units
percentage [or number] from)


Enter the minimum value of the range of cumulative earned (passed)
percentage or number used to determine the SAP status.


Warning! The Cum Earned Units % (or Number) From field and Cumulative
Earned Units % (or Number) To field create a range of numbers applied to a
rule that defines an SAP status. Ensure that the numbers do not overlap with
each other or with a range in another row that defines a different status for the
same Academic Program or Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap
if they apply to different Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your
cumulative attempted units range is different between rows.
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Cumulative Earned Units
% (or Number) To
(cumulative earned units
percentage [or number] to)


Enter the maximum value of the range of cumulative earned (passed)
percentage or number used to determine the SAP status.


SAP Status Select the SAP Status code to use if a student meets the rules of this test. If the
student has zero completed units, the Zero Earned Default Status is used. The
ranges and statuses set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Two Year GPA Test
Select the Use Two Year GPA Test check box to set up rules for the Cumulative Earned Units test.


Use Special GPA Code Select a value in this field to use a student’s Special GPA for comparison in
SAP processing. If you do not select a code, the student’s current GPA is used.
If the Special GPA field is populated, but does not exist, the Undetermined
Default Status code is used.


Academic Program Select a value in the Academic Program field for an additional level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, and the Academic Plan field is blank, the
rule is used for all students with that academic career and academic program.


Academic Plan Select a value in the Academic Plan field for the most specific level of
evaluation. If this field is populated, all students with this academic career,
academic program, and academic plan are only evaluated for those specific
rules.


Terms From Enter the starting number for the range of terms that a student can attempt for a
corresponding status code. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the starting
number, it is included in the range.


Warning! The Terms From field and Terms To field create a range of numbers
applied to a rule that defines an SAP status. Ensure that the numbers do not
overlap with a range in another row that defines a different status for the same
Academic Program or Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap if
they apply to different Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your
cumulative GPA range is different between rows. The Terms From value can
be the same as the Terms To value within the same row.


Terms To Enter the ending number for range of terms a student can attempt for a
corresponding status code. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the ending
number, it is included in the range.


Cum GPA From
(cumulative GPA from)


Enter the beginning value of the range of cumulative GPA used to determine
the SAP status.


Warning! The Cum GPA From field and Cum GPA To field create a range of
numbers applied to a rule that defines an SAP status. Ensure that the numbers
do not overlap with a range in another row that defines a different status for the
same Academic Program or Academic Plan. Your number ranges can overlap
if they apply to different Academic Programs or Academic Plans or if your
terms range is different between rows.
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Cum GPA To (cumulative
GPA to)


Enter the ending value of the range of cumulative GPA used to determine
the SAP status.


SAP Status Select the SAP Status code to use if a student meets the rules of this test. If the
student has zero completed units, the Zero Earned Default Status is used. The
ranges and statuses set here are to find students who are not making progress.


Setting Up Course, Award, and Grade Exclusions
Access the Exclusions page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress,
Define Setup Criteria, Exclusions).


SAP Exclusions page
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Use the Exclusions page to identify English as a Second Language (ESL) and remedial courses for exclusions
and place caps on the number of ESL and remedial courses to exclude for calculating Maximum Attempted
Units. Identify student records to exclude from the SAP selection process based on types of awards and/or
identify grades to exclude from cumulative and current earned units calculation.


Course Exclusions
Course Exclusions are used in the Maximum Attempted Units Test to identify ESL and remedial courses
that should be excluded in the count and to also place caps on the number of ESL and remedial courses to
exclude from the unit count.


Select the Use Course Exclusions check box to set up rules for Max Units to Exclude and Course Exclusions.


The Max Units to Exclude (maximum units to exclude from all course exclusions) group box has two selections.


Max ESL Units to Exclude
(maximum ESL units to
exclude)


Enter the maximum number of units to be excluded from the Maximum
Attempted Units test regardless of number attempted. If no limit exists for the
number that can be excluded, leave the field blank.
If a student has more ESL units than the maximum set here, only the maximum
number is excluded. There must be at least one course entered with the Course
Type of ESL in the Course Exclusions grid for this maximum to be invoked.


Max Remedial Units to
Exclude (maximum remedial
units to exclude)


Enter the maximum number of units to be excluded from the Maximum
Attempted Units test regardless of number attempted. If no limit exists for the
number that can be excluded, leave the field blank.
If a student has more remedial units than the maximum set here, only the
maximum number is excluded. There must be at least one course entered
with the course type of Remedial in the Course Exclusions grid for this
maximum to be invoked.


Course Exclusions are criteria for excluding courses from the Maximum Attempted Units test. Excluded
courses include Remedial courses or ESL courses.


Course ID Select the course ID of the class to exclude from the Maximum Attempted
Units test calculation regardless of grade.


Offer Nbr (offer number) Select the course offer number of each class to exclude from the Maximum
Attempted Units test calculation regardless of grade. To totally exclude the
class, the course offer number must be included.


Course Type Select the type of class, Remedial or ESL.


Award Exclusions
Award Exclusions are criteria for excluding students from the selection for an SAP evaluation based on an
aid type or specific awards you specify.


Select the Use Award Exclusions check box to use this function.


Source Select a fund source. This field is informational only. There is no system
logic using this selection.


Fin Aid Type (financial
aid type)


Select a financial aid type to exclude students who only have awards with that
financial aid type from the SAP evaluation selection.
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Item Type From and Item
Type To


Select the beginning and end of a range of financial aid item types, to
exclude students who have awards from only those item types, from the
SAP evaluation selection.


Grade Exclusions
Grade Exclusions are criteria for excluding course units with specific grading schemes, grading basis, and
grade input values from the Current Earned Unit and/or Cumulative Earned Units tests.


If you use Grade Exclusions, the Current and Cumulative Earned Units values are derived from the student’s
enrollment, minus the units to be excluded. If you do not use Grade Exclusions, the Current and/or Cumulative
Units value is derived from the student’s Career Term data.


You must set up any and all course grades that you do not want to be counted toward earned units, including
Failing grades.


Warning! Some schools may have "blank" grading schemes in Student Enrollment as a result of migrating
to CS 8.9 or 9.0 from earlier versions. If you have grades intended to be excluded that fall in this category,
you must enter them in the Grade Exclusion setup as ’blank’ Grading Schemes with the associated Grading
Basis and Grade Input.


Select the Use Grade Exclusions check box to use this function.


Grading Scheme Enter the Grading Scheme to be used to define the Grading Basis and
Grade Input for exclusion from the Current Earned Unit and/or Cumulative
Earned Units tests.


Grading Basis Enter the Grading Basis to be used to define the Grade Input for exclusion from
the Current Earned Unit test, the Cumulative Earned Units test, or both tests.


Grade Input Enter the Grade Input to be excluded from the Current Earned Unit and/or
Cumulative Earned Units tests.


Setting Up SAP Communications
Access the Communications and Checklists page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Define Setup Criteria, Communications and Checklists).
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Communications and Checklists page


The Create SAP Communications process updates the 3C Trigger table in Campus Community. This process
utilizes two Administrative Functions, FINA and FINT, depending on the SAP processing type. Aid Year
processing SAP data requires the use of the FINA Administrative Function, which consists of the variable data
field of Aid Year. Term processing SAP data requires the use of the FINT Administrative Function which
consists of the variable data fields Aid Year and Term.


When setting up SAP Communications in Campus Community each processing type (Aid Year and Term)
must have its own separate, unique communications set up. You must set up your communications to use
the correct Administrative Function for the processing type; otherwise the 3C Engine will not create the
communications correctly.


See lscc, Using the 3C Engine.


See [Setting Up Communications]Setting Up Communications.


See [Managing Communications]Managing Communications.


Events


SAP Status Select the SAP status code.


Event ID Select the event ID. The event ID contains the Communication and Checklist
Code/Item to be assigned and is set up under Campus Community.
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See lscc, Managing Campus Event Planning, Creating an Event, Naming
an Event.


Communication Comments


Comment ID Select an SAP Test for which you want comments inserted into the 3C
Trigger table.
Comment ID values are associated with the eight SAP tests. If the comment
ID for a particular test is set up here, the SAP 3C process generates a comment
in the 3C Trigger table by student for each test that the student has failed.
If the student fails multiple tests, multiple comments are appended into one
comment and inserted into the communication comment field on the 3C
Trigger table.


Description Enter the text for the comment ID in this free-form field to create specific
messages to students who fail one of the eight SAP evaluation tests.


To include the student’s actual failed data value from the Student SAP page in
the comment, use the desired Hardcode Variable from the following table
when entering your comment text.


Comment ID and Variables
The following table details the Comment ID values, variables, and examples of Description entries and
resulting comments. The Comment ID values are the same as the field names from the Actualcolumn on
the Student SAP page.


Comment ID Hardcode Variable Example Description Example Comment
Academic Standing ACADSTND Your current academic


standing is ACADSTND.
Your current academic
standing is DISQ.


Cumulative Earned Units CUMERNU The cumulative unit
amount you have earned,
CUMERNU, does not meet
our requirements.


The cumulative unit
amount you have earned,
19.000, does not meet our
requirements.


Current Earned Units CURERNU CURERNU is the amount of
your current earned units.


8.000 is the amount of your
current earned units.


Max Attempted Terms MAXTERMS The number of terms
you have attempted at
PeopleSoft University is
MAXTERMS.


The number of terms
you have attempted at
PeopleSoft University is
10.000.


Max Attempted Units MAXATTU You have attempted
MAXATTU units at
PeopleSoft University.


You have attempted
12.00 units at PeopleSoft
University.


Min Cumulative GPA MINCUMGP Your cumulative GPA is
MINCUMGP.


Your cumulative GPA is
1.125.


Min Current GPA MINCURGP Your GPA for fall semester
is MINCURGP; this
does not meet university
requirements.


Your GPA for fall semester
is 1.013; this does not meet
university requirements.


Two Year GPA TWOYRGPA Your GPA after two years of
study is TWOYRGPA.


Your GPA after two years of
study is 1.109.
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Setting Up Evaluation Terms for Aid Year Processing
Access the Define Evaluation Aid Year page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Define Evaluation Aid Year).


Define Evaluation Aid Year page


Use this page to select terms for aid year processing for the selected aid year. The Evaluation Terms field
prompts a list of all terms defined at your institution.


Setting Up Evaluation Terms for Term Processing
Access the Define Evaluation Terms page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Define Evaluation Terms).


Define Evaluation Terms page


Use this page to select terms for term processing for the selected aid year. The Evaluation Terms field prompts
a list of all terms defined at your institution.
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Defining SAP Application Engine libraries.
Access the SAP AE Process Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic
Progress, Define SAP AE Library).


SAP AE Process Setup page


Use this page to specify which Application Engine application library sections you want to use for each
of the eight SAP test.


The SAP feature was designed and structured to be a modular program. Each of the eight delivered SAP
tests is enclosed in its own Application Engine application library section. You can implement custom AE
library sections to perform the desired SAP test logic for any of the eight SAP tests instead of using the
delivered AE library sections.


Use Delivered Routines Click this button to reset all of the AE Program and AE Sections to the
delivered definitions.


AE ProgramApplication
Engine program


This value defaults to the delivered program. If you have created a custom
Application Engine program for this test, enter the value here.


AE SectionApplication
Engine section


This value defaults to the delivered program. If you have created a custom
Application Engine application library section for this test, enter the value here
after selecting the Application Engine program.


For more information on customizing the eight SAP tests:


See Campus Solutions 9.0 Customizing SAP Developers Guide on My Oracle Support, ID 1155793.1
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Processing and Maintaining SAP
This section discusses how to:


• Run the SAP batch process.


• Maintain student SAP.


• View the Satisfactory Academic Progress field.


• Define student-specific career exceptions.


• Define student-specific aid year exceptions or term exceptions.


• Create SAP communications.


• Simulate a student SAP calculation.


• Review students from a batch run.


Note. When running an online, batch, or simulated SAP process, there must be an active FA Term row for
either the aid year or the term being processed. Also, ensure that the Set Up Activation field is set to Active
on the Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Define
Setup Criteria, Setup).
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Pages Used to Process and Maintain SAP
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Process SAP SFA_RUN_SAP Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Process
SAP


Run the batch SAP process.
The setup must have a status
of active for the process to
execute successfully.


Student SAP SFA_SAP_STDNT Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress,
Maintain Student SAP Data,
Student SAP


Run the SAP process for an
individual student, view
SAP calculated values, set
student level exclusions, and
set the use of the Override
SAP Status. The setup must
have a status of active for
the process to execute
successfully.


Packaging Status Summary STDNT_AID_PACKAGE Click the Packaging Status
Summary link from the
Student SAP page.


View the Satisfactory
Academic Progress field
value.


Career Exceptions SFA_SAP_STDNT2 Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress,
Maintain Student SAP Data,
Career Exceptions


Define exceptions at the
student level.


Term Exceptions (Page
visibility depends on SAP
Career level setup)


SFA_SAP_STDNT3 Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress,
Maintain Student SAP Data,
Term Exceptions


Define exceptions at the
student level for term
processing.


Aid Year Exceptions (Page
visibility depends on SAP
Career level setup)


SFA_SAP_STDNT4 Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Aid
Year Exceptions


Define exceptions at the
student level for aid year
processing.


Create SAP
Communications


SFA_RUN_SAP3C Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Create
SAP Communications


Set up event triggers for 3C
communications.


Simulate Student Eligibility SFA_SAP_STDNT_SIM Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Simulate
Student Eligibility


Simulate SAP status
processing without saving
data.


Review Report Data SFA_SAP_RPT Financial Aid, Satisfactory
Academic Progress, Review
Report Data


Store batch SAP status
details by run control IDs.


Running the SAP Batch Process
Access the Process SAP page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Process SAP).
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Process SAP page


Before running the SAP process, ensure that the Set Up Activation field is set to Active on the Setup page (Set
Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Define Setup Criteria, Setup).


Population Selection
The Population Selection check box is selected or cleared, depending on the value in the Selection Criteria
field in the Input Parameters group box on this page. When the check box is selected, population selection
options appear in the Population Selection group box.


For more information on population selection:


See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process.


Population Selection This check box is selected by default when you select Population Selection in
the Selection Criteria field in the Input Parameters group box on this page.
Use the Population Selection option to restrict the selection of IDs to only
the IDs identified by a tool configured to select a specific population. Only
identified IDs are selected for an SAP evaluation. If they meet the evaluation
criteria, an SAP calculation is created.
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If the preview functionality is enabled for the selection tool, you can preview
the population selection results before you run the process.


Selection Tool This field is available if the Population Selection check box is selected.
Select from Equation Engine, PS Query, or External File, or enter a tool that
your institution created to select the IDs to review for an SAP calculation.
Additional parameters are displayed for your selected tool.


Query Name Select a query to use for Population Selection. This field is available only
when PS Query is selected in the Selection Tool field. Select a PS Query that
uses the SFA_SAP_BIND bind record.


Input Parameters


Aid Year Select the aid year for which you want to evaluate Satisfactory Academic
Progress. This field displays only if you have selected a SAP Process Type of
Aid Year for the career in context in your SAP setup.


Term Select the term for which you want to evaluate Satisfactory Academic
Progress. This field displays only if you have selected a SAP Process Type of
Term for the career in context in your SAP setup.


Selection Criteria Select one of three options to determine which IDs are selected and evaluated
for an SAP Calculation.
Select Population Selection to use the Population Selection feature to select
IDs for an SAP evaluation. When selected, the Population Selection check box
is selected, the options in the Population Selection group box are displayed,
the Student Override check box is not available, and the Student Override
grid is hidden.
Select Student Override to manually enter in specific IDs for an SAP evaluation
in the Student Override grid. When selected, the Student Override check box
is enabled, the Student Override grid is displayed, the Population Selection
check box is disabled, and the Population Selection options are hidden.
Select Standard SAP Selection to use the built-in SAP selection criteria to
select IDs for an SAP evaluation. This option disables the Student Override
and Population Selection check boxes and hides both the Student Override grid
and the Population Selection options.


Processing Option Select the processing option:


• Update and Report inserts the same row into the Student SAP Record and
the Review Report Data page.


• Report Only inserts a row into the Review Report Data page. Use this
option to see the results before updating the SAP status on the Packaging
Status Summary page.


• Update Only inserts a row into the Student SAP Record.


Update using most recent
evaluation term (Pass 2)


Select this check box to update Pass 2 into the Student SAP record. If this is
not selected, Pass 2 results are not updated in the Student SAP record.
Pass 2 processing occurs when the student does not have a row for the term
or aid year being processed. Statistics from the latest term or aid year are
used to calculate the student’s SAP Status. Statuses and Actions rules are
not evaluated for Pass 2.
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Skip Status and Actions Select this check box to skip the Statuses and Actions rules set up when
processing Pass 1 for multiple aid years or terms. This avoids an incorrect
Calc SAP status from being calculated. If this option is selected on the
SAP processing run control and Statuses and Actions rules are set up and
selected, they are skipped.
Use this option when you are running multiple aid year or term processes and
comparing with the prior status would not be accurate. This option obtains the
actual calculated SAP status for the student and does not evaluate the prior
statuses and any matching statuses and action rules.
As an example, you would not select this option in this case: If processing
in January for spring 2006 and for fall 2006, the previous fall 2005 is the
maximum term past the fully graded date that both processing terms select. If
the process is run for spring 2006 with a status of Probation, then runs for fall
2006, it calculates Probation, then compares it to the spring value of Probation,
and gives an overall status of Disqualified which would be incorrect.


Don’t Run If SAP Status
Exists


Select this check box if you do not want to recalculate for students who already
have a SAP Status code for either the aid year or term that you are processing.


Update Options
These options appear only when the Don’t Run If SAP Status Exists check box is not selected.


Calc SAP Status Change
Only (calculate SAP status
change only)


Select this option to insert a new SAP record if no SAP record exists for the
run control values or if the Calc SAP Status code changes.


Any Calculation Value
Change


If this option is selected, the process inserts a new row (create a new SAP
calculation) if any of the values change from a previous calculated row for the
same term/aid year - even if the resulting changes do not change the Calculated
Status. It also inserts a new row if no row exists.
If this option is not selected, then a new row is only inserted if there is a
change to the Calculated Status. It also inserts a new row if none exists, unless
there is no data to process for that term or aid year.


Student Override
Select the Student Override option to display the Student Override grid for entry of student IDs. Enter the
IDs of the students to be considered for SAP evaluation. If the students meet the evaluation criteria, an SAP
calculation is created. Only the IDs you list are processed.


Maintaining Student SAP
Access the Student SAP page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Maintain Student SAP Data,
Student SAP).
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Student SAP page


All students with an FA Term built are able to access the SAP Student Data page, which allows for online SAP
calculation for an individual student. Students must have an active row in FA Term for the term or aid year
that is being processed. If an active row does not exist, the process executes but returns a blank page, or, if a
previous status exists, the existing page data is displayed.


Note. Before running the online process, ensure that the Set Up Activation field is set to Active on the
Setup page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Define Setup
Criteria, Setup).
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This page displays the SAP status code and all the calculation results used to determine a student’s SAP
status code.


The Aid Year or Term field is displayed depending on the setup criteria. Enter the aid year or term to process
for the SAP online process.


Click the Calc SAP button to run the SAP process for an individual. An Active FA Term record must exist for
the aid year or term being processed. After processing, the SAP Calculation Results, SAP Calculation Data,
and Processing Information group boxes are populated.


Student SAP


Aid Year or Term The aid year or term used in the SAP online or batch calculation. If the
batch process calculated the data, this is the aid year or term used on the run
control for that batch run.


Packaging Status Summary Click this link to view the Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the
Packaging Status Summary page. This page is shown in the next section
of this chapter.


Program Displays the academic program from FA Term that was used to determine
SAP status.


Plan Displays the academic plan from FA Term that was used to determine SAP
status.


Calc SAP Status (calculated
SAP status)


Displays the calculated SAP status that controls the value in the SAP field
on the Packaging Status Summary page. To access this page, click the
Packaging Status Summary link.


Override SAP Status You can enter a SAP status to override the calculated SAP status. If populated,
this status overrides the value in the Calc SAP Status field and controls the
Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the Packaging Status Summary page.
Delete the override status before running the process after the fully graded date.


Updated Displays the date that an override is placed on the student’s SAP record.


User ID Displays the user ID of the person who applied the override.


Comment A comment can be placed in this field to provide additional information
on a student’s SAP. Use the comment field when you override a student’s
SAP Status.


SAP Calculation Results


Test The eight tests used to determine an SAP status. The possible tests are:


• Academic Standing
• Max Attempted Units
• Max Attempted Terms
• Min Current GPA
• Min Cumulative GPA
• Current Earned Units
• Cumulative Earned Units
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• Two Year GPA


Used Indicates whether this test was used to determined SAP status.


Actual Displays the calculated value for any test that is used. This is the value
that is used in the rule comparison.


Rule Range From Displays the lower end of the failed range of the test if the student failed
the test. Academic standing does not use ranges and no value exists for
the Academic Standing Test row.


Rule Range To Displays the upper end of the failed range of the test if the student failed
the test. Academic standing does not use ranges and no value exists for
the Academic Standing Test row.


Failed Displays as checked if the student failed the test.


Status Displays the calculated status for each test.


Severity Displays the severity of each SAP test. The status of the test with the highest
severity is used to populate the Calc SAP Status field.


Exception Used Indicates whether an exception rule was used to determine SAP status.


Term Displays the term used to evaluate academic standing from Student Records.
Only displays for the Academic Standing test.


SAP Calculation Data
Bundle 30
Added the “Current Earned Units Percent” and “Cumulative Earned Units Pct” display fields.


Current Units Attempted Displays the number of units the student is attempting for the evaluation term
or aid year terms. This is used in the Current Earned Units test.


Cumulative Units
Attempted


Displays the cumulative number of units the student attempted, up to and
including the units for the term or terms in the aid year being evaluated. This
is used in the Cumulative Earned Units test.


Two Year Nbr of Terms
(two year number of terms)


Displays the number of attempted terms calculated for use in the Two Year
GPA test.


Bundle 30 Added new field.


Current Earned Units
Percent(


Displays the Current Earned Units Percent field calculated when the “Use
Percentage” option is selected for Current Earned Units Test in the SAP
Define Set Up Criteria.


Bundle 30 Added new field.


Cumulative Earned Units
Pct( (cumulative earned units
percent)


Displays the Cumulative Earned Units Percent field calculated when the
“Use Percentage” option is selected for Cumulative Earned Units Test in
the SAP Define Set Up Criteria.


Processing Information


Process User ID Displays the user ID of the person who ran the batch process.


Process Date/Time Displays the date and time when the process was run.
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Processing Message: Displays the source of the status code:


• Default SAP Status. The status assigned to students who pass all of
the selected tests.


• Statistics Calc Pass 1, Term XXX. Calculated status from the evaluation
term or max term in an aid year.


• Statistics Calc Pass 2, Term XXX. Calculated status from the latest
(max) term on the student’s record.


Viewing the Satisfactory Academic Progress Field
Access the Packaging Status Summary page. (Click the Packaging Status Summary link from the Student
SAP page.)


Packaging Status Summary page


Satisfactory Academic
Progress


Enter the SAP status. If the field is not editable, active SAP setup data exists.
When active setup data exists, the Process SAP process updates this value
based on the SAP status code setup.


SAP Details Click this link to navigate to the Student SAP page.


Defining Student-Specific Career Exceptions
Access the Career Exceptions page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Maintain Student SAP
Data, Career Exceptions).
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Career Exceptions page


This page is for student-specific career rules, rewriting the rule at the student level for the Effective Date and
Status control when the student-specific career rule is applied. If any career rules fail when processing, the
Exception Failure Default Status is applied and the exception flag is set to Y for the test using the exception.


The SAP status assigned for any career exception failure is the Exception Fail Default Status. It is
recommended that this Severity code is the highest of the Not Meet status codes.


Click the Calc SAP button to run the SAP process for an individual. An Active FA Term record must exist
for the aid year or term being processed.


Career Exceptions


Effective Date Date this rule is applied.


Status Active: Rule is active and in effect.
Inactive: Rule is inactive and not in effect.


Attempted Max Units
(attempted maximum units)


Enter the total number of attempted units to which the student is limited.


Attempted Max Terms
(attempted maximum terms)


Enter the this total number of attempted terms to which the student is limited.


Min Cumulative GPA
(minimum cumulative GPA)


Enter the minimum cumulative GPA that the student must have.
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Cum Earned Units %
(cumulative earned units
percentage)


Enter the minimum percentage (attempted units divided by earned units) to
which the student is limited.


Cum Earned Units
(cumulative earned units)


Enter the minimum number of (attempted units divided by earned units) to
which the student is limited.


Cum Att Units to Exclude Enter the total number of cumulative attempted units to exclude from the
calculation.


Two Year GPA Enter the minimum cumulative GPA that the student must have for his or her
second year.


Terms From Enter the starting number for the range of terms for which this career exception
to the Two Year GPA rule applies. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the
starting number, it is included in the range.


Terms To Enter the ending number for the range of terms for which this career exception
to the Two Year GPA rule applies. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the
ending number, it is included in the range.


Comments Enter remarks up to 254 characters, that apply to the student career exception.


Defining Student-Specific Term Exceptions
Access the Term Exceptions page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Maintain Student SAP
Data, Term Exceptions).
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Term Exceptions page


This page appears when the process type set up for this student’s institution and career is set to term processing.
This page is for student-specific term rules. The rules apply only to the specific term entered.


If any of these rules fail, the Exception Failure Default Status is applied. You should make this Severity
code the highest of all the Not Meet status codes.


Click the Calc SAP button to run the SAP process for an individual. An active FA Term record must exist for
term being processed.


Term Exceptions


Term Enter the term to which these specific student rules apply.


Override Academic
Standing


Select this check box to override the academic standing rule for students
with Warning or Disqualified status.


Min Cumulative GPA
(minimum cumulative GPA)


Enter the minimum cumulative GPA that a student must achieve at the end of
the term.


Min Current GPA
(minimum current GPA)


Enter the minimum current GPA that the student must achieve for the term.


Cur Earned Units %
(current earned units
percentage)


Enter the minimum percentage (attempted units divided by earned units) for
the term that the student must achieve.
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Cur Earned Units (current
earned units)


Enter the minimum number of attempted/earned units for the term that the
student must achieve.


Cur Att Units to Exclude Enter the total number of current attempted units to exclude from the
calculation.


Two Year GPA Enter the minimum cumulative GPA that the student must have for his or her
second year.


Terms From Enter the starting number for the range of terms for which this career exception
to the Two Year GPA rule applies. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the
starting number, it is included in the range.


Terms To Enter the ending number for the range of terms for which this career exception
to the Two Year GPA rule applies. The numbers are inclusive. If 10 is the
ending number, it is included in the range


Comments Enter remarks up to 254 characters that apply to the student term exception.


Audit Information


Last Update User ID Displays the user ID of the person who last saved change to this page.


Last Update Date/Time Displays the date and time when this page was last saved.


Defining Student-Specific Aid Year Exceptions
Access the Aid Year Exceptions page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Maintain Student SAP
Data, Aid Year Exceptions).
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Aid Year Exceptions page


This page appears when the process type set up for this student’s institution and career is set to aid year
processing. This page is for student-specific aid year rules. The rules apply only to the specific aid year that
is entered.


If any of these rules fail, the Exception Failure Default Status is applied. You should make this Severity
code the highest of all the Not Meet status codes.


Click the Calc SAP button to run the SAP process for an individual. An active FA Term record must exist
within the aid year being processed.


Note. For descriptions of the fields on this page, refer to the documentation about the fields on the Term
Exceptions page and replace term with aid year.


Creating SAP Communications
Access the Create SAP Communications page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Create SAP
Communications).
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Create SAP Communications page


The SAP Communications process inserts a row into the Event 3C Trigger table. The unmodified (vanilla)
Event Process creates the 3C elements as set up in the Event setup record. You can control the production of
duplicate communications by using the unmodified (vanilla) event processing controls.


See lscc, Using the 3C Engine, Defining 3C Engine Triggers, Identifying Trigger Conditions.


See lscc, Managing Campus Event Planning, Creating an Event, Naming an Event.


Term or Aid Year Enter the maximum row in the Student SAP record for either term or aid year.


SAP Status Code Enter the SAP Status Code for which you want to create SAP communications.


Simulating a Student SAP Calculation
Access the Simulate Student Eligibility page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Simulate
Student Eligibility).
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Simulate Student Eligibility page


To run the SAP process for a single student without updating the SAP Student Data page, use this page
to process SAP status online.


Depending on your setup criteria, either the Term or Aid Year field appears. Enter the aid year or term
to process for the SAP online process.


Click the Calc SAP button to run the SAP simulation process for an individual. An Active FA Term record
must exist for the aid year or term being processed. After processing, the SAP Calculation Results, SAP
Calculation Data, and Processing Information group boxes are populated.
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Student SAP


Aid Year or Term The aid year or term used in the batch or online SAP calculation. If the
batch process calculated the data, this is the aid year or term used on the run
control for that batch run.


Program The academic program from FA Term that was used to determine SAP status.


Plan The academic plan from FA Term that was used to determine SAP status.


Calc SAP Status (calculated
SAP status)


The calculated SAP status that controls the value in the Satisfactory Academic
Progress field on the Packaging Summary Status page.


Override SAP Status If populated, this status overrides the value in the Calc Sap Status field and
controls the Satisfactory Academic Progress field on the Packaging Summary
Status page. Delete the override status before running the process after the
fully graded date.


SAP Calculation Results


Test Eight tests are used to determine an SAP status. The possible criteria are:


• Academic Standing
• Max Attempted Units
• Max Attempted Terms
• Min Current GPA
• Min Cumulative GPA
• Current Earned Units
• Cumulative Earned Units
• Two Year GPA


Used Indicates whether this test was used to determine SAP status.


Actual The calculated value is populated for any test that is used. This is the value
that is used in the rule comparison.


Rule Range From If the student failed this test, the rule displays in the lower end of the failed
range. Academic Standing does not use ranges and no value exists for the
Academic Standing Test row.


Rule Range To If the student failed this test, the rule displays in the upper end of the failed
range. Academic Standing does not use ranges and no value exists for the
Academic Standing Test row.


Status Displays the calculated status for each test.


Severity Displays the severity of the SAP status. The status with the highest severity is
used to populate the Calc SAP Status field.


Term Displays the term used to evaluate Academic Standing from Student Records.
This field appears for the Academic Standing test only.
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SAP Calculation Data
Bundle 30
Added the “Current Earned Units Percent” and “Cumulative Earned Units Pct” display fields.


Current Units Attempted Displays the number of units that the student is attempting for the evaluation
term/aid year terms. This is used in the Current Earned Units test.


Cumulative Units
Attempted


Displays the cumulative number of units that the student attempted up to and
including the units for the term or terms in the aid year being evaluated. This
is used in the Cumulative Earned Units test.


Two Year Nbr of Terms
(two year number of terms)


Displays the number of attempted terms calculated for use in the Two Year
GPA test.


Bundle 30 Added new field.


Current Earned Units
Percent(


Displays the Current Earned Units Percent field calculated when the “Use
Percentage” option is selected for Current Earned Units Test in the SAP
Define Set Up Criteria.


Bundle 30 Added new field.


Cumulative Earned Units
Pct( (cumulative earned units
percent)


Displays the Cumulative Earned Units Percent field calculated when the
“Use Percentage” option is selected for Cumulative Earned Units Test in
the SAP Define Set Up Criteria.


Processing Information


Processing Message The message identifies the source of the status code:


• Default SAP Status. The status assigned to students who pass all of
the selected tests.


• Statistics Calc Pass 1, Term XXX. Calculated status from the evaluation
term or max term in an aid year.


• Statistics Calc Pass 2, Term XXX. Calculated status from the latest
(max) term on the student’s record.


Reviewing Students from a Batch Run
After running the SAP process in batch, you can use the Review Report Data page to review the results for all
eight tests for all students processed in the batch. This page is available when you select either the Update and
Report or the Report Only option on the Process SAP page.


Access the Review Report Data page (Financial Aid, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Review Report Data).
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Review Report Data
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CHAPTER 1


Setting Up Packaging Basics


This chapter provides an overview of packaging basics and discusses how to:


• Define packaging variables.
• Define disbursement plans and split codes.
• Set up aggregate aid.
• Set up award messages.
• Set up loan fees.
• Define financial aid item types.
• Budget fiscal limits.
• Prepare for early financial aid offers.
• Set up restricted aid.
• Set up award adjustment reasons.


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up ACG and SMART Grants


Understanding Packaging Basics
The items covered in this chapter are the basic items required for all three modes of packaging (manual, auto,
and mass). If your institution is only going to use manual awarding, you only need to perform setup tasks in
this chapter. If you are going to use Auto Packaging or Mass Packaging, you must perform the setup tasks
outlined in the "Setting Up Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging" chapter.


This section lists prerequisites and common elements and discusses:


• Award adjustment reasons.
• Early financial aid offers.
• Awarding versus packaging.
• Financial aid item types.


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging
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Prerequisites
Before you begin to set up your institution’s financial aid item types and your awarding and packaging
rules, you must:


• Set up your institution’s installation defaults and other basic elements of the financial aid application
processing cycle (such as aid year and valid careers for aid year).


• Set up your item types for financial aid in PeopleSoft Student Financials—you cannot set up your financial
aid item types until you have set up item types.


• Establish your financial aid terms.
• Review the concepts of tablesets and setIDs.


If you plan to use admissions rating components as criteria for awarding certain awards, you must:


• Have a list of the rating components used by the admissions office at your institution.
• Know what the various rating components are used for and what names have been used for them in


PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions.
See lsad, Setting Up for Evaluating Applicants.


Before using the Equation Processor you should know what fields are valid for use in equations and what
their names are. A list of valid fields can be found in the "Using the Equation Processor" section. Packaging
equations are used for queries and selections from the database and to calculate values.


See lsfa, Setting Up Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging, Viewing and Editing Equations.


Common Element Used in This Chapter
Copy Used to access a page where you can copy data you have already entered into


something new you are creating. For example, you can copy information from
one financial aid year to another aid year or from one career to another career
within the same aid year.


Award Adjustment Reasons
Financial aid counselors use award adjustment reasons to document why they made a change to the student’s
award. Award adjustment reasons are available for you to edit, add to, or delete. Award adjustment reasons
are required by the Professional Judgement page, and they can also enhance your ability to track patterns in
awarding.


Early Financial Aid Offers
If you plan to offer early financial aid awards, and you want to use broad categories of aid instead of specific
awards, you must set up these broad categories from which a student could be awarded early financial aid. For
instance, you can create categories for scholarships, loans, grants, and work-study. When you actually create
an early financial aid offer, you use these categories instead of financial aid item types.


Awarding versus Packaging
A note about terminology: Awarding and packaging are terms that are often used interchangeably. In this
book, awarding is used to mean the activity of choosing one financial aid award at a time for a student.
Packaging is used to refer to a process in which many awards are given to a student at one time to make a
financial aid award package.
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Financial Aid Item Types
Financial aid item types are selected item types that your institution has assigned to the funds awarded as
financial aid. The item type is used to map the financial aid award transaction to the appropriate general
ledger account during the general ledger process. The way item types are classified governs whether they are
considered as financial aid item types.


Setting up your item types for financial aid requires several major steps:


1. Add keywords on the Keywords page to simplify the search for a financial aid item type in a search
dialog box.
Keywords that you might use for your item types include grants, loans, work (for work-study), scholarship,
and merit.


Note. Financial aid and bursar offices should work together to set up your keywords so that a keyword
standard can be defined for your institution.


2. Set up the item types used by financial aid in the Item Types component.
3. Set up financial aid item types.
4. Set up fiscal item types to define the amount of spending money for a particular fund.


Note. Use the same setID for all of your financial aid item types.


See Also
lssf, Completing Student Financials General Setup


Defining Packaging Variables
To set up packaging variables, use the Package Rating Components component (PKG_RTNGCMP_GROUP).


This section provides an overview of packaging variables and discusses how to:


• Define package rating components.
• Enter institution-specific variables.
• Populate rating components in batch.
• Populate rating components manually.
• Enter additional packaging variables.


Understanding Packaging Variables
Many fields are already available in Financial Aid, but the Packaging Variables component enables you to
create additional institutionally defined variable fields for use in the Packaging process. You can define
character variables, numeric variables, and yes or no flags. Package rating components are also included
as packaging variables.
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Use the package rating components that you define here to define specific student populations for packaging.
For example, you may want to select all students with total SAT I scores over 1000 for a particular award.
This could be done by assigning the SAT I criteria used by Recruiting and Admissions to one of the package
rating components. Then, when defining your population of students for packaging, you would include the
package rating component that referred to SAT I score in your selection formula. Package rating components
are defined for each career. You must have a different group of package rating components for each career that
utilizes package rating components in packaging plans. Enter the admissions rating components and GPA types
in any order, but keep track of which items you enter for each package rating component for future reference.


The Rating Component 1 and 2 pages in the Packaging Variables component enable you to enter or to
view package rating component information. Package rating components correspond to admissions rating
components. You can enter package rating component information manually or using a background process.


To enter package rating component information manually:


1. Select the admissions rating components to use as package rating components in the Package Rating
Components component.


2. Enter the student’s values on the Rating Components 1 page or Rating Components 2 page.


To enter package rating component information in batch:


1. Select the admissions rating components to use as package rating components in the Package Rating
Components component.


2. Run the Assign Packaging Rtng Component (assign packaging rating component) process (FAPKGCMP)
on the Assign Packaging Rating Components page.


3. Review values returned by the process on the Rating Components 1 page or Rating Components 2 page.


You can change the field names on these pages by using the Application Designer. For example, if you use a
character variable to represent a student’s county of residence, you can change Var Char 1 to County. If you do
not change the field names, make a note of what each variable value represents for future reference.
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Pages Used to Define Packaging Variables
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Package Rating Components
1 and Package Rating
Components 2


PKG_RTNGCMP_TABLE1 ,
PKG_RTNGCMP_TABLE2


Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Package Rating
Components, Package
Rating Components 1
and Packaging Rating
Components 2


Define package rating
components. Select
the admissions rating
components and the GPA
types that you want to be
available for packaging
equations as package rating
components.


User Variables STDNT_VAR_CHAR Financial Aid, Awards,
Award Processing, Assign
Packaging Variables, User
Variables


Enter institution-specific
variable values for a student.


Assign Packaging Rating
Components


RUNCTL_FA_PKG_RC Financial Aid, Awards,
Award Processing, Assign
Packaging Ratings,
Assign Packaging Rating
Components


Populate rating components
in batch. Move selected
admissions rating
components and GPA types
and their associated values
to the Package Rating
Components 1 and 2 pages.


Rating Component 1 and
Rating Component 2


STDNT_VAR_CMP1_7,
STDNT_VAR_CMP8_14


Financial Aid, Awards,
Award Processing, Assign
Packaging Variables, Rating
Component


Populate rating components
manually. View or manually
enter the student’s particular
value associated with each
package rating component.


Additional Variables STDNT_VAR_CA Financial Aid, Awards,
Award Processing, Assign
Packaging Variables,
Additional Variables


Enter values for packaging
variables setup using
the Common Attribute
Framework.


Defining Package Rating Components
Access the Package Rating Components 1 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Package Rating Components, Package Rating Components 1).
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Package Rating Components 1 page


Component #1-20 Enter the admissions rating component or GPA type that you want to use as a
package rating component. You can enter values in any fields in any order.


Note. To select a GPA type, you must first select the SR check box next
to that field.


SR (student records) Determines what values you can select in the Component field. Select to have
only GPA types available for selection.


Entering Institution-Specific Variables
Access the User Variables page (Financial Aid, Awards, Award Processing, Assign Packaging Variables,
User Variables).
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User Variables page


Var Char 1-10 (character
variable)


Enter any alphabetic characters such as words, phrases, or symbols.
For example, you can use a character variable to define a particular student
interest, such as an interest in psychology, that helps determine eligibility for a
scholarship, such as a psychology merit scholarship.


Var Num 1-10 (numeric
variable)


Enter numeric variables to define anything that has a numeric value such as
percentages, integers, or dollar amounts. You can use numeric variables to
define formulated numeric values such as test scores plus GPA or a raw index
of a student’s financial need. If you do not enter a value in numeric variable
field, the zeros remain in the field. The format for this field is numeric.


User Variable Y/N Flag
#1-10


Yes/No Flags can be defined for any variable field with a Y or N value. An
example of when you might use a Yes/No Flag is the Ability To Benefit test.
Select the check box to indicate yes. Clear the check box to indicate no. The
value that you enter should be true for the student whose name appears in
the top portion of the page.


Populating Rating Components in Batch
Access the Assign Packaging Rating Components page (Financial Aid, Awards, Award Processing, Assign
Packaging Ratings, Assign Packaging Rating Components).
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Assign Packaging Rating Components page


Process Components From
Select the criteria that you want the system to use when selecting students for processing.


Admissions Rating
Components


Select this option to use admissions criteria for selecting students. Use this
option if you want the process to select data from the admissions evaluation
area. If you select this option, you cannot enter any criteria in the Records
Criteria group box.


Stdnt Records Special GPA
(student records special
grade point average)


Select this option to enter Student Records criteria for selecting students. Use
this option if you want the process to select data from the Student Special
GPA page in Student Records. If you select this option, you cannot enter any
criteria in the Admissions Criteria group box.


Both Select this option to enter both admissions and student records criteria for
selecting students. Use this option to have process select data from both
admissions and special GPA data.


Other Page Elements


Overwrite Select to overwrite the previous values entered in the Packaging Variables
Rating Components page for the students included in this batch.


Admissions Criteria
Enter the Recruiting and Admissions criteria that the system should use to select students for processing.


Admit Term Students who were admitted during the selected term are included in the
process.


Stdnt Lvl (student level) Students whose student level is equal to or higher than the selected value
are included in the process. The student level corresponds to where the
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student is in the admissions process or indicates that they are an accepted or
continuing student.


Evaluation Status Students whose evaluation status matches the selected value are included in
the process. The student’s evaluation status is related to where a student is
in the admissions process. You can select: CM (committee evaluation in
progress), FN (final), HD (on hold), or IP (in progress).


Evaluation Code Students whose evaluation code matches the selected value are included
in the process.


Records Criteria
Enter the Student Records criteria that the system should use to select students for processing.


Term - Student FA Term Select the financial aid term that should be used to select the student’s
career, academic program, and academic plan for comparison against the
match criteria.


Term - Student Spcl GPA
(term - student special GPA)


Select the term from which the process should select the GPA types and the
corresponding GPA value.


Match Level Select Academic Career, Academic Program, Academic Plan or Academic
Sub-Plan as the matching criteria.


Run Run the Assign Packaging Rtng Component (assign packaging rating
component) process (FAPKGCMP) when you are ready to process students.
Run this process periodically so that when rating components are used, the
values are current.


See Also
lsad, Setting Up for Evaluating Applicants


Populating Rating Components Manually
Access the Rating Component 1 page (Financial Aid, Awards, Award Processing, Assign Packaging Variables,
Rating Component).
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Rating Component 1 page


The package rating components are divided over two pages, Rating Component 1 page and Rating Component
2 page, with ten components per page. Package rating components are mapped to Recruiting and Admissions
or Student Records criteria on the Package Rating Components page. If you are populating the package rating
components in batch, run the Assign Packaging Rtng Component (assign packaging rating component) process
(FAPKGCMP) periodically, so that when you use the package rating components the values are current.


Component # (component
number


If you have run the Assign Packaging Rating Component (FAPKGCMP)
process, the package rating components set up on the Package Rating
Components 1 and 2 pages are populated in this field and the student’s value
for that component is displayed in the corresponding Value field. Whether
or not you have run the above process, you can select an admissions rating
component and enter the corresponding value manually.


Value # (value number) A numeric field that represents the student’s value for the corresponding
package rating component. If you have run the Assign Packaging Rtng
Component (FAPKGCMP) process, this field is automatically populated but
you can change the value. If you are entering package rating components
manually, enter the correct value.


Entering Additional Packaging Variables
Access the Additional Variables page (Financial Aid, Awards, Award Processing, Assign Packaging Variables,
Additional Variables).
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Additional Variables page


Enter values for packaging variables setup using the Common Attribute Framework.


Note. To be available on this page, Attributes must be associated with the STDNT_PKG_VAR record in
the Common Attribute setup.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 PeopleBook, Working with Common Attribute Framework.


Defining Disbursement Plans and Split Codes
To set up disbursement plans and split codes, use the Disbursement Plan Table component
(DISBURSE_PLAN_TBL), the Disbursement ID Table component (DISBURSE_ID_TBL), the Disbursement
Split Code component (DISB_SPLIT_CD), and the Disbursement Split Cd Formula component
(DISB_ID_SPLIT).


This section provides an overview of disbursement plans and split codes and discusses how to:


• Create disbursement plans.
• Set up disbursement IDs.
• Set up disbursement split codes.
• Define split code formulas.
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Understanding Disbursement Plans and Split Codes
Financial aid funds are awarded to students based on an annual or aid year amount, but you would rarely deliver
these funds to students in one lump sum, unless the student is in attendance for only one term. Disbursement
plans specify when and how much of a particular award to disburse, by term, to the student’s account in Student
Financials. For example, if your institution has two terms, you may disburse awards once per term or you may
disburse multiple times within a term. Disbursement plans are defined by career, so if you have a law school on
semesters and your undergraduates are on quarters, you can define different disbursement plans for each career.


Before you begin, you must gather all the possible target disbursement dates for the different student
populations that your institution supports. For example, students enrolled in the law school begin classes
10 days prior to all other academic programs. You must also have a good understanding of any special
disbursement patterns a fund may have. For example, you may have an institutional fund that is disbursed in
one lump sum for the year or perhaps disbursed on a monthly basis.


Pages Used to Define Disbursement Plans and Split Codes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Disbursement Plan DISBURSE_PLAN_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Disbursement Plan
Table, Disbursement Plan


Create disbursement plans,
by aid year, that you offer
for each career at your
institution. Disbursement
plans are high level
structural schemes possible
within an academic career.


Copy Disbursement
Plan Data


DISB_PLAN_COPY Click the Copy button on the
Disbursement Plan page.


Copy the information on the
Disbursement Plan page
from one combination of aid
year, career, and academic
institution to another.


Disbursement ID DISBURSE_ID_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Disbursement ID
Table, Disbursement ID


Set up disbursement IDs and
terms for each disbursement
that should be associated
with the disbursement
plan. Disbursement IDs
identify all the possible
target disbursement dates
within a specific period.


Copy Disbursement ID Data DISB_ID_COPY Click the Copy button on the
Disbursement ID page.


Copy the information on
the Disbursement ID page
from one combination of
academic institution, aid
year, academic career,
and disbursement plan to
another.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Disbursement Split Code DISB_SPLIT_CD Set Up SACR, Product


Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Disbursement
Split Codes, Disbursement
Split Code


Set up disbursement
split codes, or various
disbursement patterns for
this disbursement plan.
Disbursement split codes are
created to provide a label
to the various patterns of
disbursement IDs. For
example, equal disbursement
across terms, or fall only
disbursement.


Copy Split Code Data SPLIT_CODE_COPY Click the Copy button on
the Disbursement Split
Code page.


Copy the information on the
Disbursement Split Code
page from one combination
of academic institution, aid
year, and academic career to
another.


Disbursement Split Formula DISB_ID_SPLIT Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Disbursement Split
Cd Formula, Disbursement
Split Formula


Define split code formulas,
or disbursement percentages
for the split codes you
created based on the
disbursement split code
descriptions—this setup
provides the specific
percentage distribution
to each disbursement
ID created within a
disbursement plan.


Copy Split Code Formulas ID_SPLIT_COPY Click the Copy button on
the Disbursement Split
Formula page.


Copy information on the
Disbursement Split Formula
page from one combination
of academic institution, aid
year, and academic career to
another.


Creating Disbursement Plans
Access the Disbursement Plan page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Disbursement
Plan Table, Disbursement Plan).
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Disbursement Plan page


Disbursement plans must account for all possible patterns that you use to disburse money to a student. For
example, if your institution supports quarter-based terms, you might have a plan for all three quarters, fall
and spring quarter, fall and winter quarter, winter and spring quarter, and then a plan for each quarter alone.
That way, no matter what the student’s attendance pattern is, you have a disbursement plan defined to match
that pattern. Define at least one disbursement plan for each career. For clarity, you may want to make your
disbursement plan code or value consistent across careers. Your disbursement plan defines the pattern for
disbursement of financial aid funds. For example, at a semester-based institution, disbursements can occur in
the fall semester only, the spring semester only, or both semesters. Each of these patterns would be defined as
a separate disbursement plan.
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Note. Special consideration is required for loan item types that will be processed using the Campus Solution
Loan Processing module. When a loan is originated, the scheduled disbursement amounts and associated
disbursement ID are carried forward to the Campus Solutions Financial Aid Loan Origination process.


All Direct Lending loan item types can support the concept of a disbursement plan and split code scheme that
supports multiple disbursement IDs within a term. COD currently supports up to 20 total disbursements per
loan application for both Stafford and PLUS loans. Some examples:


1. A disbursement plan of two semesters (fall and spring) can be setup to convey a total of 10 disbursement
IDs, each term assigned with 5 disbursement IDs. However, the first term defined within the disbursement
plan and split code is not allowed to have a zero percentage defined for the first term.


2. A disbursement plan of three quarters (fall, winter and spring cannot be used to award a winter and spring
DL PLUS loan.


3. To facilitate increases and change processing for a Stafford or PLUS one term direct loan MPN item types,
you should set up and define at least four disbursement IDs for the term.


All non-Direct Lending programs must have disbursement plan and split code schemes that do not include
any zero percentages or zero amounts in any disbursement ID. This includes any alternative loans processed
using the CommonLine file format and process. All non-DL loans with a zero amount associated with a
disbursement ID are rejected during the initial origination process. For example, a disbursement plan of three
quarters (fall, winter, and spring) cannot be used to award a winter and spring TERI loan.


Plan Enter a two-character code (alphanumeric) for the disbursement plan. You
should use sequential numeric codes (such as 01, 02, 03) rather than skipping
numbers (02, 01, 03).


Description Enter descriptions that easily distinguish one plan from another for easy
identification.


30 Day Delay Loan Plan Select to indicate that the associated disbursement plan has a 30-day delay for
the first loan disbursement. A first-time freshman receiving a loan cannot
receive the first disbursement for the loan until 30 days into the term. You need
to establish a separate disbursement plan for this instance. Review the setup
for the 30-day rule for your institution on the Financial Aid Defaults page.


See lsfa, Setting Up Your Financial Aid Awarding Cycle, Establishing
Defaults, Defining Installation Level Defaults.


Setting Up Disbursement IDs
Access the Disbursement ID page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Disbursement
ID Table, Disbursement ID).
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Disbursement ID page


Disbursement IDs provide all the possible target disbursement dates with a specific disbursement plan.
Disbursement split codes and formulas create the disbursement patterns and distribution percentages to each
applicable disbursement ID. When you run the disbursement and authorization processes to disburse aid to a
student’s account, the system reviews a comprehensive set of rules to ensure the eligibility of aid to a student’s
account. For example, a federal SEOG award may be targeted to disburse on the first day of the term; however,
aid is not disbursed until a student completes the verification process.


Disbursement ID Enter a two-digit number for each term’s disbursement that occurs in the
disbursement plan identified at the top of the page. The number indicates
the aid year sequence for the disbursements for this plan. For example, you
may assign your fall term an 01 disbursement ID, winter term an 02, and
spring term an 03. The aid year sequence for this disbursement plan would
be 01, then 02, and then 03. Disbursements process in sequential order
within a disbursement plan.


Ensure that if the term includes a nonstandard term, such as a summer term,
the nonstandard term is placed in the correct sequence. For example, if the
disbursement plan includes a disbursement during the summer term and your
institution has a leading summer term, the disbursement IDs for the summer
term must come before those for terms in the academic award period.


If your disbursement plan has the 30-Day Delay check box selected, define
a disbursement ID to accommodate this condition with the appropriate
disbursement date.


Term Select the academic term to which this disbursement ID applies. The system
populates the Award Period, Disbursement Date, and Loan Request Dt (loan
request date) fields based on the selected term when you move out of this field.
Verify that the term is associated with an award period compatible with the
award periods spanned by the disbursement plan.


Award Period Displays the award period associated with the selected term. Verify that the
term corresponds to the correct award period. To correct the award period, use
the Valid Terms for Career page to change the term’s award period.


Disbursement Date This is the date on which financial aid should be applied to the student’s
account. After the term value is entered, the system defaults a disbursement
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date of 10 days prior to the term begin date, which is defined in Student
Records on the Term/Session Table component. You can override this date. If
you plan to disburse more than once a term, the disbursement date for each
disbursement ID needs to correspond to when you want the disbursements
to initially occur. For example, for a monthly disbursement during the fall
term, the first disbursement ID could use the defaulted date, for example
August 15. The next disbursement ID would have a disbursement date of
September 15, the third disbursement ID would have a disbursement date
of October 15, and so on.


Note. Current federal guidelines state that federal financial aid cannot be
disbursed to a student more than 10 days prior to the first day of the term, and
that federal financial aid should be disbursed separately for each term.


Loan Request Dt (loan
request date)


Enter the date you are requesting loan funds to be sent from the lender to your
institution. The default loan request date is 13 days prior to the term start date,
which is the current federally defined legal maximum.


Note. The loan request date is carried forward to the Loan Origination pages
where the date can be modified. Care should be taken to ensure that loan
request dates remain in sync.


Setting Up Disbursement Split Codes
Access the Disbursement Split Code page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Disbursement Split Codes, Disbursement Split Code).


Disbursement Split Code page


Disbursement split codes put a label to various disbursement schemes that instruct the system how to divide
an award disbursement amount among terms. For example, if your institution has three terms, you would
want one split code to split disbursements equally among the three terms. You usually have more than one
split code per disbursement plan depending on the business practices of your institution and the needs of your
financial aid office. You define the distribution percentages to these split codes further in the Disbursement
Split Code Formula setup. You can configure all disbursements on a individual award basis; however, it is
better to for you to define most of the schemes in advance.


Split Code Enter a two-character code for the split code you are defining for this
disbursement plan. You can define the split code with numbers or characters.


Description Enter a description that distinguishes one plan from another for easy
identification. For example, a split code of Two Semesters could indicate
disbursements should be split in two—one for fall term and one for spring term.
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Defining Split Code Formulas
Access the Disbursement Split Formula page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Disbursement Split Cd Formula, Disbursement Split Formula).


Disbursement Split Formula page


Split code formulas define what percentage of the award should be disbursed for each disbursement ID for
each disbursement plan and split code combination. Define the split code formula for each split code that
you have defined for your institution.
Bundle 30
Added the “PELL: User-defined Splits” Even Split Option and rewrote descriptions of other Even
Split Options.
Added the “Exclude Term” check box.


Even Split Option Select a value in this field to split the award amount equally among all terms
or equally among all disbursements in a term, instead of manually splitting
the award using percentages. This field affects how disbursement-protected
awards are distributed when they are modified.
If you select an Even Split Option, you cannot enter any values in the
percentage fields.


See lsfa, Managing Special Cases in Packaging, Protecting Disbursements
During Awarding.


In the following discussion, term target amount refers to the total disbursement
amount within the term.


• (none): Do not select an even split option if you want to define percentages
for each disbursement instead of evenly distributing the disbursements.
You must enter the percentage of the total award each disbursement
ID should receive in the Percentage field. The total of all percentages
entered must equal 100.00.


• Even across disbs by Term (even across disbursements by term): Select
this option to evenly distribute an award across terms. The award is
distributed evenly across the number of terms and evenly across the
number of disbursements within each term. For example, the student’s
award is 3,000.00 USD for three terms and there are two Disbursement
IDs per term. The term target amount is 1,000.00 USD for each term and
500.00 USD for each disbursement ID in the term.
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Note. This option can be used when you want to spread Pell Grant across
multiple Disbursement IDs per term.


• Even across disbs for One Term (even across disbursements for one term):
Select this option to evenly distribute an award among all Disbursement
IDs in a single term.


• Even among first disb by Term (even among first disbursement by term):
Select this option to evenly distribute an award among only the first
disbursements of each term within a disbursement plan regardless of the
number of disbursements in the term.. For example, the student’s award is
3,000.00 USD for three terms and there are two disbursement IDs per
term. The term target amount is 1,000.00 USD for each term and the first
disbursement ID of that term only.


Note. This option is used by Direct Lending loan item types. This option
supports multiple Disbursement IDs per term to allow for loan increases
and award changes for DL Stafford and DL PLUS MPN processing.


• PELL: User-defined Splits: Select this option to manually define
percentages for each disbursement using the following parameters:
1. The sum of all percentages entered must total 100.00 percent.
2. The sum of the percentages for each term must equal. If there are an
odd number of terms (e.g., 3 terms for a quarter-based school), a 0.01
percent tolerance is permitted on percentages carried to the hundredths
place (e.g., 33.33%/33.33%/33.34%).
3. You are able to specify 0.00 percent for a given Disb ID as long as
the term percentages are equal.
4. Because the percentages across terms must be equal, the system
compares each term’s percent to the other terms. You can, however,
exclude terms from this comparison by selecting the Exclude Term
check box. If you do this, the selected term is not considered when
determining if all the terms’ percentages are equal. Select the Exclude
Term check box to prevent a 0.00 percent term from being counted during
the "equal percents" comparison.
When using the PELL: User-defined Splits option for Pell Grant awarding,
the system first determines the term percentage and uses that as the
denominator and uses the user-defined Disb ID percent as the numerator
to determine the disbursement amount. Then the term award amount is
multiplied by this fraction to determine the award amount that for that
particular Disb ID.
For example, a two-term, semester-based school results in a percentage of
50 percent for each term. Assuming an annual award is 1,000.00 USD,
then the term award amount is 500.00 USD per term. If the institution sets
up four Disb IDs per term as follows:


FALL Disb ID 01 = 15%
FALL Disb ID 02 = 0%
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FALL Disb ID 03 = 35%
FALL Disb ID 04 = 0%
SPRING Disb ID 05 = 15%
SPRING Disb ID 06 = 0%
SPRING Disb ID 07 = 35%
SPRING Disb ID 08 = 0%


Then, the system makes the following calculations:


FALL Disb ID 01 = (15/50) * 500.00 = 150.00
FALL Disb ID 02 = (0/50) * 500.00 = 0.00
FALL Disb ID 03 = (35/50) * 500.00 = 350.00
FALL Disb ID 04 = (0/50) * 500.00 = 0.00
SPRING Disb ID 05 = (15/50) * 500.00 = 150.00
SPRING Disb ID 06 = (0/50) * 500.00 = 0.00
SPRING Disb ID 07 = (35/50) * 500.00 = 350.00
SPRING Disb ID 08 = (0/50) * 500.00 = 0.00


Note. Only 0.00 percent terms can be excluded. You cannot exclude
non-zero percent entries.


Note. This option can only be used with Pell Financial Aid Item types.


Note. When using this option, the Pell award is not returned as a custom
split so that during any subsequent award validation, these percentages
will continue to be honored.


Total Disbursement The sum of the percentages that you have entered. Your percentages must add
up to 100 percent for the entire year.


Percentage This field is not available if you select an even split option. Select the
percentage of the total award you want to disburse for the given disbursement
ID. Your percentages should match the description of your split codes. For
example, for a two-semester disbursement plan, if your split code is set up
for a 40/60 split between terms, the percentages for each semester would
be 40 percent for the fall disbursement ID and 60 percent for the spring
disbursement ID.


Midpoint Select to identify the midpoint date.
This field is available when the Even Split Option is Even across disbs for One
Term and communicates which Disb ID reflects the midpoint of the term.


Bundle 30 Added new check box.
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Exclude Term Select the Exclude Term check box to prevent a 0.00 percent term from being
counted during the matching process.


Note. This field is available when selecting the Even Split Option PELL:
User-defined Splits.


Comparison of Even Split Option Values
Bundle 30
Updated table.


Here’s a comparison of four Even Split Options using an annual 1000.00 USD award amount over two terms
(500.00 USD per term) and eight Disbursement IDs (all amounts in USD). The PELL: User-defined Split
option is based on the example in the Even Split Option field description:


Even Split Option Fall Term Spring Term
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08


Even across Disbs by Term 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00
Even Among First Disb by Term 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Even across Disb for One Term 125.00 125.00 125.00 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PELL: User-defined Split 150.00 0.00 350.00 0.00 150.00 0.00 350.00 0.00


Setting Up Aggregate Aid
To set up aggregate aid, use the Aggregate Level Translation component (AGGR_LVL_XREF), the Aggregate
Programs component (AGGR_PROG_TABLE), the Aggregate Aid Limits component (AGGR_AID_TBL),
the Aggregate Area Translation component (SFA_AGGR_AREA_XREF), and the Aggregate Area for
Institution component (SFA_NSLDS_AGG_INST.


This section provides an overview of aggregate aid and discusses how to:


• Review aggregate levels.
• Establish aggregate programs.
• Create aggregate aid limits.
• Create aggregate area translations.
• Selecting aggregate areas for institutions.


Understanding Aggregate Aid
To ensure that a student does not exceed annual and lifetime limits for certain award programs, it is critical that
the system maintain and assess a complete aid history when determining aid eligibility. The system provides
several setup options and methods to maintain aggregate or history aid to ensure that eligibility requirements
and award limits are followed.
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The National Student Loan Data System (NSLDS) provides an integrated, historical view of all of a student’s
Title IV loans and grants during all stages of the awards’ life cycles – from aid approval through disbursement,
any overpayments, repayment, delinquency, and closure. To use NSLDS data in the Awarding and Packaging
processes, NSLDS must be loaded, pushed to aggregate aid tables, and the Packaging process must be directed
to use NSLDS as an aggregate source to assess how much aid had been used towards lifetime limits.


See lsfa, Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid, Using NSLDS Data and Processes.


See lsfa, Preparing for Awarding and Packaging, Managing Aggregate Aid.


Pages Used to Set Up Aggregate Aid
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Aggregate Level
Cross-Reference


AGGR_LVL_XREF Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Aggregate Level
Translation, Aggregate Level
Cross-Reference


Review aggregate levels and
link the NSLDS Loan Year
definitions from the U.S.
Department of Education
with your institution’s
specific aggregate level
values and descriptions for
aggregate levels.


Aggregate Program AGGR_PROG_TABLE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Aggregate
Programs, Aggregate
Program


Establish aggregate aid
program limits for Stafford
programs for both FFELP
and Direct Lending.


Aggregate Aid Limit AGGR_AID_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Aggregate Aid
Limits, Aggregate Aid Limit


Create aggregate aid limits
for annual and aggregate aid
limits to meet your business
processing rules.


Copy Aggregate Aid Limits AGGR_AID_COPY Click the Copy button on the
Aggregate Aid Limit page.


Copy aggregate aid limit
setup from one aggregate
area/aid year/effective date
combination to another.


Aggregate Area-NSLDS
Cross reference


SFA_AGGR_AREA_XREF Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Aggregate Area
Translation, Aggregate
Area-NSLDS Cross
reference


Create translations for each
of your aggregate areas to
one of the NSLDS aggregate
categories.


Aggregate Areas for
Institution


SFA_NSLDS_AGG_INST Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Aggregate Area
for Institution, Aggregate
Areas for Institution


Identify aggregate areas
to be evaluated for an
institution during the
NSLDS Push Data process.


Reviewing Aggregate Levels
Access the Aggregate Level Cross-Reference page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Aggregate Level Translation, Aggregate Level Cross-Reference).
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Aggregate Level Cross-Reference page


The system populates this table.


Aggregate Level A two-digit alphanumeric code that you assign to describe a student’s year in
school. Use the Description and Short Description fields to provide a full
description of the student’s year in school or aggregate level. To support
cumulative aggregate processing all aggregate levels must conform to a
sequential structure to apply award history balances against aggregate
cumulative limits. If your institution deems it necessary to introduce a new
Aggregate Level than what is provided, then you must follow the same
hierarchical structure that each level’s two-character aggregate level collate in
ascending sequence.


NSLDS Loan Year Select the U.S. Department of Education NSLDS loan year value that you
want to associate with each aggregate level appearing on the page.


NSLDS loan year values are delivered with your system as translate values.
These translate values should not be changed or modified in any way.


Graduate Level Select if the associated aggregate level/NSLDS loan year combination is a
graduate or postgraduate level. This identifies a student with the associated
aggregate level as either a graduate/professional or undergraduate for the
purpose of determining federal eligibility.


Establishing Aggregate Programs
Access the Aggregate Program page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Aggregate
Programs, Aggregate Program).
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Aggregate Program page


Aid program limits link aggregate areas together to enable you to combine limits between subsidized and
unsubsidized loan aggregate area limits.


The following four loan programs are the only values available for selection:


Value Description


Direct - Stafford (DSTF) Defines the Stafford aggregate area program subsidized
and unsubsidized eligibility limits for Direct Lending.
Links the Stafford aggregate area program limitations
between the subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford limits.


Direct - HEAL (DLHL) Currently does not support aggregate aid processing
for the HEAL program. Defines the HEAL Stafford
aggregate area program subsidized and unsubsidized
eligibility limits for Direct Lending. Links the HEAL
Stafford aggregate area program limitations between the
subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford limits.


FFELP - Stafford (FSTF) Defines the Stafford aggregate area program eligibility
limits for FFELP. Links the Stafford aggregate area
program limitations between the subsidized and
unsubsidized Stafford limits.


FFELP - HEAL (FLHL) Currently do not support aggregate aid processing for the
HEAL program. Defines the HEAL Stafford aggregate
area program eligibility limits for FFELP. Links the
HEAL Stafford aggregate area program limitations
between the subsidized and unsubsidized Stafford limits.


Although the loan programs are delivered with Financial Aid and are hard-coded, you must activate the loan
program link by adding the description to each loan program and linking it to the appropriate aggregate
aid limits.


Creating Aggregate Aid Limits
You have several rule options available within the aggregate aid limit setup. You can define aggregate areas for:


• Undergraduate and graduate grade level groups. For example grade levels 0 - 5 would sum toward
an undergraduate limit


• Individual academic levels
• Cumulative limits across aid years
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An optional Multiple Pass Processing (MPP) option automates mid-year grade level limit increases. The
MPP option is currently not available for any aggregate area defined as federal Stafford Loan (Subsidized
or Unsubsidized.)


Access the Aggregate Aid Limit page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Aggregate Aid
Limits, Aggregate Aid Limit).


Aggregate Aid Limit page


Note. The Aggregate Aid Limit setup page dynamically displays options based on the source and type of aid.
For example, the options available for federal Pell Grant limits are different from the options available for the
Academic Competitiveness Grant limits.


Note. To ensure that the Packaging and Awarding processes correctly track and maintain the unique academic
level limits for the ACG and SMART programs, you must create five aggregate areas (ACG1, ACG2,
SMART1, SMART2, and SMART3) for each aid year. If you establish only two aggregate areas (one for
ACG and one for SMART), aggregate history is not correctly reflected and both the Packaging process and the
NSLDS Push for Aggregates process does not work correctly. You must define five unique aggregate areas.


See lsfa, Setting Up ACG and SMART Grants, Setting Up Packaging and Repackaging Processes, Creating
Aggregate Aid Limits.
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Warning! Because financial aid item type information is shared across the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions
database, you must use the same aggregate area for all financial aid item types for the same type of aid. For
example, if you have separate subsidized Stafford financial aid item types for graduates and undergraduates,
both subsidized Stafford financial aid item types must point to the same subsidized Stafford aggregate area.
You have the option to associate an aggregate area with one or many financial aid item types. If you have
multiple institutions, coordinate aggregate areas and aid types to ensure that aid limits are calculated correctly
for students who may be receiving aid from multiple institutions.


Aggregate Program If this aggregate area belongs to the federal Stafford program select the
appropriate aggregate program. Aggregate program limits link aggregate areas
together to enable you to combine limits between subsidized and unsubsidized
Stafford loan aggregate area limits.


Source Select the funding source. You can select Federal, Institutnl (institutional),
Other, Private, or State. The value that you enter here must match the source of
the financial aid item type. If it does not, you cannot associated this aggregate
area with the financial aid item type, because the aggregate area does not
appear as an option in the Aggregate Area field on the FA Item Type 1 page.


Federal ID This field is available only if you select Federal as the source. Select the value
that identifies the type of federal aid the aggregate area tracks.
Values are: ACG (Academic Competitiveness Grant), GAANN (Graduate
Assistance in Areas of National Need), Grad PLUS, HEAL, HPSL, LDS, Javits
(Jacob K. Javits Fellowship), NIH (National Institute of Health), NSF (National
Science Foundation),Nursing Ln (nursing loan), Other (Other Federal Fund),
PCL, PELL Grant, PLUS, Perkins Ln (Perkins Loan), SEOG, SMART
(National SMART Grant), Subsidized, TEACH, Unsubsidized, or Work Study.


Note. You must define the federal ID for all federal aggregate areas currently
used in your system. Also, be sure that your federal financial aid item types
have the same federal ID as the aggregate area with which they are associated.
For example, your Pell Grant financial aid item types and your Pell Grant
aggregate area should both have a federal ID of Pell Grant. You must select
the correct federal ID to have the federal aggregate area use the correct limits.


Financial Aid Type Select the value that identifies the type of financial aid this aggregate area
tracks.


Pell Grant Select to activate Pell-only processing rules if you are defining a Pell Grant
aggregate area. This check box is available only if you select Grant as the
financial aid type.


Loan Program Select the type of loan program tracked by the aggregate area. This field is
available only if you select Loan as the financial aid type.


Loan Interest Attribute Indicates whether the government pays the interest on the loan. This field is
available only if you select Loan as the financial aid type.
Subsidized: The government pays the interest on the loan while the student is in
school, during the six-month grace period, and during any deferment periods.
Unsub (unsubsidized): The government does not pay the interest on the loan.
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Max Terms (maximum
terms)


Enter the maximum number of terms that students can receive this type of
aggregate aid during their lifetime, regardless of career. This is optional for
most aggregate areas but should be defined and used in accordance with the
requirements of a particular source of funding. This field is currently not
used in processing.


Undergrad Lifetime
(undergraduate lifetime)


Enter the maximum amount of this type of aggregate aid that students can
receive during their undergraduate career. This is optional for many aggregates
but should be defined and used in accordance with the requirements for a
particular source of funding. This field is mandatory for the following federal
aggregate areas: Perkins, subsidized Stafford, and unsubsidized Stafford.


Graduate Lifetime Enter the maximum amount of this type of aggregate aid that students can
receive during their graduate career. This is optional for many aggregate
areas but should be defined and used in accordance with the requirements
for a particular source of funding. This field is mandatory for the following
federal aggregate areas: Perkins, subsidized Stafford, and unsubsidized
Stafford. The Grad Limit Rule determines whether undergraduate aid counts
toward this graduate lifetime amount.


Failure to establish undergraduate and graduate lifetime limits for Perkins,
subsidized Stafford, and unsubsidized Stafford aggregate areas can result in
the Packaging process awarding more than the lifetime maximum amounts
the student is eligible to receive.


Indep Undergrad Lifetime This field appears when Source is Federal, Financial Aid Type is Loan, and
Loan Interest Attribute is Unsub. Enter the maximum amount that supports the
Independent Undergraduate Lifetime limit for Unsubsidized loans.


Dep Undergrad Lifetime This field appears when Source is Federal, Financial Aid Type is Loan, and
Loan Interest Attribute is Unsub. Enter the maximum amount that supports the
Dependent Undergraduate Lifetime limit for Unsubsidized loans


Grad Limit Rule (graduate
limit rule)


Identifies whether the graduate lifetime amount should be calculated as distinct
from or cumulative with the undergraduate amount.
Cumulative: The student’s undergraduate amount of this aggregate aid is
counted towards the graduate limit. For example, you use a cumulative
graduate limit rule when a student is eligible for up to 40,000.00 USD in
Perkins loans for both undergraduate and graduate careers, only 20,000.00
USD of which can be awarded during the undergraduate career.
If students received the full 20,000.00 USD during their undergraduate
enrollment, they may not receive more than 20,000.00 USD in their graduate
enrollment—totaling 40,000.00 USD between their undergraduate and
graduate enrollments. No student receives more than 40,000.00 USD during
undergraduate and graduate enrollments.
Total graduate amounts on the various aggregate summary pages reflect
undergraduate accumulations if the aggregate area is defined as cumulative.
Distinct: The undergraduate and graduate limits are tracked separately. For
example, you use a distinct graduate limit rule when a student is eligible for
up to 20,000.00 USD as an undergraduate and up to 40,000.00 USD as a
graduate, for a total of 60,000.00 USD.
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Aggr Lvl (aggregate level) List each aggregate level that has an annual aggregate limit. Aggregate
levels and their accompanying definitions come from the Aggregate Level
Cross-Reference page.


Aggregate Limit Enter the maximum amount of aggregate aid that can be awarded while the
student is at the associated academic level within a particular aid year. This
aggregate limit can set the award amount returned by the Packaging process.
This field is optional for most aggregate areas. This field is mandatory for the
following federal aggregate areas: Pell, SEOG, Perkins, subsidized Stafford,
and unsubsidized Stafford.


Cumulative Limit Enter the maximum amount of aggregate aid that can be awarded while the
student is at the associated aggregate level. Entering a value here activates
cumulative aggregate level checking and allows aggregate level limits across
aid years.
For example, the federal Perkins loan program sets a limit of 8,000.00 USD
for any student who has not completed two academic years of undergraduate
work. In the example of the federal Perkins loan, aggregate levels U0, U1, U2
all would have a cumulative limit set to 8,000.00 USD and annual aggregate
limits set to 4,000.00 USD.


Independent Annual Limit This field appears when Source is Federal, Financial Aid Type is Loan, and
Loan Interest Attribute is Unsub. Enter maximum amount that supports the
Independent Undergraduate Annual Aggregate Level limit for Unsubsidized
loans.


Dependent Annual Limit This field appears when Source is Federal, Financial Aid Type is Loan, and
Loan Interest Attribute is Unsub. Enter maximum amount that supports the
Dependent Undergraduate Annual Aggregate Level limit for Unsubsidized
loans


Multi-Pass Processing
mid-year level change


Select this check box to have the Awarding and Packaging processes
automatically determine increased aid eligibility if multiple grade levels
are present for the student.


First Pell Percentage This field appears when the Aggregate Area has been activated as a Pell Grant.
Enter 100.00 to ensure students are fully awarded a first Pell Grant (Pell1).
If you enter any value less than 100.00, students are not fully awarded a
Pell1. To calculate a student’s remaining eligibility percentage for a Pell1,
Packaging subtracts the Total Percent Used (Percent Scheduled Used from
Aggregate Aid plus the Total Percent Used from prior Pell1 awards in the
system) from this field.


Lifetime Eligibility
Maximum


This field appears when the Aggregate Area has been activated as a Pell
Grant and Aid Year is 2013 and beyond. Enter the maximum percentage for
a student’s Lifetime Pell Eligibility. For example, when the United States
Department of Education says that a student cannot exceed 12 full-time
semester terms (translated as 600 percent), then you would enter 0600.0000
in this field. An individual student’s Lifetime Eligibility Used percentage
plus current year system-generated Pell Grant award cannot exceed this
maximum percentage.


Second Pell Percentage Note. This field is only applicable to awarding Pell Grant for the 2010 aid year.
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This field appears when the Aggregate Area has been activated as a Pell Grant.
Enter 200.00 to ensure students are fully awarded a second Pell Grant (Pell2).
If you enter any value less than 200.00, students are not fully awarded a
Pell2. To calculate a student’s remaining eligibility percentage for a Pell2,
Packaging subtracts the Total Percent Used (Percent Scheduled Used from
Aggregate Aid plus the Total Percent Used from prior Pell1 and Pell2 awards
in the system) from this field.


Using Aggregate Areas with Multiple Pass Processing
An optional feature that you set on the Aggregate Aid Limit page is the Multi-Pass processing (MPP) option.
Federally funded financial aid programs require strict eligibility requirements and borrowing limits. Most
level limits increase as a student progresses in his or her studies. A student who has already borrowed up to
the annual level limit within an academic year can receive additional funds if the annual level limit increases
because a student advances or progresses to a new grade level with a higher-level limit. Financial Aid provides
two procedural options to accommodate and award for an additional increase due to grade level changes.
Option one is to use multiple or unique item types with different disbursement plans and split codes to support
the additional eligibility. The other option is to select the Multi-Pass Processing check box.


Note. MPP is currently unavailable for loan programs that are originated within Financial Aid, such as Direct,
FFELP, Health, and Perkins loan programs. Additional information and examples are available on how to
handle the awarding loan programs across multiple NSLDS loan years.


See lsfa, Managing Special Cases in Packaging.


The following table compares aggregate areas with limits to aggregate areas without limits for use in awarding
item types and tracking activity:


Activity Aggregate Areas with Level
Limits


Aggregate Areas Without
Aggregate Levels or Level Limits


Awarding Item Types with
Aggregate Aid


• Must use separate financial aid
item types to award for multiple
aggregate levels (NSLDS loan
years) in the same aid year.


• Total amount of the award is
restricted by NSLDS loan year.


• Can award across aggregate levels
(NSLDS loan years) without using
separate financial aid item types for each
aggregate level.


• Award amount is not restricted by
NSLDS loan year.


The only restriction on the award is
the lifetime limit.


Tracking Aggregate Activity The total award is determined and
tracked by the aggregate level of the
first nonzero disbursement of the
award.


The aggregate amount is apportioned
among all aggregate levels associated
with the terms spanned by the award.


Multi-Pass processing directs the Awarding and Packaging process to evaluate and produce multiple internal
award entries, each of which reflect a separate set of scheduled disbursement amounts for every change in a
student’s NSLDS grade level eligibility. That is to say, this process first produces an award with scheduled
disbursements according to the lowest level limit, and then generates residual disbursement amounts as the
aggregate level limits are increased based on a change in the student’s NSLDS level. After these individual
awards have been created, the Packaging process internally consolidates all of the scheduled disbursements into
a single composite award reflecting the sum total of the individual aggregate level increases for the aid year.
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Note. Because split percentages here are successively reapplied during this process, the final consolidated
scheduled disbursement award amounts are not necessarily an accurate reflection of the actual split percentages
that would normally be expected.


The following two examples illustrate how the Packaging process proceeds if an item type is associated with
an aggregate area with Multi-Pass processing selected and then with Multi-Pass processing cleared. The first
example below represents an extreme student scenario to help clearly demonstrate the Multi-Pass processing
logic. The example shows an increased aggregate limit for each aggregate level; this demonstrates how the
Packaging process iterates through each step as the award schedule disbursement are being built up, before the
disbursements are consolidated into a single award:


Example 1. Multi-Pass Processing check box selected.


Item Type = 900000000810, Mackor Scholarship Grant


Disbursement Split Code Formula = Even among first disbursement for Term


Aggregate Area FIRE - Level Limits setup


U1 = 2,000


U2 = 4,000


U3 = 5,000


First internal pass based on U1 eligibility:


Term
Aggregate


Level
Award


Sequence Item
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan Split Code


Disb
Detail


Fall U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 666.66
Winter U2 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 666.67
Spring U3 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 666.67


Second internal pass to accommodate increased eligibility from U1 to U2:


Term
Aggregate


Level
Award


Sequence Item
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan Split Code


Disb
Detail


Fall U1 01 900000000810 900000000810 04 01- even 0
Winter U2 01 900000000810 900000000810 04 01- even 1,000.00
Spring U3 01 900000000810 900000000810 04 01- even 1,000.00


Third internal pass to accommodate increased eligibility from U2 to U3:


Term
Aggregate


Level
Award


Sequence Item
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan Split Code Disb Detail


Fall U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 0
Winter U2 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 0
Spring U3 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 1,000.00


Final posted award: Item Type = 900000000810 5,000 USD (note overall award did not exceed the highest
level limit. In this example 5,000 USD):
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Term


Student’s
NSLDS
Level


Aggregate
Level used
to assess


limit
Award


Sequence Item Type
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan


Split
Code Disb Detail


Fall U1 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 666.67
Winter U2 U2 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 1,666.67
Spring U3 U3 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01- even 2,666.67


The Aggregate Summary page displays the aggregate level detail when MPP is selected.


Aggregate Summary page with MPP


Example 2. Multi-Pass Processing check box not selected.


Item Type = 900000000810, Mackor Scholarship Grant


Disbursement Split Code Formula = Even among first disbursement for Term


Aggregate Area FIRE - Level Limits


U1 = 2,000


U2 = 4,000


U3 = 5,000


Only one pass evaluated – Final posted award: Item Type = 900000000810 2,000 USD:
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Term


Student’s
NSLDS
Level


Agg
Level to
assess


limit
Award


Seq Item Type Agg Area
Disb
Plan


Split
Code


Disb
Detail


Fall U1 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01 - even 666.67
Winter U2 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01 - even 666.67
Spring U3 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01 - even 666.67


The following Aggregate Summary page displays aggregate level detail when the MPP is not selected. In
this example, the aggregate level U1 is used to determine the aggregate limit balance to draw eligibility
from. After the award has been determined, the system spreads the disbursements for that level among
all disbursement terms:


Aggregate Aid Summary page with MPP not selected


Note. When the Multi-Pass processing option is not selected at the aggregate aid level, you must award
additional unique item types associated to the same aggregate area to award the increase in grade level
eligibility.


Example 3


Item Type = 900000000815, Mackor Scholarship Grant II


Disbursement Split Code Formula = Even among first disbursement for Term


Aggregate Area - Level Limits


U1 = 2,000


U2 = 4,000


U3 = 5,000


Only one pass evaluated - Final posted award: Item Type = 900000000810 2,000 USD:
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Term


Student’s
NSLDS
Level


Aggregate
Level used
to assess


limit
Award


Sequence Item Type
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan


Split
Code


Disb
Detail


Fall U1 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01 - even 666.67
Winter U2 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01 - even 666.67
Spring U3 U1 01 900000000810 FIRE 04 01 - even 666.67


Only one pass evaluated - Final posted award: Item Type = 900000000815 2,000 USD:


Term


Student’s
NSLDS
Level


Aggregate
Level used
to assess


limit
Award


Sequence Item Type
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan


Split
Code


Disb
Detail


Fall U1 N/A 02 900000000815 FIRE 04 05 - 0% 0.00
Winter U2 U2 02 900000000815 FIRE 04 05 - 50% 1,000.00
Spring U3 U2 02 900000000815 FIRE 04 05 - 50% 1,000.00


Only one pass evaluated - Final posted award: Item Type = 900000000816 1,000 USD:


Term


Student’s
NSLDS
Level


Aggregate
Level used
to assess


limit
Award


Sequence Item Type
Aggregate


Area
Disb
Plan


Split
Code


Disb
Detail


Fall U1 N/A 03 900000000816 FIRE 04 04 - 0% 0.00
Winter U2 N/A 03 900000000816 FIRE 04 04 - 0% 0.00
Spring U3 U3 03 900000000816 FIRE 04 04 -


100%
1,000.00


The following Aggregate Summary page displays the result of using three separate financial aid item types
used to accommodate and award the increase in eligibility due to NSLDS grade level changes. All of the
financial aid item types must be associated to the FIRE aggregate area:
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Aggregate Summary page with results of three FA item types


Creating Aggregate Area Translations
Access the Aggregate Area-NSLDS Cross-reference page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Aggregate Area Translation, Aggregate Area-NSLDS Cross reference).
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Aggregate Area-NSLDS Cross-reference page


To use NSLDS data in the Awarding and Packaging processes, you must complete this setup before loading
and pushing NSLDS data into packaging aggregate tables.


Aggregate Area Select the aggregate area to which you want to map an NSLDS aggregate
category. If you have created multiple aggregate areas to correspond to a
single NSLDS aggregate category, then enter the same number of instances of
aggregate areas to correspond to the NSLDS aggregate category.


Note. You must set up separate ACG and SMART aggregate areas to support
their unique level limits.


See lsfa, Setting Up ACG and SMART Grants, Setting Up Packaging
and Repackaging Processes, Mapping Aggregate Area Limits to NSLDS
Aggregate Categories.


NSLDS Aggregate For each aggregate area, select one of the available NSLDS aggregate
categories. The aggregate programs used by the NSLDS Aggregate Push
are:ACG (Academic Competitiveness Grant),Grad PLUS(Graduate PLUS
Loan),NSG (National SMART Grant),Pell, Perkins (Perkins Loan), SEOG,
Subsidized,TEACH, or Unsub.


Selecting Aggregate Areas for Institutions
Access the Aggregate Areas for Institution page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Aggregate Area for Institution, Aggregate Areas for Institution).
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Aggregate Areas for Institution page


Use this page to select, for an Institution, which Aggregate Areas are evaluated when the NSLDS Data
Push process is run.


All Aggregate Areas Select this button to retrieve aggregate areas defined in the Aggregate
Area-NSLDS Cross Reference setup component. Select row insert [+]
or row delete [-] to adjust the list of aggregate areas to be associated with
the Institution.


See Also
[Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid]Using the NSLDS Data Push Process


Setting Up Award Messages
To set up award messages, use the Award Messages component (AWARD_MESSAGES).


Award messages can be linked to financial aid item types and then included on Financial Aid Notification
(FAN) letters to students. The delivered setID MODEL provides many of the basic award messages needed.
However, you can add new messages or modify existing messages.


This section discusses how to define award messages.
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See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Packaging Basics, Defining Financial Aid Item Types, Defining Disbursement and Anticipated
Aid


Pages Used to Set Up Award Messages
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Award Messages AWRD_MESSAGE_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, AwardMessages,
Award Messages


Define award messages that
can be linked to financial
aid item types.


Copy AwardMessages AWD_MESSAGE_COPY Click the Copy button on the
Award Messages page.


Copy award messages from
one setID and aid year
combination to another.


Defining Award Messages
Access the Award Messages page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Award Messages,
Award Messages).


Award Messages page


For your setID and current processing aid year, create a financial aid message code of OTHR with a
description that specifies that the item type be printed as part of Other Resources and to check the Estimate of
Resources section of the notification.


Code Enter the four-character code that identifies the award message. This field is
alphanumeric, and you can use less than four characters for the code.


Description Enter the text of the award message. The message in this field is printed on
the student’s FAN letter.
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Setting Up Loan Fees
To set up loan fees, use the Loan Fee Setup component (LOAN_FEE_TABLE).


Set up loan fees in the Loan Fee Table to ensure that the correct loan fees are deducted from each loan financial
aid item type at the time of awarding. Loan fees are origination and insurance fees that are deducted from the
gross amount of the loan. When defining a loan financial aid item type, attach the appropriate loan fees on the
FA Item Type 6 page. Remember to create loan fee information for all loan types at your institution.


This section discusses how to create loan fees.


Page Used to Add Loan Fees
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Loan Fee Table LOAN_FEE_TABLE Set up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Loan Fee Setup,
Loan Fee Table


Create and maintain loan
fees.


Creating Loan Fees
Access the Loan Fee Table page (Set up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Loan Fee Setup,
Loan Fee Table).


Loan Fee Table page


Loan Fee Type Select the value that indicates the purpose of the loan fee. Be sure to select
R—Rebate if the loan fee is an interest rebate, used for the Direct Loan
interest rebate.


Note. Any Direct Loan with a zero rebate, must still have a Loan Fee Type
attribute defined on the Financial Aid Item Type setup. Once a Direct Loan
record is created and based on the Financial Aid Item Type, the appropriate
XML Interest Rebate tag is reported to COD.


Loan Fee Option Select the value that indicates how the amount of the loan fee is determined.
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Flat: The loan fee is a flat amount. If you select this value, you must select
a Loan Fee Rule and enter the loan fee amount.
Percentage: The amount of the loan fee is a percentage of the student’s
award amount. If you select this value, you must indicate the percentage in
the Loan Fee Percent field.


Loan Fee Rule This field is available only if you select Flat in the Loan Fee Option field.
The loan fee rule determines how the Packaging process distributes the loan
fee amount among disbursements.
All in 1st Disbursement: The entire loan fee amount is subtracted from the
first disbursement.
Weighted Across Disbursements: The loan fee amount is split among the
disbursements according to the disbursement split code percentages.
Loan fee options and loan fee rules are delivered with the system as translate
values that cannot be modified in any way. The Packaging process bases
certain calculations on these values and changing them would have unforeseen
consequences.


Loan Fee Percent This field is available only if you select Percentage in the Loan Fee Option
field. The loan fee amount is this percentage of the total award amount.


Loan Fee Amount This field is available only if you select Flat in the Loan Fee Option field.
Enter the total loan fee amount.


Processing Direct Loan Interest Rebate
The up-front Direct Loan interest rebate amount of 1.5 percent of the gross disbursement is calculated at the
disbursement level for each Direct Subsidized, Direct Unsubsidized, and Direct PLUS loan. The rebate amount
is added after the 3 percent loan fee is subtracted from the gross disbursement amount. For example, a student
receives a Direct Loan of 1,000.00 USD for the fall 2004 term. The net disbursed amount is 985.00 USD
because the 3 percent loan fee of 30.00 USD is deducted from the gross amount of the loan, and the 1.5 percent
rebate of 15.00 USD is added back into the loan.


The Packaging process calculates loan fee amounts for each loan award in a student’s financial aid package.
These loan fee amounts are set up on the Loan Fee Table page and can be a flat fee or a percentage of the award
amount. When setting up the loan fee for the interest rebate feature, you must establish the interest rebate with
a loan fee type of R—Rebate. Each loan financial aid item type can have various loan fees associated with it.


The Packaging process evaluates the loan fee type. The interest rebate loan fee type is processed differently
than other loan fee types. The system processes interest rebate loan fee types using the Department of
Education’s recommended formula. An interest rebate loan fee is processed after all other loan fees have
been applied to the loan award.


The interest rebate amount, as calculated by the Packaging process, is written to a field on the various
packaging and awarding tables. Each Direct Loan financial aid item type disbursement balance has an
associated interest rebate amount and an associated loan fee amount.


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Packaging Basics, Defining Financial Aid Item Types, Attaching Loan Fees
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Defining Financial Aid Item Types
To set up financial aid item types, use the Financial Aid Item Types component (FINANCIAL_AID_ITEM).


In the Financial Aid Item Types component you can define parameters for your financial aid item types. In
addition to awarding financial aid item types, you can set up gap financial aid item types.


This section discusses how to:


• Define financial aid item type descriptions.
• View item type detail.
• Define awarding and rounding rules.
• Define disbursement and anticipated aid.
• Set term minimum and maximum award limits.
• Define default disbursement plans and split codes.
• Attach loan fees.
• Define gap financial aid item types.


See Also
lssf, Completing Student Financials General Setup, Setting Up Item Types and Item Type Groups


Pages Used to Define Financial Aid Item Types
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


FA Item Type 1 ITEM_TYPE_FA_1 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 1


Define financial aid item
type descriptions, enter
effective dates, and enter
other basic information for
your financial aid item types.


Item Type Detail ITEM_TYPE_TBL_SEC Click the description of the
item type on the FA Item
Type 1 page.


View item type detail
information from the item
type table for this financial
aid item type.


Copy FA Item Type Data ITEM_TYPE_FA_COPY Click the Copy button on the
FA Item Type 1 page.


Copy financial aid item type
setup data from one setID,
item type, aid year, and
effective date combination.
combination to another.


FA Item Type 2 ITEM_TYPE_FA_6 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 2


Define awarding and
rounding rules. Establish
how the financial aid item
type affects FM or IM
need and enter rounding
and remainder rules for the
financial aid item type.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Equation Dtl (equation
detail)


PKG_EQUATION_SEC Click the Equation Detail
link on the FA Item Type
2 page.


View the packaging equation
attached to the Selection
Criteria field.


Note. The Equation Detail
link only appears if you have
a value selected in the
Selection Criteria field.


FA Item Type 3 ITEM_TYPE_FA_3 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 3


Define disbursement and
anticipated aid rules.
Update anticipated aid
information, authorization
for disbursement, and award
letter information.


FA Item Type 4 ITEM_TYPE_FA_4 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 4


Set minimum and maximum
award limits by the type
of term (term category) as
required.


FA Item Type 5 ITEM_TYPE_FA_5 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 5


Define default disbursement
plans and split codes for
each academic career,
which enables you to enter
data quickly on the award
entry pages manually as
well as for award rules on
packaging plans.


FA Item Type 6 ITEM_TYP_FA_LN_FEE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 6


Attach loan fee codes for
loan item types.


Defining Financial Aid Item Type Descriptions
Access the FA Item Type 1 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 1).
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FA Item Type 1 page


Click the description of the item type to access the Item Type Detail page and view information from the item
type table including the effective date and minimum and maximum transaction amounts.


Financial Aid Type Select the type of financial aid or category of funding.


Source Select the source of this financial aid funding.


Federal ID This field is available only if you select Federal as the source. Select the
federal program associated with this item type. To have the correct federal
program rules applied during financial aid processing, you must select the
correct federal program in this field.
Values are: ACG (Academic Competitiveness Grant), GAANN (Graduate
Assistance in Areas of National Need), Grad PLUS, HEAL, HPSL,IASA
(Iraq/Afghan Service Award, LDS, Javits (Jacob K. Javits Fellowship), NIH
(National Institute of Health), NSF (National Science Foundation),Nursing Ln
(nursing loan), Other (Other Federal Fund), PCL, PELL Grant, PLUS, Perkins
Ln (Perkins Loan), SEOG, SMART (National SMART Grant), Subsidized,
TEACH, Unsubsidized, or Work Study.


Note. When packaging a student whose parent was killed in Iraq or
Afghanistan in service of the United States armed forces after September
11, 2001:


- if the student is Pell Grant eligible, use Professional Judgment to award
the student a maximum Pell Grant.


- if the student is not Pell Grant eligible, use any of the packaging methods
(manual, auto, batch) to award the student an IASA in the amount of a
maximum Pell Grant.


Aggregate Area Select an aggregate area to associate with this item type if you want to limit or
track aggregate aid for this financial aid item type. Each financial aid item
type can be associated with only one aggregate area, but an aggregate area may
be composed of several financial aid item types.
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Institution Reporting Cd
(institution reporting code)


Enter a user-defined institutional reporting code for this item type. This
optional field is available for your institutional reporting needs.


MPN Required This field appears when you select aFederal ID of Perkins Ln. Select to
indicate that an MPN is required for the financial aid item type awarded to
the student. The Perkins MPN electronic signature and print processes use
this flag to determine which financial aid item types should be assessed if an
MPN is required.
If selected, the financial aid disbursement authorization process requires a
valid Perkins MPN before the award can be authorized and disbursed.


Additional Pell This check box appears when you select a Federal ID of PELL Grant.
Select to indicate that this financial aid item type represents a Pell2 (second
full Pell Grant).


Note. It is recommended that you create new item types and corresponding financial aid item types when
enabling the new Perkins MPN process. This enables you to track new Perkins MPNs and does not have a
negative effect on those individuals who currently have a signed and valid Perkins MPN on file.


Viewing Item Type Detail
Access the Item Type Detail page (click the description of the item type on the FA Item Type 1 page).


Item Type Detail page


Charge Priority List Identifies the charge priority list assigned to the item type. The system uses
charge priority lists for financial aid item types that have payment application
restrictions. Charge priority lists tell the system how to distribute excess funds
and the types of charges towards which the item type can be applied.


Minimum Transaction
Amount andMaximum
Transaction Amount


Displays the minimum and maximum annual amount established for this item
type on the Item Type Amount Edits page.


Refundable Indicator Indicates whether the item type can be refunded later. This value comes from
the Item Type - Miscellaneous Edits page.


Taxable PeopleSoft Payroll uses this field to calculate withholdings on awards of this
item type. If you do not use PeopleSoft Payroll, clear this check box. This
value comes from the Item Type - Miscellaneous Edits page.


See Also
lssf, Completing Student Financials General Setup, Setting Up Payment Application Rules, Defining Charge
Priority List Rules
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Defining Awarding and Rounding Rules
Access the FA Item Type 2 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 2).


FA Item Type 2 page


Awarding Rules


Fed/Inst Affected
(federal/institutional
affected)


Select which need this financial aid item type reduces.
Federal Only: This financial aid item type should reduce only federal need
and not reduce institutional need.
Both Fed and Inst (both federal and institutional): This financial aid item type
should reduce federal and institutional need. If your institution is using
institutional awarding, select this value.


Meet Need/Cost Select how need—based on your selection the Fed/Inst Affected field—is
adjusted or reduced when you award this financial aid item type. Financial Aid
maintains an unmet need balance (COA minus EFC minus aid awarded) and
an unmet COA balance (COA minus aid awarded). Select a value to determine
how awards of this financial aid item type affect these two balances:
Conditional: Indicates an award made without regard to budget or need
if federal aid has not been awarded at the time of this award. However,
if federal aid precedes this award, conditional awards behave like special
need/cost awards.
Cost Only: The awarded amount affects only the unmet COA balance.
Need Only: The awarded amount affects only the unmet need balance.
No Effect: The awarded amount does not affect the unmet need or unmet COA
balances. Ensure that you understand the results before using this option.
Special Need/Cost: The Packaging process first determines whether unmet
need exists. The system always reduces unmet need first. Then the process
compares the remaining unmet COA against the student’s EFC and awards
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up to the lesser of the two. This is the preferred attribute for unsubsidized
Stafford and PLUS loans. Special need/cost aid reduces both the unmet need
and unmet COA balances.
Straight Need/Cost: The awarded amount affects both the unmet need and
unmet COA balances.


Packaging Methodology Select the need—federal or institutional—the Packaging process should use to
determine the amount for awards of this item type.
Federal Methodology: The Packaging process uses FM need to determine the
award amount. FM need is the federal cost of attendance minus the student’s
FM EFC. Use this attribute for federal item types.
Institutional Methodology: The Packaging process uses IM need to determine
the award amount. IM need is the institutional cost of attendance minus the
student’s IM EFC.


Note. If you use institutional methodology to estimate federal awards prior
to the beginning of the federal awarding cycle (January 1st), selecting
Institutional Methodology for federal awards enables a more realistic
remaining need calculation. The remaining need calculation is more realistic
because you have an institutional EFC but no federal EFC, and, therefore,
the system uses IM need rather than FM need. You must effective date these
federal financial aid item types so that beginning January 1, the packaging
methodology is Federal Methodology to ensure the system uses FM need
rather than IM need when awarding federal sources of aid.


Selection Criteria To use an equation to select a population of students eligible to receive this
item type, select the equation here. For example, you define a particular
population of students to be awarded, such as students who have exceptional
grade point averages and whose FM need is high. You create a packaging
equation to select this student group, then link this student group to this item
type by selecting the equation in this field.
The Equation Detail link appears only after you select an equation.


See lsfa, Setting Up Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging, Viewing and
Editing Equations.


Need Based Select if need is considered when awarding this item type. This check box
is used for reporting only.


Equity Award Select to evaluate this financial aid item type as an equity award. Equity
awards are considered to be "free money" to students such as grants or
scholarships. Financial aid item types defined as equity awards adhere to
the equity limit established in a packaging plan where the equity financial
aid item type is a packaging rule.


See lsfa, Setting Up Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging, Defining Packaging
Plans, Defining Packaging Equity Limits and Offsets.


Auto Package Select to have the financial aid item type available for selection in automated
packaging—Auto Packaging and Mass Packaging. To have this financial aid
item type available for use in packaging plans, you must select this check box.


Disbursement Protection If this check box is selected, the Packaging process protects the disbursed
portion of this financial aid item type from being reduced during repackaging
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sessions using any packaging method—Auto, Mass, or Manual Packaging.
After you enable disbursement protection, an award of this financial aid
item type cannot fall below the disbursed amount. When using manual
packaging, especially for custom splits, the accept balance cannot be less than
the disbursed balance on the Award Disbursement Detail page. The only way
to reduce a disbursed amount when disbursement protection is active is to
adjust the award on the Professional Judgement page.
Do not activate disbursement protection for Direct Loan financial aid item
types. The treatment of Direct Loan adjustments is similar to the processing
behavior invoked by disbursement protection.


Important! If you do not select this check box, disbursed amounts can be
reduced and recalculated.


See lsfa, Managing Special Cases in Packaging, Protecting Disbursements
During Awarding.


Self Help Award Select if this item type is work-study or a loan. This field is for informational
or reporting purposes only.


Lock Award Select if you want to lock awards of this financial aid item type automatically
when awarding as part of a packaging plan. Locking an award prevents Auto
and Mass Packaging from automatically canceling this award. All awards
that you manually enter are automatically locked, whether this check box
is selected or not.


See lsfa, Awarding and Packaging Students, Awarding Online, Using Auto
Packaging and Auto Select Packaging.


Package Only Once Select to prevent this financial aid item type from being awarded more than
once to the student for the aid year for the same career, even if the student is
eligible to receive the award during a subsequent Packaging process.
For this check box to function properly, you must keep the following in mind:
To preserve the award made with the first instance of the financial aid item
type, you must lock the first instance of the item type, selecting the Lock check
box on the award entry page. If the first instance of the financial aid item type
is not locked on the award entry page, the first instance of the financial aid item
type is canceled and may be replaced by a future instance of the financial aid
item type. Although a financial aid item type is not awarded more than once,
unless you lock the first instance, it can be replaced by any future instances.
If the student has multiple careers across terms—Undergraduate for Term
1 and Graduate for Term 2—the Package Only Once check box does not
prevent a financial aid item type from being awarded once for each career for
the student. This could cause the financial aid item type to be awarded more
than once in the aid year, but only once for each career. This is because the
Package Only Once attribute is not evaluated when the first career’s awards
are passed to the second career as passive awards.
The Package Only Once attribute does not work if two instances of the
financial aid item type exist within a packaging plan. This is because the first
instance is not yet posted before the second instance is considered. In this
case, both instances are awarded if the student is eligible.
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Auto assign lowest
sequence


This check box only appears if Meet Need/Cost is Conditional. Select to have
awards of this financial aid item type automatically assigned the lowest
possible sequence number in the student’s financial aid package when you
enter the conditional award on the Manual Student Packaging page only.
For example, this check box is selected, and a student’s package already
contains three awards with sequence numbers of 10, 20, and 30. You enter
a new conditional award, and the system assigns the conditional award a
sequence number of 09. If the check box is cleared, the system assigns the
new conditional award a sequence number of 40.
Automatically assigning conditional awards the lowest sequence number is
useful when you have individuals outside the financial aid office (such as
departmental office staff) entering conditional awards (like departmental
scholarships) on the Manual Student Packaging page. The financial aid office
staff can then review the student’s package to see if the conditional award
affects the student’s need with other forms of aid.
If the conditional award entered by individuals outside the financial aid office
is not automatically assigned the lowest sequence number, the student’s need
may be met before the Packaging process reaches the conditional award.
Consequently, the student may not receive the conditional award.


Equation Detail Click to access the Equation Summary page to view the packaging equation
attached to the selection criteria.


Rounding Rules


Rounding Option Select how you want awards of this financial aid item type rounded when
rounding is necessary. Values are:
10 dollars: The Packaging process rounds award amounts to the nearest
10-dollar amount.
100 dollars: The Packaging process rounds award amounts to the nearest
100-dollar amount.
5 dollars: The Packaging process rounds award amounts to the nearest
5-dollar amount.
Dollar: The Packaging process rounds award amounts to the nearest dollar.
None: The Packaging process does not round award amounts for this financial
aid item type.


Round Direction Select the direction you want the Packaging process to use when rounding
award amounts. If you select None as the rounding option, do not select
a round direction.


Down to: The Packaging process truncates, or rounds, the award amount down
to the nearest dollar, 5 dollar, 10 dollar, or 100 dollar amount, depending
on the selected rounding option.


Nearest: The Packaging process rounds the award to the nearest dollar, 5
dollar, 10 dollar, or 100 dollar amount, depending on the selected rounding
option. The process determines the dollar amount to which the award amount
is closest, and then rounds up or down accordingly.
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Up to: The Packaging process rounds the award amount up to the nearest
dollar, 5 dollar, 10 dollar, or 100 dollar amount, depending on the selected
rounding option.


Award Remainder Rule When an award is rounded and split across disbursements, there can be an odd
dollar or cent amount left over. The award remainder rule indicates where you
want the Packaging process to place odd amounts.
1st-Cents: If cents remain, the Packaging process assigns the remaining
amount to the first scheduled disbursement.
1st-Dllrs (1st dollars): If dollars remain, the Packaging process assigns the
remaining amount to the first scheduled disbursement.
Last-Cents: If cents remain, the Packaging process assigns the remaining
amount to the last scheduled disbursement.
Last-Dllrs (last dollars): If dollars remain, the Packaging process assigns the
remaining amount to the last scheduled disbursement.


Fee Remainder Rule This field is available only for financial aid item types with a financial aid
type of Loan on the FA Item Type 1 page. Select how the Packaging process
handles remaining dollars or cents after loan fees have been applied to an
award. You can either select a value in this field, or you can select the Truncate
Fees check box, but not both.


First Disb − Cents: If cents remain, the Packaging process assigns the
remaining amount to the first scheduled disbursement.


First Disb − Dollars: If dollars remain, the Packaging process assigns the
remaining amount to the first scheduled disbursement.


Last Disb − Cents: If cents remain, the Packaging process assigns the
remaining amount to the last scheduled disbursement.


Last Disb − Dollars: If dollars remain, the Packaging process assigns the
remaining amount to the last scheduled disbursement.


Truncate Fees Select to disregard any cents left over after the Packaging process has applied
loan fees to the award amount. Use only for Direct Lending loans. You can
select this check box, or you can select a value in the Fee Remainder Rule
field, but not both.


Defining Disbursement and Anticipated Aid
Access the FA Item Type 3 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 3).
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FA Item Type 3 page


Pass Anticipated Aid Select when an award appears as anticipated aid in the student’s Student
Financials record. Awards appear as anticipated aid on the student’s account
when the status of the award matches the value in this field. For example, if
you select Accepted, and an award of this financial aid item type has a status
of Accepted, the award appears as anticipated aid on the student’s bill. For
loan awards, the net amount of the loan (award amount minus any loan fee
adjustments) is displayed as anticipated aid.
Accepted: Awards of this financial aid item type with a status of accepted or
authorized appear as anticipated aid.
Authorized: Awards of this financial aid item type with a status of authorized
appear as anticipated aid.
None: Awards of this financial aid item type never appear as anticipated aid.
For example, you do not want work study to appear as anticipated aid in this
system because work study funds are not allocated to the student until the
money is earned. Therefore, you select None for the work study financial
aid item type.
Offered: Awards of this financial aid item type with a status of offered,
accepted, or authorized appear as anticipated aid.


Anticip Aid Expiration
Days (anticipated aid
expiration days)


An expiration date accompanies each anticipated aid amount and enables you
to "expire" a financial aid item type if the criteria for its awarding are not met
by the date you assign. The number of days you enter in this field works with
several other dates on the anticipated aid record to determine when to expire
the anticipated aid. Date is the date the award becomes anticipated aid. Apply
Date is the date you are requesting to apply the disbursement to the student’s
account. The expiration date is the later of the two calculated dates:
Date plus the number of anticipated aid expiration days
Or
Apply Date plus the number of anticipated aid expiration days
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Print as Other Resource In addition to veteran’s benefits and Americorp benefits, you can identify
another resource item type that prints as another resource under the award
section of the FE FAN. The system does not count this other resource amount
in the annual and term totals. It displays this amount in the estimated resources
section of the FE FAN as other resources. Select to print the other resource
item type under the award section on the FAN.


The following table provides an example of how the expiration date is determined—for the fall 2004 term,
in this example:


Expiration Days Date Apply Date Expiration Date


45 02/18/2004 08/14/2004 09/29/2004


45 07/30/2004 08/14/2004 09/29/2004


45 08/30/2004 08/14/2004 10/14/2004


Disbursement Method Identify where Financial Aid transfers any disbursed financial aid amounts.
No: The funds are not disbursed into the student’s Student Financials account
because the student is paid directly. Work-study financial aid item types use
this disbursement method.
Stdnt Acct (student account): The disbursed amount is transferred to the
student’s account in Student Financials.


Auto Cancel Item Type If an existing award of a particular financial aid item type should be
automatically canceled when an award of this financial aid item type is
subsequently awarded manually on either the Student Aid Package page or
the Manual Student Packaging page, enter the financial aid item type to be
canceled in this field. This enables you to award using an estimated financial
aid item type and then replace it with the actual financial aid item type when
funds have been approved or certified. For example, you may have estimated
a state grant and then replaced the award with an actual state grant award.
This feature functions only during manual awarding. It does not work with
auto packaging or mass packaging.


Signature Required Select if you require a signature from the student for the student to receive
this particular financial aid item type as part of an award. For example, you
could use this for a loan where the student must sign a promissory note before
any money is disbursed. This field is for informational purposes only; it
has no effect on loan processing.


Manual Authorization Select to disburse this financial aid item type using manual authorization. The
system cannot authorize this financial aid item type for disbursement using the
background authorization process if you select this check box. One use of this
feature is for scholarships where you must review a roster or have checks that
must be verified prior to authorization of the aid.


Include in Transcript Indicates that the financial aid item type should appear on the financial aid
transcript (FAT). This field is not supported because U.S. Department of
Education no longer supports the FAT.
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Print Letter Option Select whether to print awards of this financial aid item type on the FAN letter
or a custom letter, or to not print notification of the award at all.
Custom: Awards of this financial aid item type are printed in an institutionally
configured standard letter of your choice rather than the PeopleSoft delivered
FAN letter. If you select this value, you must specify a standard letter code
value in the Award Letter Print field.
As an example, you may want to generate a specific scholarship letter for the
JP Memorial award recipients. The custom option enables you to modify the
letter by inserting the JP Memorial awarded amount within the letter, which
you must specify by its standard letter code in the Award Letter Print field.
Never: Awards of this financial aid item type are never printed in the FAN
letter or an institutionally modified letter.
Print: Awards of this financial aid item type are printed on the FAN letter. You
must also indicate whether awards of this financial aid item type should be
treated as award items or as other resources—such as student contribution
and parent contribution—using the Print as Award Item and Other Resource
options.


Print as Award Item Available only if you select Print in the Print Letter Option field. Select to
have awards of this financial aid item type included in the total aid offered
amount on the FAN letter and listed as awards.


Other Resource Available only if you select Print in the Print Letter Option field. Select to
have awards of this financial aid item type considered as resources and
included in the other resources total on the FAN letter, but not listed as awards.


Award Letter Print Available only if you select Custom in the Print Letter Option field. Select the
standard letter code of the letter to modify using the award amount.


Award Message (Optional) To have a specific award message print on an award notification or
a custom letter for awards of this financial aid item type, select the award
message in this field. The award messages available for selection are defined
on the Setting Up Award Messages page.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes


lsss, Setting Up Student Financials Self Service, Setting Up Institution Sets


Setting Term Minimum and Maximum Award Limits
Access the FA Item Type 4 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 4).
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FA Item Type 4 page


Term Category Select the term type for which you are specifying minimum and maximum
award limits. The automated Packaging process uses the financial aid item
type term limits from this page, annual item type limits from the Item Type
page, fiscal limits, financial aid item type annual limits from the packaging
plan, and, if defined, any aggregate area limits to determine the correct amount
to award. Term category values are delivered with your system as translate
values. These values are used extensively in Student Records. Coordinate any
revision of these values with student records staff.
Insert additional rows to add more term categories.


Minimum andMaximum Enter the minimum and maximum award limits for terms of the associated
term category. Remember that this amount is per term, not per aid year. To
ensure that the Packaging process processes without fault, minimums should
not be less than 1.00 USD. You must set this field to a nonzero amount for
your gap financial aid item types.


If the maximum award limit is 400.00 USD (for a term), the item type limit is
1,000.00 USD (for the aid year), and your institution has two semester terms,
the maximum award for this financial aid item type is 800.00 USD (400.00
USD for each term). If your institution has three quarter terms, the maximum
amount based on the term maximum amount is 1,200.00 USD (400.00 USD
for three terms) but this exceeds the item type limit for the aid year. The actual
maximum for this financial aid item type is 1,000.00 USD—the item type
limit for the aid year. The financial aid item type term maximum cannot
override the item type maximum.


See Also
lsfn, Establishing Terms and Sessions, Defining Terms, Sessions, and Session Time Periods, Defining Terms


Defining Default Disbursement Plans and Split Codes
Access the FA Item Type 5 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 5).
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FA Item Type 5 page


Disbursement Rules
Disbursement plans determine the disbursements across terms, award period, and aid year, but students may
not necessarily attend all terms defined for the disbursement plan. The Missing Term Enrollment field specifies
if disbursements should be split evenly among the remaining terms for which the student is actually enrolled.
Select the Split evenly across valid term check box to have the award split among the remaining enrolled terms
for the student. For example, if the disbursement plan is for fall, winter, and spring quarters, but the student is
only enrolled for fall and spring with the Split evenly across valid term check box selected, the award amount
is split evenly between the fall and spring terms.


Clear the Split evenly across valid term check box to have the award amount split according to the relative
percentages of the valid terms. For example, a disbursement plan calls for a split of 20%/40%/40% among
three terms, but only the first two terms are valid for the student. To determine the relative percentages of the
first two terms, the system first adds the disbursement split percentages for the two valid terms (20% + 40% =
60%). Then the system divides each term’s original percentage by the new total percentage (60%). So the first
term has a relative percentage of 33.33% (20% / 60% = .3333) and the second term has a relative percentage
of 66.37% (40% / 60% = .6667). The Packaging process then determines each term’s award amount by
multiplying the total award amount by each term’s relative percentage.


Note. The Split evenly across valid term check box is not available for Pell Grants because Pell amounts for
each term are derived at the term level based on financial aid term data, federal EFC, and Pell COA and cannot
be just distributed evenly among the valid enrollment terms.


Note. For Pell Grant item types in the 2010 and future aid years, select a Default Disbursement Plan that
encompasses all terms (Academic and Non-Standard) in which the student may receive a Pell Grant. Although
Packaging does not use the Split Code specified here when calculating Pell Grant, a default Split Code
is required.


See lsfa, Awarding Pell Grants, Awarding Pell Grants for the 2010 and Future Aid Years, Calculating Pell
Grants, Pell Grants for Non-standard Terms and Two Pell Grants in an Aid Year.
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Default Disbursement Splits
Defining default disbursement plans and split codes decreases the amount of data entry during the establishment
of packaging plans and on the award entry pages. You can establish different default disbursement plans and
split codes for each career. Insert a row for additional institution/career combinations.


Disbursement Plan Enter the default disbursement plan for the financial aid item type when
awarded for the selected career and institution.


Split Code Enter the default split code for the financial aid item type when awarded for
the selected career and institution.


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Packaging Basics, Defining Financial Aid Item Types, Defining Default Disbursement
Plans and Split Codes


Attaching Loan Fees
Access the FA Item Type 6 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 6).


FA Item Type 6 page


Loan Program
If the loan financial aid item type is associated with an aggregate area on the FA Item Type 1 page, the Loan
Program and Loan Interest Attribute fields display the values you selected in the corresponding fields on the
Aggregate Aid Limit page for the associated aggregate area. You cannot change these values on this page.
If the loan financial aid item type is not associated with an aggregate area, you can select the appropriate
value for these two fields on this page.


Loan Program Enter the type of loan program tracked by the aggregate area.


Loan Interest Attribute Enter whether the loan servicer pays the interest on the loan.
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Subsidized: The loan servicer pays the interest on the loan while the student
is in school, during the repayment grace period, and during any deferment
periods.
Unsubsidized: The loan servicer does not pay the interest on the loan.


Loan Fees
Enter the loan fees that you want to associate with the loan financial aid item type, including Direct Loan
interest rebate fees. You must set up loan fees on the Loan Fee Table page before assigning loan fees to a
financial aid item type. The Packaging process uses the loan fees that you assign to calculate the loan fee
amount (based on the awarded amount) and to determine from which disbursements to subtract the loan fee
amount. Anticipated aid and anticipated disbursements display the net amount of the award—the total award
amount less the loan fee amount, plus a Direct Loan interest rebate if eligible. You can add as many loan fees
as needed to reflect all of the loan fee types that apply to this financial aid item type. When you enter a loan
fee, the system populates the Loan Fee Type, Loan Fee Rule, Loan Fee Option, Fee Percent, and Flat Fee
fields with the corresponding values set up on the Loan Fee Table page.


Note. To properly calculate the net financial aid amount that appears on a student’s billing statement, you must
attach the appropriate loan fees to the financial aid item type.


See lsfa, Setting Up Packaging Basics, Setting Up Loan Fees.


Calculating Actual Loan Fees for CommonLine Loans
For some loan financial aid item types, the estimated loan fees determined during the Packaging process
may not reflect the actual fees charged by the loan servicers. Loans processed using the CommonLine loan
business process can have the loan fees in the student’s package automatically updated with the actual loan
fee amounts determined by the loan servicer. The estimated loan fees are automatically updated when the
loan is guaranteed by the loan servicer and a CommonLine application response record is processed for the
student. If you adjust the student’s loan award after the loan fees are updated, the Packaging process uses the
actual loan fee rate used by the loan servicer (instead of the loan fees assigned to the financial aid item type)
to calculate loan fees for the new award amount.


See lsfa, Processing CommonLine Loans, Receiving and Processing CL4 Inbound Files, Reviewing CL 4
Status and Phase Codes.


Calculating Direct Loan Interest Rebate
You must insert the Direct Loan rebate loan fee you set up on the Loan Fee Table page on the FA Item Type 6
page for all Direct Loan financial aid item types. The up-front interest rebate amount of 1.5 percent of the
gross disbursement is calculated at the disbursement level for each Direct Subsidized, Direct Unsubsidized,
and Direct PLUS loan. The interest rebate amount is added after the 3 percent loan fee is subtracted from the
gross disbursement amount. For example, a student receives a Direct Loan of 1,000.00 USD for the fall 2004
term. The net disbursed amount is 985.00 USD because the 3 percent loan fee of 30.00 USD is deducted from
the gross amount of the loan, and the 1.5 percent interest rebate of 15.00 USD is added back into the loan.


The loan fee and interest rebate amounts are truncated. This means the system removes cents and uses the
remaining whole dollar amount. The dollar value is not rounded up or down. When calculating the combined
fee and interest rebate amount and the loan fee amount, the process carries the result out to three decimal places.


Note. Gross disbursement calculations do not change with the interest rebate implementation. Dollar figures
are rounded to the nearest dollar. All disbursements are equal except in cases where a variance may be
applied to the last disbursement.
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Note. Direct Loans with a zero rebate or no longer eligible for a rebate must still have a Loan Fee Type defined
as a ‘rebate’ added as an attribute on the Financial Aid Item Type setup.


The following table uses a 3,500.00 USD loan amount and is an example of determining combined fee and
interest rebate amount, disbursement net amount, loan fee amount, and interest rebate amount for three
disbursements:


Disbursement
Amounts


Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6


Disb # Gross Disb
Amt


Com Fee
/Int Rebate
Amount


Truncated
Com Fee
/Int Rebate
Amount


Disb Net
Amount


LnFee
Amount


Truncated
LnFee
Amount


Interest
Rebate
Amount


1 1167 USD 1167 х
(.03 -
.015) =
17.505


17 1167 - 17
= 1150


1167 х .03
= 35.01


35 1150 -
(1167 -
35) = 18


2 1167 USD 1167 х
(.03 -
.015) =
17.505


17 1167 - 17
= 1150


1167 х .03
= 35.01


35 1150 -
(1167 -
35) = 18


3 1166 USD 1166 х
(.03 -
.015) =
17.49


17 1166 - 17
= 1149


1166 х .03
= 34.98


34 1149 -
(1166 -
34) = 17


Totals 3500 USD 3449 USD 104 USD 53 USD


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Packaging Basics, Setting Up Loan Fees


Defining Gap Financial Aid Item Types
Use gap financial aid item types to establish an amount of financial aid that is not met at a particular point
in time by a packaging plan.


To create a gap financial aid item type:


1. Verify that a gap item type exists in the Item Types component (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student
Financials, Item Types).
If you need to create a gap item type, define only the Initial Setup page. When you add the item type,
you could use a series of 9s as the ID to distinguish this item type from other item types because a gap
item type is unique – not shown on award letters and not part of the student’s award record. On the
Initial Setup page, enter a description, short description, and any applicable keywords (based on your
institution’s keyword scheme). Then clear the GL Interface Required check box and select the Financial
Aid option in the Classification group box.
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2. Add a new financial aid item type, selecting the gap item type in the add dialog box.
3. Complete the fields in the Financial Aid Item Types component as you do for any other financial aid


item type.
Keep in mind that when you use the gap in a packaging plan, the Packaging process treats the gap financial
aid item type as it does any other financial aid item type, honoring the values and rules that you establish in
the Financial Aid Item Types component and the percentage of the Total Need field in the packaging plan.
For example, a packaging plan’s FM percentage of Total Need field has a value of 50 percent, the gap
financial aid item type has a term limit of 5,000.00 USD, and you have a student with an FM need of
8,000.00 USD. The Packaging process assigns a gap of only 4,000.00 USD to the student, because that is
50 percent of the student’s FM need, even though this is less than the term limit.


4. Set your default gap financial aid item type at the installation level on the Financial Aid Defaults page.
You can also set default gap financial aid item types at the academic career or academic program level,
using aid processing rule sets.


See lsfa, Setting Up Your Financial Aid Awarding Cycle, Establishing Defaults.


Budgeting Fiscal Limits
To set up fiscal limits, use the Fiscal Item Types component (ITEM_TYP_FISCAL).


This section provides an overview of fiscal limits and discusses how to:


• Assign fiscal limits to financial aid item types.
• Review fiscal fund status.
• Reviewing fiscal fund notes.
• Review fiscal limits for aggregate areas.


Understanding Fiscal Limits
Use the Fiscal Item Types component to set up your financial aid item type fiscal detail. These are the fiscal
amounts that you want Financial Aid to adhere to when awarding and disbursing the financial aid item
type. You must set up fiscal limits for each financial aid item type—if a financial aid item type does not
have fiscal limits, you cannot award it.


If you have not set up fiscal limits:


• During manual packaging you receive message 9531: "There is no entry in the ITEM_TYPE_FISCL
table for the Item Type associated with this award.
Please check Set Up SACR, Product Related, Awards, Fiscal Item Types to determine whether Fiscal
Limits have been defined for the Item Type being packaged. If Fiscal Limits have not been defined, please
add them. If Fiscal Limits have been defined, please contact your System Administrator for assistance."


• During Auto or Mass Packaging, you receive message 9532: "There is no entry in the ITEM_TYPE_FISCL
table for the Item Type associated with this Packaging Rule.
Please check Set Up SACR, Product Related, Awards, Fiscal Item Types to determine whether Fiscal
Limits have been defined for the Item Type being packaged. If Fiscal Limits have not been defined, please
add them. If Fiscal Limits have been defined, please contact your System Administrator for assistance."
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Pages Used to Budget Fiscal Limits
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Assign Fiscal Limits ITEM_TYPE_FISCL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Fiscal Item Types,
Assign Fiscal Limits


Assign fiscal limits to
financial aid item types.
Define the maximum
amount of money that can
be offered, accepted, and
disbursed for a financial aid
item type.


Fiscal Item Type Audit SFA_IT_FISCAL_SEC Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Fiscal Item Types,
Assign Fiscal Limits, click
Audit Fields link.


Click this link to view details
about changes to the Assign
Fiscal Limits page.


Fiscal Fund Status ITEM_TYPE_FISCL2 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Fiscal Item Types,
Fiscal Fund Status


Review the status of a
financial aid item type’s
fiscal fund.


Fiscal Fund Notes ITEM_TYPE_FISCL3 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Fiscal Item Types,
Fiscal Fund Notes


Enter comments regarding a
fund for informational use
by your financial aid staff.


Fiscal Aggregate Summary AGGR_AREA_FISCL Financial Aid, Fund
Management, Fiscal
Aggregate Summary, Fiscal
Aggregate Summary


Review detailed fiscal
information for an aggregate
area. You cannot enter
budgeted amounts for an
aggregate area; the values
on this page are the sum
of all financial aid item
types associated with this
aggregate area.


Assigning Fiscal Limits to Financial Aid Item Types
Access the Assign Fiscal Limits page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Fiscal Item
Types, Assign Fiscal Limits).
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Assign Fiscal Limits page


Budgeted − Offer The maximum source of funding you can offer for this financial aid item type.


Budgeted − Accept The maximum source of funding that can be accepted for this financial
aid item type.


Gross − Offer The sum of all gross offered amounts from each student who received this
financial aid item type award. For example, if the student were initially offered
800.00 USD, then 800.00 USD would be added to this sum. If the student was
later offered 300.00, 800.00 USD would still be the gross offered amount.


Gross − Accept The sum of all gross accepted amounts from each student who received this
financial aid item type award. For example, if the student initially accepted
800.00 USD, then 800.00 USD would be added to this sum. If the student later
accepted 300.00, 800.00 USD would still be the gross accepted amount.


Reductions − Offer The sum of the reduced offer amounts from each student for this financial
aid item type. If a student is offered 800.00 USD for this item type and later
the offer is reduced to 600.00 USD, then 200.00 USD is added to the sum.
If the award is reduced again for the student, then the additional reduction
amount is added to the sum.


Reductions − Accept The sum of the reduced accept amounts from each student for this financial
aid item type.


Net − Offer The sum of the current offer amounts for this financial aid item type.


Net − Accept The sum of the current accept amounts for this financial aid item type.


Available − Offer The remaining source of funding available to award students for this financial
aid item type. Equals the Budgeted − Offer minus the Net − Offer.


Available − Accept The remaining amount available for students to accept for this financial aid
item type. Equals the Budgeted − Accept minus the Net − Accept.
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Count − Offer The number of students (unduplicated) who have been offered an award of
this financial aid item type. Does not include students that have canceled
or declined awards.


Count − Accept The number of students (unduplicated) who have accepted an award of
this financial aid item type. Does not include students that have canceled
or declined awards.


Highest − Offer The sum of all the highest offer amounts from each student who received this
financial aid item type award. If a student were initially offered 500.00 USD,
then 500.00 USD would be added to this sum. If the student was later offered
800.00 USD, then 500.00 USD would be subtracted and 800.00 USD would
be added to the sum because it is the highest amount offered to the student.
This amount enables you to know what your maximum total offer amount
is for this financial aid item type.


Highest − Accept The sum of all the highest accepted amounts from each student who received
this item type award. This amount enables you to know what your maximum
total accepted amount is for this financial aid item type.


Here is an example of how the amounts in the Gross, Reductions, Net, and Highest columns are calculated.
This example tracks only one student. On the page itself, the values shown are added to similar values for all
other students who are awarded the financial aid item type.


Award Activity Gross Reductions Net Highest


Offer 1,000 USD 1,000 USD 0 USD 1,000 USD 1,000 USD


Cancel Award 1,000 USD 1,000 USD 0 USD 1,000 USD


Increase to 200
USD


1,200 USD 1,000 USD 200 USD 1,000 USD


Increase to 1,000
USD


2,000 USD 1,000 USD 1,000 USD 1,000 USD


Reduce to 500
USD


2,000 USD 1,500 USD 500 USD 1,000 USD


Cancel award
offer


2,000 USD 2,000 USD 0 USD 1,000 USD


Budgeted − Disbursements The amount you want to budget for the total disbursements of this financial
aid item type.


Paid − Disbursements The amount that has been authorized and disbursed to students from this
financial aid item type.


Potential Payments −
Disbursements


The remaining amount available to disburse to students for this financial
aid item type. Equals the Budgeted − Disbursements minus the Paid
− Disbursements.


Audit Fields Click this link to view the Fiscal Item Type Audit page.
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Fiscal Item Type Audit page


Warning! Once the Fiscal Item Type Audit Trail has been established with manual changes to the Budgeted
Offer, Accept or Disbursement balance, running the Aid Year Rollover process (Audit Process Type of
FA_AID_YEAR) with the "Override Aid Year" attribute selected deletes all of the existing Audit Trail rows
and newly creates the Fiscal Item Type Audit Trail.


Because the Fiscal Item Type Audit Trail is a child table to the ITEM_TYP_FISCL table, Aid Year Rollover
deletes the parent ITEM_TYP_FISCL table as part of the override action. The effect is that all previous
audit trail entries are lost. If you wish to retain the audit trail entries before running subsequent Aid Year
Rollover jobs, consider downloading the Fiscal Item Type Audit Trail entries contained in the grid into an
Excel spreadsheet for retention.


Reviewing Fiscal Fund Status
Access the Fiscal Fund Status page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Fiscal Item
Types, Fiscal Fund Status).


Fiscal Fund Status page
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Give financial aid staff who need to know this information but who you do not want to have the ability to
change the budgeted amount for a fiscal fund access to this page instead of the Assign Fiscal Limits page.


Cancelled Amount Displays the sum of the awards of this financial aid item type that have
been cancelled.


Cancelled Count Displays the number of students that have cancelled awards of this financial
aid item type.


Declined Amount Displays the sum of the awards of this financial aid item type that have
been declined.


Declined Count Displays the number of students that have declined awards of this financial
aid item type.


Reviewing Fiscal Fund Notes
Access the Fiscal Fund Notes page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Fiscal Item
Types, Fiscal Fund Notes).


Fiscal Fund Notes page


Enter comments regarding a fund for informational use by your financial aid staff.


Reviewing Fiscal Limits for Aggregate Areas
Access the Fiscal Aggregate Summary page (Financial Aid, Fund Management, Fiscal Aggregate Summary,
Fiscal Aggregate Summary).
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Fiscal Aggregate Summary page


Budgeted − Authorized The maximum source of funding that can be authorized for this aggregate area.


Net − Authorized The sum of the current authorized amounts for this financial aid item type.
When this amount equals the budgeted amount, no further awards for this
aggregate area can be authorized.


Preparing for Early Financial Aid Offers
To set up early financial aid categories, use the Early Financial Aid Categories component
(ERLY_FA_CTG_TBL).


This section provides an overview of early financial aid offers and discusses how to set up early financial aid
offer categories.


Understanding Early Financial Aid Offers
Early financial aid offers are a recruiting tool used by admissions and financial aid departments to provide
preliminary financial aid offers to prospective students. The early financial aid offer is constructed
independently of financial aid rules and procedures.


You can associate an early financial aid offer with each admission application a prospective student submits.
This feature is especially useful for graduate and professional schools that make financial aid offers to hot
prospects and is used by financial aid and undergraduate admission offices to provide a competitive advantage
in their freshman recruitment process.
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Early financial aid offers are made using general financial aid categories that you define on the Early Aid
Categories page. Create early financial aid offer categories for all the types of financial aid that you are using
for early awarding. For example, you may want to create separate early financial aid offer categories for
grants, scholarships, work-study, and loans. When creating the early financial aid offer you could specify
the estimated amount to be awarded in each category. If you want to display only an estimated total award
amount you can define a general category, such as Estimated Financial Aid, and use only this category
in the early financial aid offer.


Page Used to Prepare for Early Financial Aid Offers
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Early Aid Categories ERLY_FA_CTG_TABLE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Early Financial
Aid Categories, Early Aid
Categories


Set up early financial aid
offer categories. Specify the
types of aid your institution
considers for an early
financial aid offer.


Setting Up Early Financial Aid Offer Categories
Access the Early Aid Categories page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Early Financial
Aid Categories, Early Aid Categories).


Early Aid Categories page


Comments Enter a more detailed description of the early financial aid offer category in
this field. You can set up this description to print on your early financial
aid offer letter.


Setting Up Restricted Aid
To set up restricted aid, use the Restricted Aid Table component (RESTRCTD_AID_SETUP).


This section provides an overview of restricted aid and discusses how to:
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• Define restricted aid basic information.
• Define award limits and requirements.
• Attach an external organization.
• Assign a committee.


See Also
lsad, Setting Up for Evaluating Applicants


Understanding Restricted Aid
Restricted aid includes awards such as scholarships, fellowships, and institutional or private funds with more
subjective eligibility requirements. Restricted aid does not refer to federal monies. Awarding restricted
aid makes use of the rating scheme and committee features of PeopleSoft Campus Community. Use the
Restricted Aid Table component to set up all of the parameters and conditions for awarding your institution’s
restricted funds.


Note. If you are using a review process for evaluating candidates for restricted aid, you must define a rating
scheme. You must also complete the pages in the Managing Organization Data and Managing Committee Data
sections of the PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook - Update 1]Managing
Organization Data .


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook - Update 1]Managing
Committee Data .
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Pages Used to Set Up Restricted Aid
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Restricted Aid Detail 1 RSTRC_AID1 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Restricted Aid
Table, Restricted Aid
Detail 1


Define basic information
about the restricted aid
award, including whether
an application is required
and whether the award is
renewable.


Restricted Aid Detail 2 RSTRC_AID2 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Restricted Aid
Table, Restricted Aid
Detail 2


Define award limits and
requirements. Enter
the number of awards,
maximum and minimum
award amounts, and
application requirements.


Restricted Aid
Org/Contact (restricted aid
organization/contact)


RSTRC_AID3 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Restricted Aid
Table, Restricted Aid
Org/Contact


Attach an external
organization to the restricted
aid type and view the
contact information for that
organization.


Restricted Aid Committees RSTRC_AID5 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Restricted Aid
Table, Restricted Aid
Committees


Assign a committee to
evaluate candidates.
Review a list of individual
committee members and
their roles within the
committee.


Defining Restricted Aid Basic Information
Access the Restricted Aid Detail 1 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Restricted
Aid Table, Restricted Aid Detail 1).


Restricted Aid Detail 1 page


Restricted Aid Type Identify the restricted aid as a fellowship or scholarship.
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Renewable Select if the restricted aid is a renewable aid source.


Application Required Select whether an application is required, and if so, what kind of application.
You can select External, Internal, or No App (no application).


Application Deadline
and Application Submit
Location


If an application is required, enter the date it must be turned in and where to
submit it.


Duration Enter a numeric value for the duration of the restricted aid type and then
indicate in the adjacent field whether this is Days, Months, Terms, or Years.


Development Code Enter a code of up to four alphanumeric characters. The development code is
institution-specific and assists with institutional reporting needs.


Defining Award Limits and Requirements
Access the Restricted Aid Detail 2 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Restricted
Aid Table, Restricted Aid Detail 2).


Restricted Aid Detail 2 page


Number of Awards Enter the number of awards that you can make from this restricted aid type.


Bill Donor Select if you bill the donor when the aid is awarded.


Total Funding Enter the total funding amount for this restricted aid type.


Min Amt (minimum
amount) andMax Amt
(maximum amount)


Enter the minimum and maximum amounts that you can award for this
restricted aid type.


Item Type Enter the financial aid item type associated with this restricted aid type.


Application Requirements Select the checklist that applicants must finish to apply for this restricted
aid type.
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Report Requirements Select the checklist that contains the reporting requirements a staff member
fulfills for this restricted aid type.


Recipient Requirements Select the checklist that contains the tasks award recipients must fulfill.


Rating Scheme Select the rating scheme that outlines the selection process. Rating schemes
are set up in Recruiting and Admissions.


See Also
lscc, Managing Checklists


Attaching an External Organization
Access the Restricted Aid Org/Contact page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Restricted Aid Table, Restricted Aid Org/Contact).


Restricted Aid Org/Contact page


External Org ID (external
organization ID)


Select the organization ID that represents the organization associated with this
restricted aid type. To view any additional organizations associated with this
restricted aid type, use the scroll arrows.


Comment Displays an explanation of the selected organization. Enter any additional
information about the organization into this field.


Contact Name Displays a contact person at the organization. To view additional contacts, use
the scroll arrows.


Contact Nbr (contact
number)


Indicates that more than one contact person exists, or differentiates between
different contact information for the same contact person.


Phone Displays the contact person’s phone number.
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Assigning a Committee
Access the Restricted Aid Committees page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards,
Restricted Aid Table, Restricted Aid Committees).


Restricted Aid Committees page


Committee Enter the committee that evaluates the candidates.


Committee Type Indicates the type of committee.


Comment Enter additional information about the committee in this field.


Evaluator ID Enter the ID of a committee member.


Committee Role Enter the individual’s role within the committee.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Committee Templates


lscc, Managing Committee Data


Setting Up Award Adjustment Reasons
To set up award adjustment reasons, use the Award Adjustment Reasons component (AWRD_ADJ_RSN_TBL).


Award adjustment reasons are institutionally defined reasons indicating why an award may be adjusted. Award
adjustment reasons can be used for clarification when modifying an award and also for statistical tracking
purposes. You can enter an award adjustment reason any time that you change an award on the award entry
pages, but award adjustment reasons are required on the Professional Judgement page. Some sample award
adjustment reasons come pre-delivered with Financial Aid, but you can modify, add, and delete these.


This section discusses how to create award adjustment reasons.
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Pages Used to Set Up Award Adjustment Reasons
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Award Adjustment Reasons AWRD_ADJ_RSN_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Award Adjustment
Reasons, Award Adjustment
Reasons


Create or modify award
adjustment reasons.


Copy Adjustment Reasons AWD_ADJ_RSN_COPY Click the Copy button on
the Award Adjustment
Reasons page.


Copy award adjustment
reasons from one aid year
and institution combination
to another.


Creating Award Adjustment Reasons
Access the Award Adjustment Reasons page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Award
Adjustment Reasons, Award Adjustment Reasons).


Award Adjustment Reasons page


Code Enter a three-character code that represents the award adjustment reason.
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CHAPTER 1


Setting Up Financial Aid Self-Service


This chapter provides an overview of PeopleSoft Campus Self– Service for financial aid and discusses how to:


• Set up self-service inquiry options.
• Set up reporting of external awards.
• Set up self-service awarding options.
• Set up FE FAN view and print options.
• Set up lender selection.
• Set up loan counseling.
• Set up Satisfactory Academic Progress options.
• Set up self-service actions and access in packaging.
• Modify self-service loan status descriptions.
• Create user-defined text.


Understanding Campus Self Service for Financial Aid
Financial Aid self service enables students to view financial aid information and take necessary action.
Students can report awards they earned from sources external to the financial aid office. They can accept,
decline, and reduce award amounts and then print the Financial Award Notification (FAN). After accepting
an award, a student can select a lender to secure the loan and then fulfill loan counseling requirements.
Students can also request a change to their financial aid, cancel their aid, or request a meeting through the
Request Counselor Action feature.


Students can view a summary of and detailed information about their financial aid for a specific aid year,
which includes:


• Estimated financial aid budget, expected family contribution, estimated need, total aid, and remaining need.
• Type of award and the offered and accepted amount for each term within the aid year.
• Loan application status, loan amount, loan fee, net amount, scheduled disbursement data, and lender


information.


Setting Up Self-Service Inquiry Options
To set up self-service options, use the Self Service Options component (SS_FA_INSTALL).
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This section discusses how to define self-service options.


Page Used to Set Up Self-Service Inquiry Options
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Inquiry Options SS_FA_INSTALL Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Inquiry Options


Define self-service options.
Set up information that you
want available for students
to view.


Defining Self-Service Options
Access the Inquiry Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial Aid, Self
Service Options, Inquiry Options).


Inquiry Options page


Use this page to define financial aid elements that students can view online.


Display Data


Allow Access Select to allow students to view and make decisions about their awards for
your institution and aid year in self service. If you clear the check box,
students cannot access the self-service inquiry and award package pages
for the corresponding year. For example, if the awards are in transition or
not ready for viewing, you can clear the check box to prevent all students
from viewing their awards.
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Note. Use the Inquiry Access check box and the Award Access field on the
Financial Aid Status page to set access at the individual student level. If you
clear the Inquiry Access check box, the student cannot access the inquiry
pages. However, if you select the Inquiry Access check box and also select
the Allow Access check box on the Self Service Options page, the student
can access the inquiry pages. Similarly, if you set the Award Access field
to Allowed and select the Allow Access check box on the Inquiry Options
page, the student can access the self-service award pages. The administrative
user can set these fields in batch.


Award Detail Select to display the Financial Aid Award Summary page. If you clear the
check box, the student sees the Financial Aid - Self Service Links page.


Remaining Need Select to display the student’s remaining need on the Financial Aid - Financial
Aid Eligibility page.


Canceled Awards If you select this check box and the student has a canceled award, the
system activates the View Canceled Awards link on the Financial Aid
- Award Summary page.


Declined Awards If you select this check box and the student has a declined award, the system
activates the View Declined Awards link on the Financial Aid - Award
Summary page.


Award Notification Select to display the FE Award Notification PDF link on the student’s
Financial Aid -Award Summary page and Financial Aid -Award Package page.


Bundle 30 Added SAP check box


SAP(Satisfactory Academic
Progress)


Select to display a Satisfactory Academic Progress link on the Financial Aid
– Award Summary pages.


View Data By Select from:
Aid Year: Displays the entire aid year across award periods.


Award Period: Displays aid year information by the award period for
academic and nonstandard periods.


Summary Link Provides access to view estimated financial aid budget, expected family
contribution, estimated need, total aid, remaining need, or user-defined text.
Select from:
COA Detail Only: Displays estimated financial aid budget detail.
Do Not Show Link: Does not display link.
Summary Page: Displays the Financial Aid - Financial Aid Eligibility
page. Students can view estimated financial aid budget, expected family
contribution, estimated need, total aid, remaining need, and user-defined text.
User-defined Page: Displays user-defined text.


Need Methodology Select from:


Federal: Displays estimated financial aid budget and expected family
contribution (EFC) values based on federal methodology.
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Institutional: Displays estimated financial aid budget and EFC values based
on institutional methodology.


Alternate Text


Summary Link Label Enter a name for this link. The text that you enter here is the name of the link
that appears on the Financial Aid - Award Summary page and the title of the
Financial Aid - Aid Year Summary page.


Academic Year Award
Period


Enter text such as Academic Year 2005. The system displays this text when
referring to this specific award period on self-service pages such as the
Financial Aid - Award Summary and Financial Aid - Expected Family
Contribution pages.


Non-Standard Award
Period


Enter text such as Summer. The system displays this text when referring to
this specific award period on self-service pages such as the Financial Aid -
Expected Family Contribution page.


View Award Notification Enter a name for the link on the Financial Aid - Award Summary and Financial
Aid - Award Package pages. This link enables students to view and print
their award letter and notification.


Bundle 30 Added SAP Link Label field.


SAP Link
Label(Satisfactory
Academic Progress)


Enter text for the Satisfactory Academic Progress link on the Financial Aid –
Student Awards pages. If no text is entered here, the text that is displayed is
Satisfactory Academic Progress.


Sort Order


Award Period Note. The system displays this field only if you set the View Data By field to
Award Period.


Select from:
Academic Year First: Displays academic year data first and then nonstandard
period data.
Earliest Period First: Displays the award period into which the student’s
earliest term falls. For example, if a student has awards for both Summer 2004
(nonstandard) and Fall 2004 (academic year), and these terms are part of the
same aid year, then the nonstandard period is displayed first.
Latest Period First: Displays the award period into which the student’s most
recent term falls. For example, if a student has awards for both Summer 2004
(nonstandard period) and Fall 2004 (academic year), and these terms are part
of the same aid year, then the academic year period is displayed first.
Non-standard Period First: Displays the nonstandard period first.


Note. If the student has awards in only one award period, the system displays
whichever award period contains awards. If the student has awards in both
periods, the system uses the Award Period sorting option to determine which
period to display first.


Term Select from:
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Ascending: Sorts from lowest term ID to highest and therefore displays
the most recent term last.
Descending: Sorts from highest term ID to lowest and therefore displays
the most recent term first.


Award The system sorts awards by item type. Select from the following financial-aid
item type sequence:
Ascending: 9..100 first, 9..322 last.
Descending: 9..322 first, 9..100 last.


Copy Self Service Options Click to copy financial aid self-service options from this institution and
aid year to another.


Setting Up Reporting of External Awards
This section discusses how to:


• Display external award reporting on self-service pages.
• Enable student access to reporting of external awards.


Pages Used to Set Up Reporting of External Awards
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Awarding Options SS_FA_INSTALL2 Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Awarding Options


Enable student access from
the Award Inquiry page or
the Accept/Decline pages.
Optionally add instructional
text for reporting or viewing.


Packaging Status Summary STDNT_AID_PACKAGE Financial Aid, View
Packaging Status Summary,
Packaging Status Summary


Set access to External
Award reporting on student
self-service pages.


Displaying External Award Reporting on Self-Service Pages
Access the Awarding Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial Aid, Self
Service Options, Awarding Options).
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Awarding Options for External Award Reporting page


External Award Reporting


Access from Award Inquiry Select to display a link to the Report Aid from Other Source component on
the students’ Award Inquiry Self Service pages.


Access from Accept/Decline Select to display a link to the Report Aid from Other Source component on the
students’ Accept Award and Decline Award Self Service pages.


Alternate Text for
Reporting


Enter text to use as the link from the Award Inquiry and Accept/Decline page.


Alternate Text for List View Enter text to use as the page title for a student to report aid from an external
source.


Enabling Student Access to Reporting of External Awards
Access the Packaging Status Summary page (Financial Aid, View Packaging Status Summary, Packaging
Status Summary).
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Packaging Status Summary page


For each student, set the access to External Award reporting.


Self Service


Award Access Select from Allowed, Denied, and Use Filter.


Inquiry Access Select to enable student access to award information.


External Award Access Select to enable student access to the External Award reporting component.


Setting Up Self-Service Awarding Options
To set up self-service awarding options, use the Self Service Options component (SS_FA_INSTALL).


This section discusses how to set up self-service awarding.
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Page Used to Set Up Self-Service Awarding Options
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Awarding Options SS_FA_INSTALL2 Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Awarding Options


Define filter options for
self-service awarding
access criteria. Set up
processing options and
Consumer and Entrance
Interview URLs. Also,
define the authentication
method and number of
required references for the
Perkins eMPN.


Setting Up Self-Service Awarding Options
This section discusses how to define access criteria, the different processing options, and the site-definable
URLs for self-service awarding.


Access the Awarding Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial Aid, Self
Service Options, Awarding Options).


Awarding Options page


Self Service Award Processing
One way to control when a student gains access to the self-service awarding page is through the use of filtering.
If you do not select the check box, then the system does not consider it as part of the access criteria.
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Access Criteria
When setting a value for an access criteria, select an operator of either equal to or not equal.


FA Application Status
(Financial Aid application
status)


Select to allow self-service awarding access based on the student having
an active financial aid application.


Value Select Active, Canceled, or Restricted.


Processing Status Select to allow self-service awarding access based on the student’s processing
status.


Value Select Applied, Completed, No App Rcd,Package, or Review.


FED Verification Process
(federal verification process)


Select to allow self-service awarding access based on the student’s federal
verification status.


Value Select Complete, Not Reqd, Pending, or Required.


INST Verification Process Select to allow self-service awarding access based on the student’s institutional
verification status.


Value Select Complete or Incomplete.


Satisfactory Academic
Progress


Select to allow self-service awarding access based on the student having met
your institution’s criteria for satisfactory academic progress.


Value Select Meets SAP, Not Meet, Probation, or Undetrmine.


Award Notification
Complete


Select to allow self-service awarding access based on whether a financial-aid
award notification letter has been generated for the student.


Category Select an option:
Appeal: FA Appeals
Award: Financial Aid Award Notification
SAT: Satisfactory Academic Progress Letters
SCHLRS: Scholarship Communications
VERF: Verification Processing


Context Select a type of communication. The system uses the same criteria when
generating the FAN letter.


Letter Select a type of communication. The system uses the same criteria when
generating the FAN letter.


Note. You use these criteria options in conjunction with the Use Filter award access option on the Packaging
Status Summary page.


Processing Option This option controls whether students’ decisions regarding their awards are
processed in real time or in batch. If you select the default value of Batch, the
system loads the current award package from the real tables to a staging table.
It saves the student’s activity to the staging table when the student submits
an award acknowledgment. The system sets the student’s transaction to
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Pending Update and records the current date and time. When you run the batch
process, the system selects all transactions with a Pending Update status for
processing. For each student selected, as long as the financial aid package
has not been revised since the student submitted the award acknowledgment,
the system checks each award in the student’s package for any changes. It
evaluates changed awards to ensure that award amounts and disbursement
balances are correct and reductions do not fall below minimum amounts. The
system processes all other awards in passive mode. After the batch validation
process has finished and if no errors were found, the system posts the data
to the student’s real award tables in the database.
If you select Real time, the system loads the current award package from the
real award tables to a staging table. It saves the student’s activity to the staging
table when the student submits an award acknowledgment. The system
evaluates the award activity and the resulting changes as it does in batch mode.
The process verifies the Accept or Decline amount, and for award reductions,
recalculates the scheduled disbursements. When all of the awards in the
student’s package are processed and if no errors were found, the system posts
the data to the student’s real award tables in the database.


Note. Unlike administrative packaging for which the packaging routine
performs extensive edits to ensure the validity of an award, in self-service
the system processes awards in passive mode and does not perform any
federal edits or evaluate the student for eligibility or need criteria. The system
performs a subset of edits on any award that is being reduced. Also, the
system adjusts an award that has been reduced below minimum amounts
established for the system.


Consumer Information
URL


If you complete this field, the system displays a link in self-service awarding.
If you leave this field blank, the system does not display a link. Enter your
institution’s student information site. This site may reflect awarding rights and
responsibilities such as statement of educational purpose, truth-in-lending
content, or other financial aid information.


Entrance Interview URL Enter your institution’s entrance and exit interview site to display a link in
self-service awarding. If you leave this blank, the system does not display a
link. If you use Self Service Loan Counseling and enter entrance and exit
interview URLs on the Loan Counseling page, leave this field blank, or
both URLs appear.


External Award Reporting


Access from Award Inquiry Select to display a link on the students’ Award Inquiry Self Service pages.


Access from Accept/Decline Select to display a link on the students’ Accept Award and Decline Award
Self Service pages.


Alternate Text for
Reporting


Enter instructions to the student that varies from the default text.


Alternate Text for List View Enter instructions to the student that varies from the default text.
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Setting Up FE FAN View and Print Options
Students can view and print their Forms Engine (FE) financial aid notification letter (FANLTR) in self-service
if you display the links on their Award Summary and Award Package pages.


Prerequisites
Before a student can print an FE FAN letter from Self Service, either GhostView or Adobe Distiller must
be installed to format the PDF.


Pages Used to Set Up FE FAN View and Print Options
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


FE Award Notification
Defaults


FANLTR_DEFAULTS Financial Aid, Awards,
Notification Letter, Award
Notification Defaults


Ensure that the Display NID
check box is not selected to
avoid printing U.S. students’
Social Security Numbers on
their FAN letters. Select
the Print Cancels and Print
Declines check boxes to
show links to canceled or
declined awards.


Inquiry Options SS_FA_INSTALL Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Inquiry Options


Select the Award
Notification check box in the
Display Data group box
to display the FE Award
Notification PDF link on the
students’ Award Summary
and Award Detail pages.
Enter a name for the link to
the FE Award Notification
PDF process in the View
Award Notification field in
the Alternate Text group
box.


FA Item Type 3 ITEM_TYPE_FA_3 Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 3


Select Print from the Print
Letter Option drop-down
list box.


Setting Up Lender Selection
To set up lender selection for the student, activate the display on the Loan Options page and ensure that the
preferred lenders are set up. You might have set up lenders while processing FFELP loans.


This section discusses how to:


• Display lender selection.


• Define self-service lenders.
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See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Common Record CommonLine (CRC), Setting Up Loan Origination for CRC


lsfa, Setting Up CommonLine 4 Loans, Setting Up Loan Participants


Pages Used to Set Up Lender Selection
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Loan Options SS_FA_INSTALL3 Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Loan Options


Set lender selection to
appear on the student
self-service page.


Identify Self Service
Lenders


SFA_LNDR_SELECT_SU Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Loans, Identify Self Service
Lenders


Select the preferred lender
for each loan type.


Create CRC Loan
Participants


SFA_CRC_DEST_ID Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Loans, CR Common
Line, Create CRC Loan
Participants


Identify the lenders for
Common Line loans.


Maintain Lender Codes LENDER_LOAD_MAINT Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Financial Aid,
Loans, Common Line 4,
Maintain Lender Codes


Identify the lenders for
CL4 loans.


Displaying Lender Selection
Access the Loan Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Loan Options).
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Loan Options for Lender Selection page


FFELP Lender Section Setup


Display Lender Selection Select x to display the lender selection on the students’ self-service pages.


Lender Sort Option If you selected the Display Lender Selection check box, select Random or
Sequence Number to control how the lender list is displayed in self-service:
Random (default) results in the lenders being displayed in a different random
order each time the student accesses the Lender Selection page.
Sequence Number results in lenders being displayed based on the sequence
number that was assigned to each lender on the Identify Self-Service Lenders
page.


Entrance Exit Counseling Setup


Display Entrance Interview
URL


To activate an entrance interview link for loan counseling, select this check
box. The URL is defined on the Loan Counseling page.


Display Exit Interview
URL


To activate an exit interview link for loan counseling, select this check box.
The URL is defined on the Loan Counseling page.


General Loan Information
Enter a URL to enable students to access more detailed loan information. This URL can link students to an
already existing intranet loan page or to an external loan servicer for which you have established a relationship.
This link is available only if the loan has been originated in the system. The URL appears on the Financial Aid
- Loan Application Information page.


Perkins Master Promissory Note
Use these options to support your eMPN processes and dynamically adjust the Self-Service page components
within the eMPN process.
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Authentication Method Indicate the verification method for authenticating a student for eMPN. If you
select Birthdate, Personal Identification Number, or National ID Number,
students must enter the required information to authenticate and continue with
the eMPN process. If you select No Authentication, the system does not
prompt for authentication information.
You define a student’s birth date, national ID number, and PIN in Campus
Community. The system always uses the student’s primary national ID
number for authentication purposes.


Additional References Indicate the number of required references (0, 1, 2, or 3) in addition to the
required two references collected to complete the eMPN.


Defining Self-Service Lenders
Access the Identify Self Service Lenders page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Loans, Identify
Self Service Lenders).


Identify Self Service Lenders page


Use this page to set up self-service lender lists and associated guarantors for each loan type. This information
appears for the student in Self Service only if the Display Lender Selection option is selected on the Loan
Options page and the student has been awarded a loan associated with any loan type set up on this page.


The Guarantor values defined on this page are used in combination with the lender selected by the student to
derive the correct loan destination during the Loan Origination process.


You can set up a default guarantor in the Loan Type area, define specific guarantors for each lender in the
Loan Information area, or both on this page. When the student selects a lender in Self Service, the system
first attempts to use the guarantor value associated with the specific lender in the Loan Information area, and
if no value exists, it looks for a guarantor value at the Loan Type level. If a guarantor value is not found, a
guarantor is not attached to the student’s lender selection record, which can result in no loan destination
being found during the Loan Origination process.


To ensure that the Loan Origination program determines the correct CommonLine version and loan destination
for each loan, you must set up CommonLine version 4 (CL4) loan destinations, Common Record CommonLine
(CRC) loan destinations, or both that match the lender and guarantor combinations on this page.


Note. The Lender OPEID value is the only one seen by the student in Self Service. The Lender Branch ID,
Guarantor OPEID, and Guarantor Branch ID values are transparent to the student when selecting a lender.
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Loan Type


Loan Type Select from the drop-down list box to identify each loan type for which you
allow a student to select a lender through Self Service.


Guarantor OPEID
(gurantor office of
postsecondary education
identifier)


Enter a guarantor OPEID as a default value for a specific loan type. The
default guarantor value entered here is attached to the student’s lender selection
record only if the Guarantor OPEID field within the Loan Information area is
left blank for the lender selected.


The values in the lookup list are from the CRC participant setup.


Branch ID Required if the Guarantor OPEID field is populated. Enter a branch ID
that is associated with the guarantor.


Loan Information


Lender OPEID (lender
office of postsecondary
education identifier)


Enter the lender OPEID available to the student for this loan type. The values
in the lookup list are from the CRC participant setup.


Branch ID Required if the Lender OPEID field is populated. Enter the branch ID that is
associated with the lender.


Guarantor OPEID
(gurantor office of
postsecondary education
identifier)


(Optional) Enter a guarantor at this level to indicate a specific guarantor for
the lender. If the student selects the associated lender, the guarantor entered
here is attached to the student’s lender selection record. The values in the
lookup list are from the CRC participant setup.
If you do not enter a guarantor here, the system checks for a default guarantor
in the Loan Type area.


Branch ID Required if the Guarantor OPEID field is populated. Enter a branch ID
that is associated with the guarantor.


Sequence If Sequence Number is selected in the Lender Sort Option field on the Loan
Options page, use this field to display the lenders to the student. to the student.
If no sequence numbers are identified, the system orders the list by lender
OPEID.


Setting Up Loan Counseling
Loan counseling can be handled by the administrator or in Self Service by the student. When the student
completes loan counseling for an award defined as requiring an entrance interview, the loan can be disbursed.


This section discusses how to control the display of loan counseling links in student Self-Service.
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Page Used to Set Up Loan Counseling
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Loan Options SS_FA_INSTALL3 Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Loan Options


Control the display of
entrance interview links and
exit interview links on the
students’ self-service pages.


Controlling the Display of Loan Counseling Links
Access the Loan Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, Loan Options).


Loan Options for Loan Counseling page


To activate the display of loan counseling links, select the Display Entrance Interview URL and Display Exit
Interview URL check boxes. If you do not want to display a link at certain times of the year, clear the check box.


For more information regarding Loan Counseling Setup:


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Financial Aid 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1, Setting Up Loan Counseling].


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Financial Aid 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1, Setting Up Disbursement Rules].


See Also
[PeopleSoft Enterprise Financial Aid 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1, Managing Loan Counseling]
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Setting Up Satisfactory Academic Progress
Self-Service Options


Bundle 30
Added SAP Options tab.


This section discusses identifying an informational URL for Satisfactory Academic Progress and defining
custom text for various Satisfactory Academic Progress statuses in Financial Aid Self-Service.


Page Used to Set Up Satisfactory Academic Progress Options
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


SAP Options SS_FA_INSTALL4 Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, SAP Options


Control the display of the
SAP informational link and
SAP status text.


SAP Options for Self-Service
Access the SAP Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial Aid, Self Service
Options, SAP Options).


SAP Options page


SAP Information URL Enter the URL to display on the SAP Detail page. If populated, this URL
is accessible to students when selecting the SAP link from the Self-Service
Student Awards page. If left blank, a link does not appear.


Satisfactory Academic Progress Status Messages
In the SAP Status Message group box, set up text to be displayed for each of the system SAP statuses used in
the Packaging Status Summary.
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SAP Status Select one of the SAP statuses used in the Packaging Status Summary.


Default Status Text Displays the SAP Status translate value long name. This displays as the
SAP Status on the student’s SAP Detail page if there is no Alternate Status
Text defined.


Alternate Status Text Optionally enter alternate SAP status text to display on the Student SAP Detail
page instead of the Default Status Text


Status Message Optionally enter additional text explaining the SAP status.


Setting Up Self-Service Actions and Access in Packaging
To set up self-service actions and access in packaging, use the Financial Aid Item Types component
(FINANCIAL_AID_ITEM). Use the component interface (FINANCIAL_AID_ITEM_CI) to load the data into
the tables for these component interfaces.


This section discusses how to:


• Define self-service actions in packaging.
• Define self-service access in packaging.
• Change award and inquiry access.


Pages Used to Set Up Self-Service Actions and
Access in Packaging


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
FA Item Type 3 ITEM_TYPE_FA_3 Set Up SACR, Product


Related, Financial Aid,
Awards, Financial Aid Item
Types, FA Item Type 3


Set up disbursement
information and self-service
action options.


Packaging Status Summary STDNT_AID_PACKAGE Financial Aid, View
Packaging Status Summary,
Packaging Status Summary


Review the student’s need,
budget, and award or change
the student’s packaging
status. Set the student’s
self-service inquiry and
award access.


Self-service Security SFA_RUNCTL_SS_SEC Financial Aid, Awards, Self
Service Awarding, Assign
Self Service Access, Self
Service Security


Set the award and inquiry
access value.


Defining Self-Service Actions in Packaging
Access the FA Item Type 3 page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Financial Aid, Awards, Financial Aid
Item Types, FA Item Type 3).
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FA Item Type 3 page


The system provides flexibility for controlling whether a student can accept and reduce or decline an award.


The Accept, Decline, and Reduce, options are available only if the Print Letter Option field is set to Print.


Self Service Actions


Accept Select to enable the student to accept a particular award. When you select
Accept, the Reduce and Decline options become available.


Reduce You must select the Accept option and then the Reduce option to enable the
student to reduce a particular award. Clear this option to prevent students
from reducing their awards.
You cannot select the Reduce option if the Federal ID value is ACG or SMART
on the FA Item Type 1 page


Decline Select to enable the student to decline a particular award. When a student
declines an award, the system sets the Offered and Accept amount fields to
0.00, and the student cannot update the amounts.


Note. If you set the Print Letter Option field to Never or blank, the system displays the award on the Financial
Aid - Award Summary page (View My Financial Aid), but not on the Award Package page (Accept/Decline
Financial Aid).


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Disbursement Rules, Defining Item Type Disbursement Rules


lsfa, Setting Up Packaging Basics, Defining Financial Aid Item Types, Defining Disbursement and Anticipated
Aid


Defining Self-Service Access in Packaging
Access the Packaging Status Summary page (Financial Aid, View Packaging Status Summary, Packaging
Status Summary).
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Packaging Status Summary page


Self-Service
You can set these values in a background process by running the Assign Self Service Access process.


Award Access Select Allowed to allow the student access to award acknowledgement for the
given year regardless of filtering option criteria established in self-service
awarding options setup.
Select Denied to deny the student access to award acknowledgment for the
given year regardless of filtering option criteria established in self-service
awarding options setup.
Select Use Filter to require the student to meet the self-service awarding
options access criteria to gain access to an award acknowledgment in
self-service awarding.


Inquiry Access Select to allow a student to view assigned financial aid awards.


External Award Access Select to allow a student access to view reported external awards.


Note. You must also select the Allow Access check box on the Inquiry Options page in setup to enable
self-service access.


Changing Award and Inquiry Access
Access the Self-service Security page (Financial Aid, Awards, Self Service Awarding, Assign Self Service
Access, Self-service Security).
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Self-service Security page


Use this page to change the value in the Award Access and Inquiry Access fields on the Packaging Status
Summary page. This controls whether a student can access either area of self-service.


Award Access Select Allowed, Denied, or Use Filter.


Inquiry Access Select Yes or No.


EA Access Select Yes or No.


Institution Select your institution.


Aid Year Select the aid year for which to run this process.


All IDs Select to update or change all IDs.


ID Range Select to update or change a range of IDs.


Modifying Self-Service Loan Status Descriptions
To set up self-service loan status descriptions, use the Self Service Loan Status component
(SS_FA_LOAN_STAT).


This section discusses how to modify loan status descriptions.


Page Used to Modify Self-Service Loan Status Descriptions
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Self-Service Loan Status SS_FA_LOAN_STAT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Financial Aid, Self-Service
Loan Status


Modify loan status
descriptions and comments
text that you want a student
to see online. This page
provides students with their
loan application status.
These values are delivered
by Oracle.
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Modifying Loan Status Descriptions
Access the Self-Service Loan Status page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Financial
Aid, Self-Service Loan Status).


Self-Service Loan Status page


You can view or modify the status and comments text that you want a student to view online.


Proc Status (processing
status)


Indicates where the loan application is in the origination process between
your institution and the loan servicer.


Trans Status (transaction
status)


Indicates the current status of the loan application.


Creating User-Defined Text
Each self-service page has an area for additional explanatory text. The text resides in the message catalog.
The system displays the message number to help you determine the text to include on a page. If you do not
want a message on a particular page, you can delete the text in the message catalog or delete the message
entirely. However, Oracle suggests that you delete only the text, not the reference number, so that you can
add text as needed in the future.


You might add user-defined text to:


• Explain why disbursed awards cannot be updated.
• Explain why custom split awards cannot be updated.
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• Explain why subsidized and unsubsidized loans have automatic treatment.
• Explain why loans in transit cannot be updated.
• Provide general rules of navigation.
• Provide specific information, such as instructing students not to increase awards.


Message numbers 500 and greater for Message Set 14409 are designated as user-definable. Oracle delivers
some message numbers with defined message text and explanation as examples.
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(GBR) Using Student Loans Company


The Campus Solutions Student Loans Company (SLC) feature assists higher education institutions (HEIs) in the
United Kingdom in administering their SLC student assistance programs.


This chapter lists common elements and discusses how to:


• Import Student Support Attendance Requests (SSAR) files.
• Manage SSAR suspensions.
• Generate Student Support Attendance Confirmation (SSAC) data.
• Import Higher Education Bursaries and Scholarships Scheme (HEBSS) files.
• Manage HEBSS suspensions.
• Import Attendance Confirmation Report (ACR) and Student Information Service File (SISF) files.
• Manage ACR and SISF suspensions.
• Run the Calculate FTE Process.
• Run the ACR At Fee Evaluation process.
• Export the ACR Response file.
• Import Remittance Report files.
• View Remittance staging data.
• View SLC student data.
• Reconcile Tuition Fee Payments
• Update HEI Course Database data.
• Maintain HEI data.


See Also
lsfa, (UK) Setting Up Student Loans Company


Common Elements Used in this Chapter
HEI Code (higher education
institution code)


Select the code for which you want to load the data.
The prompt view restricts the values from which you can select to those found
in the Student Loans Company Setup component.
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SLC Acad Year (Student
Loans Company academic
year)


Select the SLC academic year for which you want to load the data.
The prompt view restricts the values from which you can select to those found
in the Student Loans Company Setup component.


File Path and Name Enter one or more files to import.
If a file is not entered, the process considers only unprocessed records.


Note. The definitions for HEI Code, SLC Acad Year, and File Path and Name
relate to the sections of the chapter that discuss importing files.


UCAS Course Code
(Universities & Colleges
Admissions Service course
code)


Displays the UCAS code assigned to the course.


SLC Course Code (Student
Loans Company course code)


Displays the SLC code assigned to the course.


Year of Course Displays the year of the course in which student is currently enrolled.


Course Tuition Fee Amt
(course tuition fee amount)


Displays the course fee that applies to the course.


Tuition Fee Loan Payable Displays the portion of the fee paid by TFL.


Tuition Fee Grant Payable Displays the portion of the fee paid by TFG.


Tuition Fee Student
Payable


Displays the portion of the fee that the SLC expects to be paid directly by
student.


Course Start Date Displays date that the student commenced the course.


Grant Payable Indicates whether the student is entitled to a supplementary grant.


Bank Details Held Indicates whether the student has supplied bank details.


Valid NINO Flag (valid
national insurance number
flag)


Indicates whether the student has provided a valid national insurance number
or a valid reason for not supplying it.


Disabled Distance Learner Indicates whether the applicant is a distance learner due to a disability.


Bursary Student Flag Indicates whether the student has a bursary.


FSN Status or Student
Status
Displays the student notification status as notified by the awarding authority. Values are:


• B (Living Costs and Fees).
• L (Living Costs).
• F (Final).
• P (Provisional).
• D (Deceased).
• K (Resumption).
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• N (Resumption).
• S (Suspended).
• T (Transfer fees to previous institution).
• V (Transfer fees to new institution).
• W (Withdrawn-final).
• Y (Withdrawn-provisional).
• Z (Study in second term only).


Student Support Nbr
(student support number)


Displays an identifier assigned by the SLC to a student who applies for
financial assistance.


Importing SSAR Files
This section provides an overview of SSAR files and discusses how to load SSAR files.


Understanding SSAR Files
After the SLC receives applications for financial assistance from students, the SLC sends SSAR reports to
the HEIs. These reports list individual students attending the HEI and include biographic and demographic
data, information about the students’ courses of study, and the amount of Tuition Fee Grant (TFG) and
Tuition Fee Loan (TFL) assistance that each student can expect. The amounts for the TFG and TFL are used
to offset students’ tuition fee charges.


SSAR reports require a response from the HEI in the form of an SSAC.


When you import the Registration Confirmation report (SSAR) from the SLC, the filename is defaulted to
’Registration Confirmation Report’, and the sequence number field is zeros. Overwrite the file name before
saving or importing the file into your system. Ensure that the file is always imported with a unique name as
per the naming convention. Do not re-import the same data or the same data file more than once either with
same file name or a different file name.


The Import SSAR File process:


1. Loads data into a staging table.
2. Attempts to match on Student Support Number (SSN).


If a match exists, the record is loaded to the application table for use in the system. A student with a match
is aid-year activated for the aid year selected in the Student Loans Company Setup (SFA_SLC_SETUP)
component.


Page Used to Load SSAR Files
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import SSAR Files SFA_SLC_RC_SSAR Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Import SSAR
Files, Import SSAR Files


Load SSAR files.
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Loading SSAR Files
Access the Import SSAR Files page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Import SSAR Files, Import
SSAR Files).


Import SSAR Files page


File Path and Name Enter the location of the file to be imported. The file name must be unique.


Warning! Do not attempt to reload a file with the same data or the same
file name.


Managing SSAR Suspensions
This section provides an overview of SSAR suspensions and discusses how to review and manage unmatched
or unprocessed SSAR data.


Understanding SSAR Suspensions
Use the Manage SSAR Suspense (SFA_SLC_SSAR_DTL) component to review and manage unmatched or
unprocessed SSAR data.


The system does not provide an option for adding a new person to the system as a result of reviewing
unmatched or unprocessed data.


Also, this process does not update Campus Community Person biographic and demographic data.


Page Used to Review and Manage Unmatched or
Unprocessed SSAR Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Manage SSAR Suspense SFA_SLC_SSAR_DTL Financial Aid, Student Loans


Company, Manage SSAR
Suspense, Manage SSAR
Suspense


Review and manage
unmatched or unprocessed
SSAR data.
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Reviewing and Managing Unmatched or Unprocessed SSAR Data
Access the Manage SSAR Suspense page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Manage SSAR Suspense,
Manage SSAR Suspense).


Manage SSAR Suspense page (1 of 2)


Manage SSAR Suspense page (2 of 2)


After a match is identified, you can load the data in the Student SLC Data table used for SSAC generation
and award packaging.


Status If the status is Processed, you can only view the field.
If the status is one of the following values, you can select a different value and
click Save to update the SSAR status:


• Skipped: This record will not be considered for matching in any future
runs of the Import SSAR Files process.


• Suspended: No match was found for this record. The record will be
considered for matching the next time that the Import SSAR Files
process is run.


• Unprocessed: The record will be considered for matching the next time
that the Import SSAR Files process is run.
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You can update students with a Skipped status to Unprocessed so they can be
considered for matching the next time that the Import SSAR Files process is
run.


Search Match


Search Match Click this link to access the Person Search Match page and search for a
student ID to match the SSAR record.


ID The EMPLID of the existing person with whom you want to match this record.


ID Lock After you enter an ID, select this check box to force the SSAR load process
to use the ID.


Use Search/Match ID Click this link to populate the ID field with the result from the Person
Search/Match.


Process SSAR (process
Student Support Attendance
Requests)


Click to force the SSAR record to be matched with the EmplID that you
selected. If the match is successful, the SSAR record is loaded. If the match is
not successful, a message appears in the page header message area:


• Student Not Found
• Multiple Student Matches Found
• Match Option Set to Suspend: A match was found after Search/Match was


run, but the Search/Match rule set the record to Suspended.
• ID Linked to Another SSN: EmplID already has an external ID type of SLC.
• SSN Linked to Another ID: The SSN in this record is already associated


with an EmplID.


Max Match Level
(maximum match level)


Displays the highest Search Match Level rule that was met for this SSAR
record.


Matches Displays the number of matches found by the Search Match process.


Course/SLC Data


Issue Date Displays the date that the SLC issued the SSAR to the HEI.


Loan Applied For Displays the type of loan for which the student applied. Values are:


• F (Full Entitlement)
• P (Part Entitlement)
• N (No loan applied for)


Attendance Confirmed Indicates whether attendance is confirmed.


Generating SSAC Data
This section provides an overview of SSAC data and discusses how to:


• Add SSAC data manually.
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• Generate SSAC data.


Understanding SSAC Data
SSARs can be received daily and are usually responded to the same day with an extract of data, the SSAC file,
that is sent back to SLC. Occasionally, schools may also need to include students for whom no SSAR has been
received in an SSAC extract. The SSAC confirms the physical attendance of each student on the campus. The
HEIs must ultimately record that a student has been seen and report that information to the SLC in an SSAC file.


The receipt of the SSAC by the SLC authorizes the beginning of maintenance (living expense) payments
directly to the student by government authorities. This assistance is different from the TFGs and TFLs, which
are for tuition fees only and paid directly to the institution. The HEI does not determine what the maintenance
payments are and does not need to monitor these payments.


For a student to be automatically included in the SSAC extract, the student must:


• Have a SSAR record loaded.
• Have no previous SSAC processed.
• Be included in the selected Population Selection option.
• Meet requirements in the SLC setup:


• If the Use Physical Attendance Flag check box is selected on the Student Loans Company-Options
(setup) page, the Physical Attendance Confirmed check box must be selected for the student on the
SSAC page in the View SLC Student Data (SFA_SLC_STUDENT) component for the student to be
included in the SSAC extract.


• If a checklist is selected in the Use Checklist field on the Student Loans Company-Options (setup) page,
the student must have that checklist assigned and completed to be included in the SSAC Extract.


If the Complete SSAR Checklist check box on the Student Loans Company–Options page is selected, students
who were assigned an SSAR Checklist during the Import SSAR Files process and are added to the SSAC
extract have their SSAR Checklists marked as complete.


For a student to be manually included in an SSAC extract, add the student to the SSAC Manual Entry table
using the Manual SSAC Manual Entry page.


Pages Used to Generate SSAC Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Manage SSAC Manual
Entry


SFA_SLC_SSACMAN Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Manage SSAC
Manual Entry, Manage
SSAC Manual Entry


Add a student manually for
inclusion in an SSAC
extract file.


Generate SSAC Data SFA_SLC_RC_SSAC Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Generate SSAC
Data, Generate SSAC Data


Define SSAC parameters
and generate SSAC data in
an extract file.


Adding SSAC Data Manually
Access the Manage SSAC Manual Entry page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Manage SSAC Manual
Entry, Manage SSAC Manual Entry).
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Manage SSAC Manual Entry page


Use this page when you want to include a student in an SSAC extract but no SSAR record has been received
for the student.


Student Support Nbr Add a new row and enter a student’s SSN.


• If the SSN is already in the External System ID table, the ID and name are
automatically entered when you tab out of the Student Support Nbr field.


• If the SSN is not in the system, you must manually enter the ID. The name
is automatically entered when you tab out of the ID field. When the row is
saved, the SSN is added to the External System ID table for that student ID.


The Attendance Confirmed Date, UCAS Course Code, SLC Course Code, and Course Year fields are
optional. If both a UCAS Course Code and SLC Course Code are entered, the UCAS Course Code is used
in the SSAC file.


When the Generate SSAC Data process is run, it includes any unprocessed SSAC manual entries in the SSAC
file that is created by the process. These entries remain on the Manage SSAC Manual Entry page in view–only
mode after being processed and included in an SSAC file.


When the Import SSAR Files process is run and SSAR data is imported for a student whose SSAC data was
entered manually, the process checks to see if a SSAC record exists. If the SSAC record does not exist, the
process creates a SSAC record using the manually entered SSAC data.


Generating SSAC Data
Access the Generate SSAC Data page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Generate SSAC Data,
Generate SSAC Data).
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Generate SSAC Data page


Use this page to create an extract file to send to the SLC to confirm a student’s physical attendance.


The Population Selection process is used to determine which students are included in the SSAC extract file
that is sent to the SLC. The Population Selection group box appears if you select either the Populate process
option or the Populate and Export process option.


See lscc, Population Selection Process Queries and Equations.


Input Parameters


Process Option Select a process option. Values are:


• Populate Only: Populate the SSAC table.
• Export Only: Create only an extract file of populated SSAC data to


send to the SLC.
• Populate and Export: Populate the SSAC table and create an extract file


of SSAC data to send to the SLC.


First Attendance
Confirmation


Select this check box to indicate that you want the SSAC report to confirm
attendance for the SLC First Liability Period.


File Path Enter the location for the extract file.
This field is activated if a value of Export Only or Populate and Export is
selected in the Process Option field.
The file path must end with a backslash (\).


Location Code Enter the location code for the specific location at the HEI. The values range
from 01 to 99.
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Importing HEBSS Files
This section provides an overview of HEBSS files and discusses how to load HEBSS files.


Understanding HEBSS Files
HEIs in the United Kingdom can elect to participate in the HEBSS with the SLC. The scheme determines
student eligibility for and disburses various bursaries and scholarships.


Schools can choose to provide criteria to the SLC and let the SLC determine eligibility for and disburse
bursaries and scholarships on their behalf. Alternatively, schools might use financial circumstances data
collected by the SLC and included in the HEBSS report to determine bursary and scholarship eligibility and
disburse these funds to the students themselves. This report does not require a response from the HEI.


The Import HEBSS Files process:


1. Loads the data to a staging table.
2. Attempts to match on SSN:


• If a match exists, the record is loaded to an application table for use in the system.
• If no match exists, the process attempts a match using the Search Match Criteria page in the Student


Loans Company Setup component.
If a match is found, the record is loaded to the application table for use in the system.


Page Used to Load HEBSS files
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import HEBSS Files SFA_SLC_RC_HEBSS Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Import HEBSS
Files, Import HEBSS Files


Load HEBSS files.


Loading HEBSS Files
Access the Import HEBSS Files page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Import HEBSS Files, Import
HEBSS Files).


Import HEBSS Files page
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Managing HEBSS Suspensions
This section provides an overview of HEBSS suspensions and discusses how to review and manage unmatched
or unprocessed HEBSS data.


Understanding HEBSS Suspensions
Use the Manage HEBSS Suspense (SFA_SLC_HEBSS_DTL) component to review and manage unmatched
or unprocessed HEBSS data.


The system does not provide an option for adding a new person to the system as a result of reviewing
unmatched or unprocessed data.


Also, this process does not update Campus Community Person biographic and demographic data.


Page Used to Review and Manage Unmatched or
Unprocessed HEBSS Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Manage HEBSS Suspense SFA_SLC_HEBSS_DTL Financial Aid, Student Loans


Company, Manage HEBSS
Suspense, Manage HEBSS
Suspense


Review and manage
unmatched or unprocessed
HEBSS data.


Reviewing and Managing Unmatched or Unprocessed
HEBSS Data
Bundle 30
Replaced screenshot to display the new “Fee Waiver Approved Amount”, “Fee Waiver Processed
Amount”, and “Care Leaver” fields.


Access the Manage HEBSS Suspense page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Manage HEBSS
Suspense, Manage HEBSS Suspense).
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Manage HEBSS Suspense page (1 of 2)


Manage HEBSS Suspense page (2 of 2)


Note. For information about the Status field and the fields in the Search Match group box, refer to the
information provided about similar fields on the Manage SSAR Suspense page.


Identification


ART ID (Automated
Response Technology
Identification)


The ART ID is an eleven-digit number that is used to uniquely identify a
student’s SLC student finance account. It is automatically issued when the
student applies for financial support.


Application/Award Information


Automated Award Total Displays the student’s total approved automated award entitlement as awarded
by SLC using HEI rules.
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Manual Award Total Displays the student’s total approved manual award entitlement, which is
manually entered in the SLC system by the HEI.


Overall Award Total Displays the student’s total overall approved award entitlement.


Non-Means Test Indicates whether the student is applying for only non-means-tested support.


Evidence Verified Indicates whether all financial evidence has been received to validate the
student’s application.


Income Assessed Funding Indicates whether the student has applied for income assessed NHS funding.


Non-Income Assessed
Funding


Indicates whether the student has applied for non-income assessed NHS
funding.


Course Information


Course Type Displays the course type. Values are:


• ACCELERATED (Course compresses a two year course into one year
of study)


• ART TEACHER
• EMERGENCY
• FRANCHISED
• OTHER
• PART TIME
• PGCE (Post Graduate Certificate In Education)


Method of Attendance Displays the method of attendance. Values are:


• Full Time


• Part Time


• PGCE (post graduate)


Qualification Displays the qualification achieved upon course completion.


Commence Year The year that the student commenced studying.


Importing ACR and SISF Files
This section provides an overview of ACR and SISF files and discusses how to load ACR and SISF files.


Understanding ACR and SISF Files
The ACR and SISF files contain TFG and TFL information for individual students.


The ACR file requires a response from the HEI to the SLC. When the HEI responds, it confirms student data
to the SLC, including attendance and course of study information. These files are sent to the HEI from the
SLC starting in December of each academic year.
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The SISF file is informational only and does not require a response from the HEI. It is sent to the HEI from the
SLC in October and November of each academic year.


Use the Import ACR/SISF (SFA_SLC_RC_ACR) component to set up and run the batch import of ACR/SISF
files.


The process looks at the value in the File Type field to identify the type of file that is being imported.


The Import ACR/SISF process:


1. Loads the data into a system table.


2. Attempts to match on SSN:


• If a match exists, the record is loaded to the application table for use in the system.


• If no SSN match exists, the process attempts to match using Search/Match criteria designated in Student
Loans Company Setup component.


If a match exists, the record is loaded to the application table for use in the system.


Page Used to Load ACR and SISF Files
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import ACR/SISF SFA_SLC_RC_ACR Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Import ACR/SISF,
Import ACR/SISF


Load ACR and SISF files.


Loading ACR and SISF Files
Access the Import ACR/SISF page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Import ACR/SISF, Import
ACR/SISF).


Import ACR/SISF page


ACR/SISF Parameters


File Type The Import ACR/SISF process uses the value that you select in the File Type
field to identify the imported file as Attendance Confirmation Reqst, Extended
SISF, or Student Information Service.
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Liability Period Select the Liability Period for which you want to import ACR data. This field
is required if you select a File Type of Attendance Confirmation Reqst,


Managing ACR and SISF Suspensions
This section provides an overview of ACR and SISF suspensions and discusses how to review and manage
unmatched or unprocessed ACR and SISF data.


Understanding ACR and SISF Suspensions
Use the Manage ACR/SISF Suspense (SFA_SLC_ACR_DTL) component to review and manage unmatched
or unprocessed ACR and SISF data.


The system does not provide an option for adding a new person to the system as a result of reviewing
unmatched or unprocessed data.


Also, this process does not update Campus Community Person biographic and demographic data.


Page Used to Review and Manage Unmatched or
Unprocessed ACR and SISF Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Manage ACR/SISF
Suspense


SFA_SLC_ACR_DTL Financial Aid, Student
Loans Company, Manage
ACR/SISF Suspense,
Manage ACR/SISF Suspense


Review and manage
unmatched or unprocessed
ACR and SISF data.


Reviewing and Managing Unmatched or Unprocessed
ACR and SISF Data
Access the Manage ACR/SISF Suspense page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Manage ACR/SISF
Suspense, Manage ACR/SISF Suspense).
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Manage ACR/SISF Suspense page


Note. For information about the Status field and the fields in the Search Match group box, refer to the
documentation about the similar fields on the Manage SSAR Suspense page.


File Type Displays the file type: Attendance Confirmation Reqst, Student Information
Service, or Extended SISF.
If the value is Extended SISF, the Extended SISF Data group box appears.


Course/SLC Data


Course Start Period Displays the period when the course starts, for example AUT (Autumn).


Course Code Displays the UCAS code or SLC code that is assigned to the course.


Student Status Date Displays the date that the student status was assigned or updated.


New Record Indicates whether the record appeared on a previous ACR/SISF.


Revision Indicator Indicates whether the record has changed since a previous ACR/SISF.


Attendance Indicator If an At Fee Code was returned in a previous ACR Response, it appears here.
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Running the ACR At Fee Evaluation Process
This section provides an overview of ACR At Fee Evaluation and discusses how to calculate the At Fee
Code for ACR records.


Understanding ACR At Fee Evaluation
Use the ACR At Fee Evaluation (SFA_SLC_RC_ACR_EQ) component to determine the At Fee Code to be
returned to the SLC in the file created by the ACR Export File process.


The ACR At Fee Evaluation process uses the File Type field to identify the imported file as ACR.


The ACR At Fee Evaluation process uses any equations defined in the ACR Processing group box in the
Student Loans Company Setup component to populate variables that can be used by the At Fee Equation and
also executes the At Fee Equation. The At Fee Equation populates a student’s ACR Attendance Indicator (on
the ACR/SISF page), which determines what At Fee Code is returned to the SLC with the ACR Response.


Page Used to Calculate the At Fee Code for ACR Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


ACR At Fee Evaluation SFA_SLC_RC_ACR_EQ Financial Aid, Student
Loans Company, ACR At
Fee Evaluation, ACR At
Fee Evaluation


Calculate the At Fee Code
value for ACR records.


Calculating the At Fee Code for ACR Records
Access the ACR At Fee Evaluation page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, ACR At Fee Evaluation,
ACR At Fee Evaluation).


ACR At Fee Evaluation page


Issue Date Enter the issue date of the ACR file that you want to evaluate.


The following table describes the At Fee Code values as defined by the SLC:
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At Fee
Code Description


A HEI agrees that the student is in attendance for the attendance date, course and course year shown and they
agree with the Course Tuition Fee amount and the Liability (combination of Tuition Fee Loan and Student
Pays). It is important that the HEI ensure that the fee liability is correct, because using code A results in the
fee loan and/or grant showing on the Attendance Confirmation Report as being paid.


C The student is in attendance at the institution but for a different course and/or year of course to those shown
on the schedule. (For example, the year of course is shown as 2 on the schedule but the student is repeating
the first year).


F Student is in attendance; however the HEI disagrees with the course fee.
L Student is in attendance at the HEI, for the course and course year indicated, however the HEI disagrees with


the Liability (combination of Tuition Fee Loan and Student Pays) but undertakes to make reparations to the
student such that the liability is correctly discharged and no overpayment of Tuition Fee support to that
institution exists.


N Student is in attendance at the HEI, for the course and course year indicated, however the HEI disagrees
with the Liability (combination of Tuition Fee Loan and Student Pays) but does not undertake to make
reparations to the student such that the liability would be correctly discharged and no overpayment of Tuition
Fee support to that institution would exist.


X Student is not in attendance on the relevant attendance date, except where the non attendance is due to the
student suspending their studies.


S Studies suspended.


Running the Calculate FTE Process
This section provides an overview of the Calculate FTE process for SLC.


Understanding the Calculate FTE Process
Use the Calculate FTE (SSR_HE_CALC_FTE) component to calculate students’ full-time equivalent
enrollment for reporting via the ACR Response process.


In order to meet the reporting requirements of the SLC Attendance Confirmation Report (ACR) for part-time
students, institutions must calculate a value that represents the student’s academic load for the Aid Year
expressed as a percentage of full-time equivalence (FTE). A student who has been studying full-time for the
period is returned with an FTE of 100. A student studying part-time is returned with a value of less than 100 to
represent the proportion of full-time study they have undertaken. For example, a student with half the load
of a full-time student is returned with FTE of 50.


The FTE result is used by the Export ACR File process to determine whether the student with an Academic
Load of part-time meets the 25% FTE threshold for ACR reporting. The determination of Full time and Part
time Academic load is based upon the HESA Mode of Study value mapping.
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Page Used to Calculate FTE
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Calculate Full-Time
Equivalence


SSR_HE_CALC_FTE Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Calculate FTE,
Calculate SLC FTE


Calculate FTE for students
for reporting with the ACR
response.


Calculating FTE for SLC Reporting
Access the Calculate Full-Time Equivalence page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Calculate FTE,
Calculate SLC FTE ).
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Calculate Full-Time Equivalence page


This process uses the same FTE logic as the FTE process for student records with the addition of the SLC
FTE Parameters to determine if there is an ACR record which requires a response. For more information
about calculating FTE for HESA and SLC:


See [(GBR) Managing HESA Returns]Calculating Full-Time Equivalence for Students.


For this process to calculate the FTE for SLC ACR reporting properly, you should follow the set up guidelines
in the (GBR) Setting Up Student Loans Company chapter.
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In the SCL FTE Parameters group box, all 3 parameters, HEI Code, SLC Acad Year, and Issue Date are
required.


See Also
[(GBR) Setting Up Student Loans Company ]Completing Prerequisites for SLC FTE Calculation


Exporting the ACR Response File
This section provides an overview of the ACR Response File and discusses how to export the ACR Response
File.


Understanding the ACR Response File
Use the Export ACR File (SFA_SLC_RC_ACR_EXP) component to create an extract file to send to the SLC.


The Export ACR File process uses the File Type field to identify the record as ACR.


The Export ACR File process creates the ACR Response File using the values in the Attendance Indicator
field. This field contains the At Fee Code values.


The process does not export a SISF.


The process does not create a file for an ACR for which a previous response has been created.


Page Used to Export the ACR Response File
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Export ACR File SFA_SLC_RC_ACR_EXP Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Export ACR File,
Export ACR File


Export the ACR Response
file.


Exporting the ACR Response File
Access the Export ACR File page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Export ACR File, Export ACR
File).
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Export ACR File page


Issue Date Enter the issue date of the ACR file that you want to process.


Liability Period Select the SLC Liability Period for which you are reporting.


Academic Load Select the Academic Load that you are reporting: Full-time, Part-time, Both,
or None.


Admit Date Override Enter an alternative Admit Term Start Date here if you want to export
information for a part-time population with an Admit Term Start Date prior
to September 1, 2012. The Admit Date Override field is activated when the
selected Academic Load is Part-time or Both.


File Path Enter a path to indicate where to store the extract file.


Enable Population
Selection


Select this check box to activate additional Population Selection parameters if
you want to define your own population selection criteria for this process.
This is optional.


See Also
[Using the Population Selection Process]Using the Population Selection Process


Importing Remittance Report Files
This section provides an overview of Remittance Report files and discusses how to load Remittance Report
files.
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Understanding Remittance Report Files
Remittance reports are sent to the HEI from the SLC and correspond with the receipt of Tuition Fee payments
from the SLC to the HEI. These reports do not require a response from the HEI.


The major Remittance Report files are sent to the HEI from the SLC in February and April of each academic
year. The HEI might also receive additional Remittance Report files that contain adjustments to the data
that was previously sent.


Use the Import Remittance Report Files (SFA_SLC_RC_TFRA) component to load Remittance Report files to
a staging table and use them for reconciliation with system data.


Page Used to Load Remittance Report Files
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import Remittance Report
Files


SFA_SLC_RC_TFRA Financial Aid, Student
Loans Company, Import
Remittance Report Files,
Import Remittance Report
Files


Load Remittance Report
files.


Loading Remittance Report Files
Access the Import Remittance Report Files page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Import Remittance
Report Files, Import Remittance Report Files).


Import Remittance Report Files page


Viewing Remittance Staging Data
This section discusses how to view Remittance imported data.
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Page Used to View Remittance Imported Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


View Remittance Staging
Table


SFA_SLC_TFRA_DTL Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, View Remittance
Staging Table, View
Remittance Staging Table


View Remittance imported
data.


Viewing Remittance Imported Data
Access the View Remittance Staging Table page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View Remittance
Staging Table, View Remittance Staging Table).


View Remittance Staging Table page


Payment Date Displays the date that the funds are transferred to HEI.


Payment Type Displays the type of funds being transferred:


• T: Loan
• G: Grant
This field is blank if the information was not provided in the Remittance
Report file.


Total Fee Amount Displays the total net amount of fees in this roster.


Record Count Displays the total number of records in this roster.


Remittance Report Information


Course Start Period Displays the period when the course starts, for example AUT (Autumn).


Course Code Displays the UCAS code that is assigned to the course.


Revision Indicator Indicates a change in entitlement since a previous ACR.


Fee Amount Displays the fee amount for the student.
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Viewing SLC Student Data
This section discusses how to:


• View SSAR student data.


• View SSAR name and address data.


• View SSAC student data.


• View SSAC export data.


• View ACR and SISF data.


• View Attendance Confirmation by Liability Period.


• View HEBSS student data.


Pages Used to View Student Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


SSAR SFA_SLC_SSAR Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, View SLC Student
Data, SSAR


View SSAR data.


SLC SSAR Name and
Address


SFA_SLC_SSAR_SEC Click the Name/Address link
on the SSAR page.


View SSAR name and
address data.


SSAC SFA_SLC_SSAC Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, View SLC Student
Data, SSAC


View SSAC student data.


View SSAC Export Data SFA_SLC_SSAC_DTL Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, View Exported
SSAC Data


View SSAC export data.


ACR/SISF SFA_SLC_ACR Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, View SLC Student
Data, ACR/SISF


View ACR and SISF student
data.


Attendance Confirmation SFA_SLC_ATD_CFR Financial Aid, Student
Loans Company, View SLC
Student Data, Attendance
Confirmation


View Attendance
Confirmation data for SLC
Liability Period.


HEBSS SFA_SLC_HEBSS Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, View SLC Student
Data, HEBSS


View HEBSS student data.


SLC HEBSS Name and
Address


SFA_SLC_HEBSS_SEC Click the Name/Address link
on the HEBSS page.


View HEBSS name and
address data.


Viewing SSAR Student Data
Access the SSAR page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View SLC Student Data, SSAR).
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SSAR page


Use this page to view the details of students’ SSAR records. The page is view-only with the exception of
the Tuition Fee Loan Payable and Tuition Fee Grant Payable fields. These fields can be updated for Scottish
students whose SSNs begin with SAAS.


Physical Attendance
Confirmed


Select this check box to indicate that a student’s physical attendance on the
campus has been confirmed. This check box can be selected on this page or set
by the institution’s custom process.


SSAR Information


Issue Date Displays the issue date of the SSAR.


Sequence Displays the internal sequence number used to indicate the version of the
individual student’s SSAR file.


SSAR File Seq (Student
Support Attendance Requests
file sequence number)


Displays the sequence number, which is unique within the SLC for the HEI,
academic year, and file type.


Fee Support


Tuition Fee Loan Payable Displays the portion of the fee paid by TFL.


Note. You can update this field for Scottish students whose SSNs begin
with SAAS.


Tuition Fee Grant Payable Displays the portion of the fee paid by the TFG.
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Note. You can update this field for Scottish students whose SSNs begin
with SAAS.


Loan Applied For Displays the type of loan for which the student applied. Values are:


• F (Full Entitlement)


• P (Part Entitlement)


• N (No loan applied for)


Viewing SSAR Name and Address Data
Access the SLC SSAR Name and Address page (click the Name/Address link on the SSAR page).


SLC SSAR Name and Address page


Use this page to help determine whether you are matching to the correct person.


Viewing SSAC Student Data
Access the SSAC page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View SLC Student Data, SSAC tab).
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SSAC page


You can view the details of SSAC data for students on this page. This page is view-only with the exception of
the SLC Course Code and Year of Course fields. These fields can be updated after the SSAC data is populated
but before exporting the data. After the SSAC data is exported, these fields are also view-only.


Physical Attendance
Confirmed


Select this check box to indicate that a student’s physical attendance on the
campus has been confirmed. This check box can be selected on this page or set
by the institution’s custom process.


SSAC Information


Processing Status A status of Processed indicates that the SSAC data has been exported to a file.
A status of Unprocessed indicates that the SSAC data has not been exported
to a file.


Attendance Confirmed
Date


Displays the date that the Physical Attendance Confirmed check box was
selected for the student.


Location Code Displays a two-digit location code representing a specific location at the HEI.
The default value is 01 and the range is 01 to 99.


File Sequence Nbr (file
sequence number)


Displays an internal sequence number.


Viewing SSAC Export Data
Access the View Exported SSAC Data page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View Exported SSAC
Data).
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View Exported SSAC Data page


Use this page to view the details of the students’ exported SSAC data.


Attendance Confirmed
Date


Displays the date that the Physical Attendance Confirmed check box was
selected for the student.


Viewing ACR and SISF Student Data
Access the ACR/SISF page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View SLC Student Data, ACR/SISF tab).
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ACR/SISF page


Use this page to view the details of ACR or SISF data for students.


All fields on this page, except for the Attendance Indicator field, are view-only.


ACR/SISF Information


Issue Date Displays the date that the ACR/SISF was issued.


Attendance Indicator This field appears only if the value in the File Type field is Attendance
Confirmation Reqst.
The field contains a list of At Fee Code values that can be manually set on
this page. You can manually set this field instead of running the Evaluate
ACR process.


File Type Displays the file type: Attendance Confirmation Reqst, Student Information
Service, or Extended SISF.
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If the value is Extended SISF, the Extended SISF Information group box
appears.


Student Status Date Displays the date that the student’s status was assigned or updated.


Course/Fee Information


Course Start Period Displays the period when the course starts, for example AUT (Autumn).


New Record Indicates whether the record appeared on a previous ACR.


Course Code Displays the UCAS code or SLC code that is assigned to the course.


Note. For this field, and the remaining fields in this group box, values appear
in both the SLC Values and Calculated Values columns.


The values in the SLC Values column come from the context ACR or
SISF record.


The values in the Calculated Values column appear after the ACR At Fee
Evaluation process is run.


Other Information


Revision Indicator Indicates whether the record has changed since a previous ACR/SISF.


FTE Details


Override FTE Enter a value here and save to override the Calculated FTE.


Report Zero Select this check box to report FTE of zero.


Note. Once you have overridden a student’s FTE or selected Report Zero for a student’s FTE for a Liability
Period then that overridden or zero value remains until manually removed, even if the Calculate FTE process is
rerun.


Academic Load Details


Academic Load Displays the student’s Academic Load from the ACR.


Override Value Enter a value here and save to override the student’s Academic Load.


Viewing Attendance Confirmation Data by Liability Period
Access the Attendance Confirmation page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View SLC Student Data,
Attendance Confirmation tab).
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Attendance Confirmation page


You can use this page to view details of attendance confirmation file information sent for the three SLC
Liability Periods. There is a region for each of the Liability Periods: Attendance Reporting 1, Attendance
Reporting 2, and Attendance Reporting 3.


Viewing HEBSS Student Data
Bundle 30
Replaced screenshot to display the new “Fee Waiver Approved Amount”, “Fee Waiver Processed
Amount”, and “Care Leaver” fields.


Access the HEBSS page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, View SLC Student Data, HEBSS tab).


HEBSS page (1 of 2)
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HEBSS page (2 of 2)


You can view the details of the student’s HEBSS data on this page. This page is view-only.


Note. For information about the fields in the Application/Award Information group box, refer to the
information about the group box in the Manage HEBSS Suspensions section.


HEBSS Information


Assessment Date Displays the date the customer record was entered or updated on the Higher
Education (HE) portal.


File Name Displays the data file name from SLC.


Course Information


Qualification Displays the qualification achieved.


Method of Attendance Displays the method of attendance. Values are:


• Full Time
• Part Time
• PGCE (post graduate)


Viewing HEBSS Name and Address Data
Access the SLC HEBSS Name and Address page (click the Name/Address link on the HEBSS page).
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SLC HEBSS Name and Address page


Use this page to help determine whether you are matching to the correct person.


Reconciling Tuition Fee Payments
This section provides an overview of reconciling Tuition Fee payments to HEI’s from the SLC and discusses
how to:


• View the Remittance Report File Summary.
• View Remittance Data to Student Award Data Comparison.
• View Student Award Details.
• View FA Disbursement Data to SF Item Data Comparison.
• View FA/SF Details.


Understanding Tuition Fee Payments Reconciliation
You can configure the system to use SLC Tuition Fee Loan and Tuition Fee Grant payment data to pay
students’ tuition fees. HEI’s can use the system to reconcile actual payments received from the SLC,
represented by Remittance Report file data, with payments that have been made to students.
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Pages Used to Reconcile Tuition Fee Payments
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Remittance Report File
Summary


SFA_SLC_TFRA_SUMRY Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Remittance
Report File Summary,
Remittance Report File
Summary


View the Remittance Report
files that have been loaded
for a HEI/SLC academic
year.


Remittance Reconciliation SFA_SLC_TFRA_RECON Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Remittance
Reconciliation, Remittance
Reconciliation


View a comparison of
Remittance data and
Student Award Data for an
Institution/Aid Year/HEI,
which maps to the HEI/SLC
academic year.


Remittance /Student Awards SFA_SLC_TFRA_AWARD Financial Aid, Student
Loans Company,
Remittance Reconciliation,
Remittance/Student Awards


View the details for student
remittance and award data.


Disbursement
Reconciliation


SFA_DISB_SF_RECON Financial Aid, Student
Loans, Company,
Disbursement
Reconciliation,
Disbursement Reconciliation


View a comparison of FA
Disbursement data and SF
Item data.


FA/SF Details SFA_DISB_SF_RECON1 Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, Disbursement
Reconciliation, FA/SF
Details


View the details for student
Financial Aid Disbursement
data and Student Financials
Item data.


Viewing the Remittance Report File Summary
Access the Remittance Report File Summary page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Remittance
Report File Summary).


Remittance Report File Summary page


Use this page to learn which files have been loaded for the current HEI and SLC academic year.


Viewing the Remittance Data to Student Award Data Comparison
Access the Remittance Reconciliation page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Remittance
Reconciliation).
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Remittance Reconciliation page


Use this page to compare Remittance data to Student Award Data for a particular institution, aid year, and
HEI combination.


Remittance Report and Award Grand Totals
This group box lists the totals by payment type, such as grant or tuition. The page uses the values in the
Remittance Report Parameters group box on the Student Loans Company Setup - Options page to associate
item type groups with payment types.


Filter Option
Use the Filter Option group box to filter results by Payment Type, Student Support Number, or ID. Click the
Search button to access the Remittance /Student Awards page.


Viewing Student Award Details
Access the Remittance/Student Awards page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Remittance
Reconciliation, Remittance/Student Awards).
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Remittance/Student Awards page


Remittance Report Records with no Student ID or Awards
This group box lists Remittance Report data that is not associated with a student ID or does not have a
matching SLC Financial Aid Award. For example, a Remittance Report record was received but could not
be matched with a student in the system. Or a Remittance Report record with a Student Support Number
is matched to a student ID, but that student does not have any SLC Financial Aid Awards. You can view
details about the Remittance Report records in this group box by clicking on the Student Information, Course
Information, and Other Information tabs.
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Student Awards with no Remittance Report Data
This group box lists students who have SLC Financial Aid awards that do not have matching Remittance
Report data.


Remittance Report and Award Data Comparison
This group box lists students who have Remittance Report data and SLC Financial Aid award data and
displays differences, if any, between the two.


Viewing the FA Disbursement Data to SF Item Data Comparison
Access the Disbursement Reconciliation page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Disbursement
Reconciliation).


Disbursement Reconciliation page


Use this page to compare Financial Aid disbursement data to Student Financials item data.


Filter Option
Use the Filter Option group box to filter results by Item Type Group, Financial Aid Item Type, or ID. Press
the Search button to access the FA/SF Details page.


Note. You can use this page to access information about any Financial Aid Item Types. It is not limited to
SLC Item Types.


Viewing FA/SF Details
Access the FA/SF Details page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, Disbursement Reconciliation,
and click Search).
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FA/SF Details page


Use this page to view disbursement details.


Updating HEI Course Database Data
This section provides an overview of the HEI Course Database and discusses how to exchange HEI Course
Database data.


Understanding the HEI Course Database
HEIs in the United Kingdom report information on all their courses of study (programmes) to the SLC. This
data must be updated annually.


The course data is general, such as costs or descriptions of courses of study, and is not specific to the student.
The SLC uses this course data when processing students’ applications for support.


The SLC provides an XML-based web service to exchange this information with HEIs. The SLC provides the
current HEI Course Database data to the HEI, and the HEI must provide the SLC with updated information.


The SLC requests the HEI Course Database updates from HEIs each academic year.


Page Used to Exchange HEI Course Database Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Exchange HEI Course
Database Data


SFA_SLC_RC_CD Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, HEI Course
Database, Exchange HEI
Course DB Data, Exchange
HEI Course Database Data


Exchange HEI Course
Database data.
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Exchanging HEI Course Database Data
Access the Exchange HEI Course Database Data page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, HEI Course
Database, Exchange HEI Course DB Data, Exchange HEI Course Database Data).


Exchange HEI Course Database Data page


Course Database Parameters


HEI Code (higher education
institution code)


Select a value in this mandatory field.
The prompt view restricts the values from which you can select to those found
in the Student Loans Company Setup component.


SLC Acad Year (Student
Loans Company academic
year)


Select a value in this mandatory field.
The prompt view restricts the values from which you can select to those found
in the Student Loans Company Setup component.


Action Select a web service action from the following:


• Download Course Catalog:
Select to use the web service to retrieve HEI Course Database data for
the designated HEI code and SLC academic year and store the data
in system tables.
You can then update data in the Maintain HEI Institution
Data (SFA_SLC_CD_INST), Maintain HEI Location Data
(SFA_SLC_CD_LOC), and Maintain HEI Course Data
(SFA_SLC_CD_CRSE) components.
Selecting this action retrieves Qualification values (the Fetch
Qualifications action) as well as downloading course catalog data.


Note. Download Course Catalog should be the first action taken in the
HEI Course Database process.


• Fetch Qualifications:
Select to use the web service to retrieve only the valid values that can be
used to update the Qualifications field on the Maintain HEI Courses page.
Select this action if the Qualifications list of values needs to be updated
after the initial Download Course Catalog completes.
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• Submit Data Changes: Select to use the web service to send updates for
any changed Location, Institution, Year, or Course data.


Maintaining HEI Data
This section provides an overview of HEI data and discusses how to:


• View and update HEI institution data.


• View and update HEI location data.


• View and update HEI course data.


Understanding HEI Data
Use the Maintain HEI Institution Data, Maintain HEI Locations, and Maintain HEI Courses components to:


• Retrieve HEI Course Database data from the SLC using the web service.
• Maintain HEI Course Database data.
• Send HEI Course Database data updates to the SLC.


Common Elements Used in this Section
Get SLC Data Click this button to retrieve the latest information from the SLC.


Send to SLC To send updated data to the SLC, add a row, update the relevant editable fields,
and click the Send to SLC button.
When the SLC receives updated information, it sends a result number and
result message.


Result Number Displays the result code number that the SLC sends to the HEI when it
receives updated information from the HEI.


Result Message Displays an explanation of the result reply from the SLC.
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Pages Used to View and Update HEI Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Maintain HEI Institution
Data


SFA_SLC_CD_INST Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, HEI Course
Database, Maintain HEI
Institution Data, Maintain
HEI Institution Data


View and update HEI
institution data.


Maintain HEI Locations SFA_SLC_CD_LOC Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, HEI Course
Database, Maintain HEI
Locations, Maintain HEI
Locations


View and update HEI
location data.


Maintain HEI Courses SFA_SLC_CD_CRSE Financial Aid, Student Loans
Company, HEI Course
Database, Maintain HEI
Courses, Maintain HEI
Courses


View and update HEI
course data.


Viewing and Updating HEI Institution Data
Access the Maintain HEI Institution Data page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, HEI Course Database,
Maintain HEI Institution Data, Maintain HEI Institution Data).


Maintain HEI Institution Data page
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Institution Year Information


Fee Cap Enter the Office for Fair Access cap for fees.


Predicted Courses Enter the predicted number of courses offered by the institution.


Variable Fees Select to indicate that the institution offers variable fees.


Last Updated Displays the date and time that this record was last updated.


Institution Details


HEI Name, Country Code,
and UCAS College Code


Enter the institution name, country code, and UCAS college code.


Viewing and Updating HEI Location Data
Access the Maintain HEI Locations page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, HEI Course Database,
Maintain HEI Locations, Maintain HEI Locations).


Maintain HEI Locations page


Location Details


Active Select to indicate that the location is active.


Primary Location Select to indicate that the location is a primary location for the institution.
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Viewing and Updating HEI Course Data
Access the Maintain HEI Courses page (Financial Aid, Student Loans Company, HEI Course Database,
Maintain HEI Courses, Maintain HEI Courses).


Maintain HEI Courses page


Course Information


SLC Course Code (Student
Loans Company course code)


The value in this field is assigned by the SLC. The value is blank when a HEI
sends information about a new course to the SLC.


Method of Attendance Enter a method of attendance. Values are:


• FE (Full Time and Extended Attendance)
• FP (Full Time and Part Time Attendance)
• FS (Full Time Plus Sandwich Attendance)
• FT (Full Time Attendance)
• OT (Unknown Method of Attendance)
• PT (Part Time Attendance)


UCAS Suffix Displays the campus code/location.


Course Type Enter a course type. Values are:
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• ACCELERATED (Course compresses a two year course into one year
of study)


• ART TEACHER
• EMERGENCY
• FRANCHISED
• OTHER
• PART TIME
• PGCE (Post Graduate Certificate In Education)


Course Status Enter a course status. Values are:


• C (Closed)


• O (Open)


Qualification Select from a list of values that appear by default from the SLC web service.
The value indicates the type of degree to which the course leads.


UCAS Course Select this check box if the course is a UCAS course.


Year and Term Details


Fee Cap Enter the maximum tuition fees to be charged for the designated year of
the course.


Term Number Enter the term number within the year of the course.


Campus Code Enter the campus code that applies to the term for which you entered a number
in the Term Number field.


Start Date and End Date Enter the start date and end dates for the term for which you entered a number
in the Term Number field.


Other Codes


Code Type Enter a code type. Values are:


• ucas
• jacs
• ucasSuffix
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CS Updates and Changes for Bundle #30, Regulatory Release 4 2013-2014 


Copyright © 2013, Oracle. All rights reserved. 


The Programs (which include both the software and documentation) contain proprietary information; they are 
provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are also protected by 
copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
the documentation, please report them to us in writing. This document is not warranted to be error-free. 
Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
on behalf of the United States Government, the following notice is applicable: 


U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS  
Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are “commercial computer software” or “commercial technical data” pursuant to the 
applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, 
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the Programs, including documentation and technical 
data, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable Oracle license agreement, and, 
to the extent applicable, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software--
Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065. 


The Programs are not intended for use in any nuclear, aviation, mass transit, medical, or other inherently 
dangerous applications. It shall be the licensee's responsibility to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
 


Helma Project 
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these license. 


 
Sarissa 
 


Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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Updates for CS 9.0 Bundle #30, Regulatory 
Release 4 2013-2014 
Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Enterprise Financial Aid 9.0 PeopleBook 
and other related Campus Solutions PeopleBooks as noted. It describes the Patch ID # 
16716829 / Product Update ID # 895267 that was posted to My Oracle Support in July 2013. Use 
this PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook to maintain a complete set of 
documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.0 PeopleBook chapters. 
PDFs of the updated chapters for bundle 29 are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package Documentation 
These instructions are for Adobe Reader X, with the latest updates installed (with the PDF open, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  
The package opens with this Overview document that lists the bundle changes and updated 
chapters. Click the Files tab to view the list of chapters. 
To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, click on the chapter 
.pdf in the left hand pane. In the Search field in the top right hand corner of the PDF package, 
enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number, and click the search icon. You can search the 
entire package for documentation updates by selecting “Search Entire Portfolio”. 


 


Here is a list of the bundle 30 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes. Chapters are in the PeopleSoft Enterprise Financial Aid 9.0 PeopleBook unless noted 
otherwise: 


• Added fields to Financial Aid Term record to support overriding the Weeks of Instruction and 
FA Number of Weeks fields. 
  


o Managing Financial Aid Terms.pdf 
 


• Updated Student Loans Company for HEBSS regulatory changes. 
 


o (GBR) Using Student Loans Company.pdf 
  


• Updated Packaging to allow Pell Grants to be awarded using uneven Split Code Formulas. 
  


o Setting Up Packaging Basics.pdf 
 


• Added Satisfactory Academic Progress Cumulative and Current Percentages Earned display 
fields. 


  
o Satisfactory Academic Progress.pdf 


 
• Added Satisfactory Academic Progress link to Financial Aid Self-Service. 


  
o Setting Up Financial Aid Self-Service.pdf 
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Updates Not Included in PeopleBooks 
In the overview for Bundle 29, we stated that the FA861 DL Inbound Orig Ack Error Report had 
been updated to run using Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher. In fact, this report was not 
updated and remains available to be run using Crystal Reports. 


   


Previously Released Documentation 
FISAP Updates and Updates for Direct Loan Dates was released on July 4, 2013 with Resolution 
ID 897402. The Document ID in My Oracle Support is 1565989.1. 








CHAPTER 1


Managing Financial Aid Terms


This chapter provides an overview of financial aid terms and discusses how to:


• Build financial aid terms online.
• Build financial aid terms manually.
• Build financial aid terms in batch.
• Use the Financial Aid Term Census report.
• Update Financial Aid Progress Units


Understanding Financial Aid Terms
This section lists prerequisites and discusses methods to build financial aid terms.


See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Financial Aid Terms, Understanding Financial Aid Terms


Prerequisites
Before you begin setting up and building financial aid terms, complete the setup tasks discussed in the "Setting
Up Financial Aid Terms" chapter.


You must understand level/load rules. These rules determine a student’s academic level and academic load and
are set up as part of the PeopleSoft Student Records setup. You should jointly set up level/load rules with
the student records staff. Financial aid term data is driven by these level/load rules, so you need to know
how they are set up for your institution.


Financial aid term data also depends upon career information, including career primacy information, from
the Academic Career Table component.


Your institution also needs to have set up academic programs, because financial aid term uses program
information when building a student’s financial aid term. Financial aid terms are built only for programs that
are designated as financial aid eligible.


You should also review the Valid Terms for Careers page. When you select which terms should be built as
financial aid terms for each career by the online and background financial aid term process, only the terms
defined as valid for each career on this page are available for selection.
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See Also
lsfa, Setting Up Financial Aid Terms


lsfa, Setting Up Your Financial Aid Awarding Cycle, Establishing Careers and Programs, Defining Valid
Programs for Aid Year and Career


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Level and Load Rules


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Careers


lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Programs


Methods to Build Financial Aid Terms
You can build Financial Aid Terms in one of three ways:


• Manually
• Online
• In batch


Use the manual build process when data from Student Records is not available for a student, when you receive
new records, or after an add/drop period. To build a financial aid term manually for a student, you must enter
all required data in the Financial Aid Term component. The data you enter manually is replaced when term
enrollment, program, or admissions data becomes available for the student.


Build terms online if there are records for a student from Student Records and you want to see this data or the
changes to this data. Click the Build button on the FA Term page to run the online build process.


Build terms in batch to process multiple students at the same time using data from Student Records or
PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions (if you choose to build for both updates and projections). To build
financial aid terms in batch, create an FA Term driver record and then run the background process using the FA
Term driver record on the Build FA Terms page.


Building Financial Aid Terms Online
This section lists common elements and discusses how to:


• Set overrides for financial aid term.


• Build a financial aid term.


• View term build details.


• Override census date locking.


• View academic advisor information.


• View campus information.


• View academic level and load information.


• View HERA academic levels.


• View academic statistics.


• View transfer credit information.
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• View term statistics for a student’s other career.
• View a list of the student’s classes.
• View loan, graduation, and budget information.
• View changes in a student’s FA Term information.
• View Student Records term information.
• View withdrawal information.


Common Elements
Calculated Values This column displays the values calculated by the system during the financial


aid term build process for the associated fields. These values are based on the
student’s enrollment, academic and financial load, and academic level. The
calculated values exist only when the FA Term is built online or in batch. If
you build the financial aid term manually, the system does not display the
calculated values. If you update the values manually, the calculated values
do not change.


Seq (sequence) Displays the number automatically assigned when you create a new
effective-dated row. The sequence number provides a unique identifier when
two rows exist with the same effective date.


Pages Used to Build Financial Aid Terms Online
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


FA Term STDNT_FA_TERM Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Maintain Student FA
Term, FA Term


Build a term or view a
student’s term information.
You can also override the
lock on Financial Aid Term
values using this page.


FA Term Build Statistics FA_TERM_STATS_SEC Click the Build Info link on
the FA Term page.


View term build details.


FA Term Census Date
Locking


STDNT_FA_TRM_CENDT Click the Census Date link
on the FA Term page.


Override the census date
locking feature at the student
level. View the locked
fields and the value used
if you unlock the census
date. When you override
the census date lock, the
override applies only to
the term displayed on
this page—not the entire
aid year. For example,
overriding the fall term does
not override the spring term.


FA Term Academic Advisor
Information


STDNT_FA_ADVIS Click the Advisor link on the
FA Term page.


View or assign the student’s
academic advisor. This
includes data on the
advisor’s role and committee
affiliation.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
FA Term Campus
Information


STDNT_FA_CAMP_SEC Click the Campus Info link
on the FA Term page.


View or modify the campus
(physical location) where the
student receives financial
aid, registrar, and advising
services.


Acad Level (academic level) STDNT_FA_ACAD_LVL Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Maintain Student FA
Term, Acad Level


View, add, or update a
student’s academic level and
load (academic and financial
aid) information for a
particular term.


HERA Academic Level STDNT_FA_ASGAL_SEC Click the View HERA
Academic Level link on the
Acad Level page.


View a student’s HERA
academic level calculated by
FA Term.


Statistics STDNT_FA_STATS Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Maintain Student FA
Term, Statistics


View, add, or update a
student’s academic statistics
including GPA (grade
point average), residency
information, and progress
for a term.


FA Term Transfer Credits STDNT_FA_STAT_TC Click the Transfer Credit link
on the Statistics page.


View transfer credit
information for a student.
This includes transfer
credit for test scores on the
Advanced Placement test
or SAT II tests.


FA Term Other Units STDNT_FA_STAT_INEL Click the Other Units link on
the Statistics page.


View term statistics for a
student’s other academic
career.


FA Term Class Detail STDNT_FA_CLASS_SEC Click the Class Detail link on
the Statistics page.


View a list of the student’s
classes. Indicates whether
the classes are Open
Entry/Open Exit sessions
and providing start and end
dates for each class.


Financial Aid Info STDNT_FA_LOAN Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Maintain Student FA
Term, Financial Aid Info


View or modify loan,
graduation, and budget
information that is relevant
to financial aid processing
for a term.


FA Term Field Audits STDNT_FA_AUDIT_SEC Click the Field Audits link on
the Financial Aid Info page.


View changes in a student’s
FA Term information from
the previous effective-dated
row.


Records/Term Info STDNT_FA_REC Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Maintain Student FA
Term, Records/Term Info


View or modify the student’s
Student Records information
for a term.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Withdrawal Info STDNT_FA_WITHDRAW Financial Aid, Financial


Aid Term, Maintain Student
FA Term,Withdrawal
Information, Withdrawal
Info


View withdrawal
information from Student
Records.


Setting Overrides for Financial Aid Term
While the system continues to set override fields automatically by changes in FA term data, you can set or
reverse the settings based on your business requirements. When you manually modify FA term information,
the system evaluates the selected field and compares the changed value with the corresponding calculated
value. If the values are not equal, the system activates the override check box. Conversely, if the values match,
the system clears the check box. The FA term build process can also set the override for selected fields when
the field value does not match the calculated value. There are no changes to the FA term build process to
accommodate the override fields.


Building a Financial Aid Term
Access the FA Term page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Maintain Student FA Term, FA Term).


FA Term page


Previously, when students had more than one academic plan for their primary academic program, the FA term
process evaluated the academic plan value and selected plans in alphabetical order. Now, in these cases, the FA
term process uses the academic plan with the lowest academic plan sequence number. This change provides
you with the ability to control the plan that is used by the FA term build process. You can use the Student
Program/Plan component to reset the plan sequence number so that the next time the FA term process runs, it
uses the academic plan that you want.


Term If you are building terms manually, enter the term value. Otherwise, the
Financial Aid Term build process updates this field. The build process only
builds terms that are defined for the given aid year.
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Note. FA Term uses the setup tables for Valid Careers for Aid Year and Valid
Terms for Career to determine which aid year a term should be linked to. If
you set up future terms, you must set up the corresponding aid year for
those future terms. For example, if you had not set up 2005-2006 and were
to run FA Term only for 2004-2005, the system would not recognize a term
outside of the academic/aid year.


Billing Career The financial aid term build process populates this field with information from
the Term Activation page in Student Records. This field is for use in equations
(budget or packaging) and any changes made to the field are discarded during
the next build. PeopleSoft Student Financials uses the value for billing career
from the Term Activation page during tuition calculation.


Career, Prim Prog (primary
program), Acad Plan
(academic plan), Sub-Plan,
and Aid Year


You can override the values in these fields by selecting a new value in each
field that differs from the value in the Calculated Values column. If you
override the value, the Financial Aid Build routine does not recalculate the
field for the associated term. You can tell if a value has been overridden by
comparing the value against the calculated value for the field. If you want to
override the fields only until a certain date within the term, use the Override
Expiration Date field.


FA Calc (financial aid
calculation)


Select to require the financial aid term build process to determine whether
changes have occurred to the student’s data in Student Records or Admissions
(such as enrollment changes). After you have selected this check box, click
Save and then click Build. If a change has occurred, this term and all following
terms are rebuilt using the new information.
Note. In most cases, the build process automatically determines whether
changes have occurred in Student Records information and rebuilds terms
with changed records data. This is triggered by changes to fields defined in
PS_STDNT_CAR_TE_VW.


Projections Select to instruct the build process to build a term in projection if necessary.
The build process tries to build each term that you have selected on the FA
Term Setup page, using a variety of sources. The build process looks for
data in the following order:


1. Term enrollment data in Student Records.
If this data is found, the financial aid term is not built with projected
data and has a source of Term.


2. Program information for the student in Student Records.
If this data is found, the financial aid term is built in projection and
has a source of Program.


3. Program information from the student’s application in Recruiting and
Admissions.
If this data is found, the financial aid term is built in projection and has
a source of Admissions.


If the build process cannot find any of these three sources of information, the
financial aid term is built with a source of No Data. The financial aid term
build process does not build terms in future aid years in projection; it only
builds terms in future aid years for which enrollment data exists.
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It is possible to build a projected FA term record of source admission or
program for a student who is term activated after the start of the term. The
FA Term build process uses the term activation deadline date maintained by
Student Records to determine whether a projected FA term record can be built
for a student. By default, term activation can occur until the start of the term,
but this date can be modified to permit rolling enrollment of students in the
term. The Max Program Effdt for Term field in the Term/Session Table
component is where you can modify this setting. Verify with your student
records staff their term activation policies to determine the effect on financial
aid application processing.


Note. You cannot build a term in projections after the financial aid census date
has passed. Any terms that are still in projections on the financial aid census
date automatically have their values set to zero, with a build source of No
Data.Additionally, if the student has no financial aid awards and does not have
a budget amount greater than zero for the term, the system sets the effective
status of the term to Inactive. The financial aid census date for each term is
entered in the FA Census Date field on the FA Term Setup page.


Override Expiration Date When you select a value that differs from the value in the Career, Prim Prog,
Acad Plan, Sub-Plan, Aid Year, and Billing Career fields, the Financial Aid
Build routine does not recalculate the field for the associated term. All override
fields, except the HERAWI fields, are recalculated using the calculated values.
To have the build process use Student Records data after a certain date in the
term, enter that date in this field. When you run the build process on or
after this date, the override values you entered are ignored and data from
Student Records is used.


Campus Indicates the physical location of the administrative services associated
with the student’s academic program. This value is used to determine the
Enrollment School Code that is reported to COD.


See [Setting Up Your Financial Aid Awarding Cycle ]Defining Your Campus
OPEID Codes.


See [Processing Pell Payments]Reviewing Pell Disbursement Results .


See [Processing Direct Loans ]Processing and Reviewing Loan Application
Acknowledgement Data .


Eligible to Enroll For informational purposes only. Displays the same value as the Eligible to
Enroll check box on the Term Activation page in Student Records. When
selected, the Student Records batch enrollment selects and processes the
student.


Build Click to build a term for the student using the system rules established on
the FA Term Setup page. The system builds a term only if Student Records
contains data for the student, unless you have selected the Projections check
box—then the build process uses projected enrollment data. If one or more of
the audited fields have changed, a new effective-dated row is automatically
inserted.


See lsfa, Managing Financial Aid Terms, Building Financial Aid Terms
Online, Viewing Changes in a Student’s FA Term Information.


Build Info Click to access the FA Term Build Statistics page and view details for the build.
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Census Date Click to access the FA Term Census Date Locking page and view the census
date and fields locked after the census date and override the census date.


Advisor Click to access the FA Term Academic Advisor Information page and view
or enter information regarding a student’s advisor. This includes data on the
advisor’s role and committee affiliation.


Campus Info Click to access the FA Term Campus Information page and view the student’s
Financial Aid Campus, Registrar Campus, and Advisement Campus.


Setting Terms to Inactive
Setting the most recent effective-dated FA Term record effectively removes that term from becoming
recognized by all other financial aid processes. Rather than delete FA Term rows, you should make rows
inactive. If you attempt to set an FA Term to inactive, a warning message appears if the student has a budget
for the term. If so, first verify that the student has no awards for the term and make any required adjustments
to the student’s awards before setting the term inactive. The FA disbursement processes cannot be run for
inactive terms. The system displays another warning message if the student has enrollment data for the term.


There is functionality in the FA Term build process where the term source is set to No Data—no enrollment
data exists for the term after census or the end of the term. If the student has no awards and does not have a
budget amount greater than zero for the term, the system sets the term to an Inactive status. If, however, the
student has an award for the term with either an offered amount, authorized amount, or disbursed amount
greater than zero, the term remains in an active status. In addition, future terms recalculate cumulative units,
projected levels, NSLDS Lending and Direct Lending loan years and not include data from terms with a
source of No Data regardless of the status of the term.


Term Progression
Student Records contains functionality that enables you to increment student academic levels by term and
not by units to address cooperative system progression rules and graduate studies progression rules. The FA
Term Build process recognizes progression by terms.


During the build process, the system checks whether the level determination on the Level/Load Rules Table
page is Units, Terms, Manual, or Default. If the level determination is Terms, then the FA Term Build process
calculates the academic level, NSLDS Loan Year, and Direct Lending Year using the student’s terms in
residence.


When you are building terms for projected enrollment, the student’s academic load comes from the admissions
application or the academic program. The FA Term Build process then uses this academic load to calculate
the term count for the projected term.


Students in academic programs using progression by term may not always enroll in courses. Because terms
in which the student does not enroll in courses are built with projected data, you need to understand the No
Data value for the Source field on the FA Term Build Statistics page, which affects past projected terms.
To ensure that students in this situation are progressing correctly, you may need to go back and build past
aid years to show the student’s actual progression.


Career Primacy
In determining the career value, in the case where the student has multiple valid careers, career primacy is
enforced based on the term source. For example, the evaluation of career primacy is sensitive to the term
source. Based on the term source of the FA Term record, the system evaluates only careers at that source level
and applies primacy rules when more than one career exists. FA Term ranks term source in the following
priority order:


1. 1st Term (student has enrollment data for the term).
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2. 2nd Program (student is active for an academic program).
3. 3rd Admissions (student has an active admissions application).


When the FA Term build process runs and determines the source of the term in process, the system can only
assign careers at that level to the term.


This table is an example of career and primacy.


Career Primacy
UGRD 1
UENG 4


This table is an example of career primacy based on the term source.


Example/Condition FA Term Career Used (Term Source)
Student admitted in UGRD.


Student also admitted in UENG.


UGRD (Admission)


Primacy was applied at the admission level.
Student matriculated for UENG.


Student admitted, but not matriculated for UGRD.


UENG (Program)


Primacy was not applied because there was only one career
at the program level.


Student matriculated for UENG.


Student also matriculated for UGRD.


UGRD (Program)


Primacy was applied at the program level.
Student enrolled for UENG.


Student matriculated, but not enrolled for UGRD.


UENG (Term)


Primacy was not applied because there was only one career
at the term level.


Viewing Term Build Details
Access the FA Term Build Statistics page (click the Build Info link on the FA Term page).


FA Term Build Statistics page


Source Displays the source of the build.
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Admissions: The student is not in the Student Records system but has either
applied for admission or has been accepted for admission. In either case, the
student is not yet matriculated and terms are built in projection.
Manual: Data for the financial aid term was entered manually, and is not based
on data from Student Records or Recruiting and Admissions.
No Data: The term contained old projections data, and all statistical values for
that term are set to zero to prevent old projected data from counting in the
cumulative values for a given student.
For example, you might receive this source value for terms in a current aid
year that are still projected when you build projected terms for the next aid
year. Another example is when a term built with a source value of Program
for an aid year that has passed that is rebuilt when you build terms for the
subsequent aid year in projections.
If you want to maintain past projected term data, you have to go into the past
aid year and rebuild the aid year in projections. When you process past aid
years, current and future aid years are not set to No Data.
Program: The student exists in the Student Records system but has not
enrolled in courses for that term. The student can either have a program defined
without being term activated or the student has a program defined and could be
term activated but not yet enrolled. The financial aid term is built in projection.
Term: The statistics are from enrollment data. The student has enrolled
or changes to enrollment have occurred, including a drop of all courses
for the term.


Online/Batch Indicates whether the build was performed manually, online, or in batch.
Values are Batch and Online Execution. If the field is blank, the build was
performed manually.


Driver Option Populated for students whose financial aid terms are built in batch or online.
Identifies whether the FA Term driver record used to run the background
process builds:


• Only those terms that have enrollment data or changes to enrollment data
(Updates Only).


• Terms using projected data as well as enrollment data (Updates and
Projections).


For an online build process to have a driver option of Updates and Projections,
you must select the Projections check box on the FA Term page.


Overriding Census Date Locking
Access the FA Term Census Date Locking page (click the Census Date link on the FA Term page).
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FA Term Census Date Locking page


Census Date Used Displays the census date used to determine when the FA Load, FA Taken,
and Budget Required fields are locked. The date displayed indicates which
census date takes precedence if the term has an academic census date and
a financial aid census date. When both census dates exist, the financial aid
census date always takes precedence.


Financial Aid Census Date Displays the financial aid census date defined by your institution for each term
on the FA Term Setup page. After the financial aid census date for a term
has passed, that term can no longer be built as a projection and any existing
projections for that term are rebuilt and the new effective-dated row has a
status of inactive. (Remember that a new effective-dated row is inserted if a
change occurs in one of the audited fields when you rebuild the financial aid
term.) The source for the new effective-dated row is No Data all term statistics
are set to zero, and the Budget Required field is changed to No Assign. If
the student has a budget, you may need to reevaluate the student’s budget. If
the student has financial aid awards, you may need to cancel these awards
because the student is not enrolled.
If the student’s terms have been built with enrollment data (not in projection),
on and after this date, the FA Load, FA Taken, and Budget Required fields are
locked. If an academic census date and a financial aid census date exist, the
financial aid census date is used to determine the locking of these fields and is
displayed in Census Date Used field.


Important! If you want to use the academic census date to lock the FA Taken,
FA Loan, and Budget Required fields, then you must delete the financial aid
census date on the FA Term Setup page. Remember that this affects all
students for the term in the given career.
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Lock After Census Date Indicates whether the Lock check box is selected on the FA Term Setup page.
If selected, the FA Taken and FA Load field values are locked with the data as
of the census date, and the Budget Required field is set to No Assign.


Academic Census Date Displays the census date defined by your institution for each session in a
term in Student Records. If a term has multiple sessions, you can define a
default session for the term in Student Records. If a default session exists,
the academic census date is the census date of the default session. If no
default session exists, the system uses the census date of the regular academic
session as the academic census date.
On and after the academic census date, the FA Load and FA Taken fields
are locked and the Budget Required field is changed to No Assign. If an
academic census date and a financial aid census date exist, the financial aid
census date is used to determine the locking of these fields and is displayed in
Census Date Used field.


Override Census Date
Locking


Select to override the census date locked fields for the term for this student. To
use a census date override, the current date must be after the date in Census
Date Used. Using an override enables you to update the FA Taken, FA Load,
and Budget Required fields when you rebuild the FA Term. After selecting
this check box you must close the page and click Save. Then click the Build
button to rebuild the FA Term for the student online.
You can override the census date lock only for an individual student, not as a
background process. After you have selected this check box and saved the
page, you cannot clear it.


Lock Override User Indicates the user ID of the person who selected the Override Census Date
Locking check box. This field is only populated if the census date has passed
and the Override Census Date Locking check box is selected.


Lock Override Date Displays a date/time stamp inserted by the system when the Override Census
Date Locking check box is selected. This field is only populated if the census
date has passed and the Override Census Date Locking check box is selected.


FA Taken Displays the student’s financial aid units taken as of the census date. If
the Lock After Census Date check box is selected, this field displays the
locked value.


FA Taken Unlock Displays the value for the actual financial aid units after the census date. You
must rebuild the FA Term to have the most current units displayed in this field.
This allows you to see the effect on the financial aid units taken if you select
the Override Census Date Locking check box.


FA Load Displays the student’s financial aid load as of the census date.


Budget Required Displays the value of the Budget Required field on the Financial Aid Info
page in this component. The student’s value determines his or her stage in the
budget build process. If you use census date locking, after the census date
passes the value in this field, it becomes No Assign.


Viewing Academic Advisor Information
Access the FA Term Academic Advisor Information page (click the Advisor link on the FA Term page).
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FA Term Academic Advisor Information page


Note. This page displays data from PS_STDNT_ADVR_HIST. This data is maintained and entered on the
Student Advisor page (Manage Student Records, Track Student Careers, Use, Student Advisor).


Academic Advisor Displays the ID of the academic advisor assigned to this student.


Advisor Role Displays the role of this student advisor.


Committee Displays the committee on which this advisor serves.


Viewing Campus Information
Access the FA Term Campus Information page (click the Campus Info link on the FA Term page).


FA Term Campus Information page


FA Campus (financial aid
campus)


Enter the physical location where the student receives financial aid services.


Registrar Campus Enter the physical location of the registrar responsible for the student.


Advisement Campus Enter the physical location where the student goes for advising services.


Viewing Academic Level and Load Information
Access the Acad Level page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Maintain Student FA Term, Acad Level).
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Acad Level page


You can override the values in the Form of Study, Approved Academic Load,Academic Load,Financial Aid
Load,Academic Level - Projected,Academic Level - Start, and Academic Level - End fields by selecting a new
value in each field that differs from the value in the Calculated Values column. If you override the value, the
Financial Aid Build routine does not recalculate the field for the associated term. You can tell if a value has
been overridden by comparing the value against the calculated value for the field. If you want to override the
fields only until a certain date within the term, use the Override Expiration Date field on the FA Term page.


Form of Study To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The system populates this
field by default with the Student Records value. Values include: Detached,
Enrollment, Abroad, and Candidacy.


Approved Academic Load To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The system populates this
field by default with the load value that exists for the primary academic career.
Values are Full-Time and Part-Time.


Academic Load To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The number of units the
student is enrolled in determines the student’s academic load. The number
of units, which is the sum of the Academic Progress Units value (from the
Catalog Data page) for each class the student is enrolled in, is compared
against the level/load rules to determine the appropriate academic load. For
this calculation, the system uses the number of units defined for the student’s
courses according to Student Records. The same courses may count for
a different number of financial aid eligible units. Values are: Full-Time,
Half-Time, Less 1/2, No Units, Part-Time, and 3/4 Time.


Financial Aid Load To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs from
the value in the Calculated Values column. The system normally derives the
value by comparing the calculated unit cumulative with the unit conversion.
The system compares the number of units, which is the sum of the Financial
Aid Progress Units value (from the Catalog Data page) for each class the
student is enrolled in, against the level/load rules to determine the appropriate
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load value. For this calculation, the system uses the number of financial aid
eligible units defined for the student’s courses according to Student Records.
The same courses may count for a different number of academic units. Values
are: Full-Time, Half-Time, Less 1/2, No Units, and Three Qtrs.


Note. The values in the three academic level fields are based on level/load rules associated with the student’s
primary academic program. Only those academic levels that are associated with the student’s primary
academic program academic level rule are available. Academic level values are shipped with the system as
translate values. These translate values can be modified.


Academic Level - Projected To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs from
the value in the Calculated Values column. This field displays the projected
academic level for the student at the end of the term, based on Student Records
data. The projected level is based on the student completing all courses in
prior terms, plus the enrollment for the current term. For example, the student
has passed thirty units in previous terms and is currently enrolled in twelve
units. The system uses the sum of these units, forty-two, to determine the
student’s academic level using level/load rules.


Academic Level - Start To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. This value represents the total
number of units the student has passed in all previous terms. The system uses
the sum to determine the academic level using load/level rules.


Academic Level - End To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The student’s academic level
at the end of the term equals the cumulative passed units from previous
terms, plus the number of units passed for the current term. The system
uses the sum to determine the academic level using load/level rules. The
Projected Academic Level always matches the End Academic Level when
term progression is used in the Level/Load rule applied to the student.


Course Load Pct (course
load percentage)


The course load percentage provides an alternative way to define full-time and
less than full-time students based on percentages. The value in this field is
derived from level/load rules. When you invoke the FA Term process, the
system calculates the course load percentage for each student.


View HERA Academic
Level


Click the View HERA Academic Level link to access the HERA Academic
Level page. This link displays only when the HERA academic level setup
has been provided.


See Also
lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up Catalog and Schedule Options


Viewing HERA Academic Levels
Access the HERA Academic Level page (click the View HERA Academic Level link on the Acad Level page).


Note. Documentation about the HERA Academic Level page is located in the Processing ACG and SMART
Grants chapter.


See [Processing ACG and SMART Grants]Maintaining HERA Academic Level Values.
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Viewing Academic Statistics
Access the Statistics page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Maintain Student FA Term, Statistics).


Statistics page


If students have not applied for financial aid in contiguous aid years but have been enrolled in terms in which
they did not apply for aid, the system recalculates cumulative statistics (GPA, UNITS TAKEN, UNITS
PASSED) from their enrollment data for the first term of the noncontiguous aid year. The system recognizes
students as financial aid applicants for an aid year if they are aid year activated. This resolves inaccuracies in
the cumulative statistics when students may be continuously enrolled at the school but have not applied for
financial aid for all aid years. If no enrollment information exists for the students in terms in which they have
not applied for aid, the cumulative statistics calculation remains unchanged.


Student Data
You can override the values in the GPA - Term, GPA - Cumulative,Taken - Term, Taken - Cumulative, Passed -
Term, and Passed - Cumulative fields by entering a new value in each field that differs from the value in the
Calculated Values column. If you override the value, the Financial Aid Build routine does not recalculate the
field for the associated term. You can tell if a value has been overridden by comparing the value against the
calculated value for the field. If you want to override the fields only until a certain date within the term, use the
Override Expiration Date field on the FA Term page.


GPA - Term Displays the student’s grade point average (GPA) for the term you are viewing.
To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column.


GPA - Cumulative Displays the student’s cumulative GPA, including this term. To activate the
override check box, modify the field value so that it differs from the value
in the Calculated Values column.


Taken - Term Displays the number of units taken this term. The value of this field determines
the FA Load on the FA Term Census Date Locking page. The Tuition
Calculation routine also uses this number of units during the Student Budget
Assignment process. To activate the override check box, modify the field
value so that it differs from the value in the Calculated Values column.
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Taken - Cumulative Displays the total units a student has taken, including this term. To activate the
override check box, modify the field value so that it differs from the value
in the Calculated Values column.


Remote Displays units a student is taking concurrently at another institution that are
part of a student’s unit load for the term. This situation can occur if you
have a multi-institution system, and the student takes courses at another
institution within the system. Remote units indicate that a student is enrolled
at two different campuses.


Total Displays the total number of units (Taken - Term units plus Remote units) the
student is taking this term.


Passed - Term Indicates the number of units the student completed with a passing grade for
the term. The system uses this value to determine the student’s projected,
start, and end academic levels (displayed on the Acad Level page). The
system also uses this value to update the NSLDS loan year. To activate the
override check box, modify the field value so that it differs from the value
in the Calculated Values column.


Passed - Cumulative Indicates the cumulative units the student has completed with a passing
grade, including units passed this term. This value is used in determining the
student’s projected, start, and end academic levels (displayed on the Acad
Level page). The system also uses this value to update the NSLDS loan year.
To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column.


Residency - Term Indicates the number of units a student has completed in residency at your
institution this term.


Residency - Cumulative Indicates the total number of units a student has completed in residency
at your institution.


Cum Reset (cumulative
reset)


If selected, Student Records has reset all the student’s cumulative fields to zero
for this term. This is usually done to handle academic forgiveness, transfer
credits, or consecutive academic careers. This field is informational only and
has no effect on Student Records or Financial Aid. However, you may want
to contact the student records administrators to determine why the student’s
cumulative fields have been reset.


GPA Calc (grade point
average calculation)


Automatically selected if the FA term build process failed to calculate a GPA
for the student. This can happen when a student is enrolled in multiple careers
that do not have the same grading scheme—such as concurrent enrollment
in undergraduate and graduate careers in a given term. This field is for
informational purposes only. However, you may want to determine why the
build process was unable to calculate a GPA for the student.


Warning! The system selects this check box if either the Cum Reset or GPA
Calc check box is selected. This field serves as a flag that your institution
can track.


Transfer Credit The system displays this link only when you have entered transfer credits
for the student. Click to access the FA Term Transfer Credits page and view
information about the number of transfer credits that a student has.
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Other Units The system displays this link only when the student has more than one
academic career associated with more than one financial aid career type.
Click to access the FA Term Other Units page and view term statistics for
a student’s other academic career.


Class Detail Click to access the FA Term Class Detail page and view a detailed picture of
the student’s enrollment.


Session Detail
Track a student’s progress using units during the session and term. These fields do not affect the calculation of
GPA and NSLDS loan year directly, but are accounted for in Taken - Term, Taken - Cumulative, Passed -
Term, and Passed - Cumulative fields.


Anticipated Displays the number of units the student is enrolled in for classes whose
start date is after the effective date.


In Progress Displays the number of units for classes the student is enrolled in and the
effective date is between the class start date and end date.


Completed Displays the number of units the student has completed as of the effective
date. This field does not track passed courses; it counts the units of all classes
whose end dates are earlier than the effective date.


Current Displays the total number of units the student has completed and is currently
enrolled in for the term (sum of in progress and completed units). This
allows you to track the total number of units taken for the term regardless
of the number of sessions taken.


Current Load Displays the student’s academic load for the term, based on the number of
units in the Current field.


Viewing Transfer Credit Information
Access the FA Term Transfer Credits page (click the Transfer Credit link on the Statistics page).


FA Term Transfer Credits page
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Term Values


Transfer Displays the number of units the student received transfer credit for this term.


TrnPasGPA (transfer passed
for GPA)


Displays the number of passed transfer credit units that count towards the
student’s GPA for this term.


TrnPasNGPA (transfer
passed not for GPA)


Displays the number of passed transfer credit units that do not count towards
the student’s GPA for this term.


Test Displays the number of units the student has earned by taking tests such as the
SAT II or Advanced Placement tests for this term.


Other Displays the number of units the student has earned from other sources, such
as credits for work experience or credits from the ROTC program for this term.


Totals


Transfer Displays the total number of units from transfer credit the student has.


Test Displays the total number of units the student has earned by taking tests such
as the SAT II or Advanced Placement tests.


Other Displays the total number of units the student has earned from other sources,
such as credits for work experience or credits from the ROTC program.


Total TC Adjust (total
transfer credit adjustment)


Displays the total number of units that the student has earned but does not
receive credit for in the system. For example, if your institution has a limit of
100 transfer units, and the student has earned 120 transfer units, this field
displays 20 for the 20 units the student does not receive credit for in the system.


Transfer Credit and Financial Aid Term Build
A transfer student’s NSLDS loan year, academic level information, GPA, and cumulative units (taken and
passed) on the student’s financial aid term record depend on the data source and whether the student’s transfer
credits have been posted in Student Records.


If a transfer student’s financial aid term is built with a source of Admissions, then the student’s academic
level information and NSLDS loan year are based on the year (level) at which the student is admitted. The
information on the Statistics page, however, reflects only the projected term enrollment information. Only
the units that the student is projected to enroll in for the term are used to determine the student’s units taken
for the term and cumulative units taken.


If the source is Program or Term, then the student’s financial aid term information depends on whether the
student’s transfer credits have been posted in Student Records. If the student’s transfer credits have been
posted, then the student’s academic level information is determined using the number of transfer units the
student has and your institution’s level/load rules. The student’s NSLDS loan year, in turn, is based on the
student’s calculated academic level. The cumulative values on the Statistics page include the transfer credits.
In other words, the build process derives the student’s financial aid term data using the transfer credit as if
it were units taken in the past at your institution.


In contrast, if the source is Program or Term and transfer credit has not been posted, the student’s NSLDS loan
year, academic level information, GPA, and cumulative units (taken and passed) on the student’s financial aid
term record do not reflect the transfer credits. Consequently, the student is built as a freshman for the starting
academic level and NSLDS loan year (because the NSLDS loan year is calculated from the academic level).
The values on the Statistics page include information for the current term only.
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See Also
lssr, Processing Transfer Credit


Viewing Term Statistics for a Student’s Other Career
Access the FA Term Other Units page (click the Other Units link on the Statistics page).


FA Term Other Units page


Students have another academic career when they have more than one academic career associated with more
than one financial aid career type. The term statistics for the academic career with the lower primacy number
(or higher priority) is displayed on the Statistics page. The term statistics for the career with the higher
primacy number (or lower priority) appears on this page. You can use this information to adjust a student’s
award package manually based on these units taken.


Note. The data on the FA Term Other Units page does not carry forward to other terms unless multiple
financial aid career types for other terms exist


Other FA Taken and Other
FA Passd (other FA passed)


Displays units taken and units passed for the other academic career for the term.


Other Grade Pts (other
grade points)


Displays grade points for the other academic career for the term.


Other Taken GPA Displays the units considered toward the GPA for the other academic career
for the term.


Viewing a List of the Student’s Classes
Access the FA Term Class Detail page (click the Class Detail link on the Statistics page).
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FA Term Class Detail page


Note. The data appearing on this page changes depending on the effective-dated row and enrollment changes
from Student Records.


Enrolled in OEE Courses
(enrolled in open entry/exit
courses)


Indicates whether the student is enrolled in one or more Open Entry/Open
Exit sessions.


Class Nbr (class number) Displays the class’s unique identifier, assigned in Student Records.


FA Taken Displays the number of financial aid eligible units the class is worth.


Start Date and End Date Displays the start and end dates for the class.


OEE (open entry/exit) Indicates whether the class is an Open Entry/Open Exit session. This
information comes from Student Records and determines the value of the
Enrolled in OEE Courses field.


Viewing Loan, Graduation, and Budget Information
Access the Financial Aid Info page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Maintain Student FA Term, Financial
Aid Info).
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Financial Aid Info page


You can override the values in the NSLDS Loan Year, Direct Lending Year, Expected Grad Term, Expected
Grad Date, Academic Standing, and FA Standing fields by entering a new value in each field that differs from
the value in the Calculated Values column. If you override the value, the Financial Aid Build routine does not
recalculate the field for the associated term. You can tell if a value has been overridden by comparing the value
against the calculated value for the field. If you need only to override the fields until a certain date within
the term, use the Override Expiration Date field on the FA Term page.


NSLDS Loan Year To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The system calculates the
student’s NSLDS loan year by comparing the student’s cumulative units
passed against the Academic Level table. It uses this value in awarding to
determine level limit rules attached to a specific financial aid item type. The
system also uses this field in the Loan Process routine to determine the
student’s loan level aggregate. The NSLDS loan year selections are translate
values based on the financial aid level. Values include: 1st Year - Never
Attended, 1st Year - Previously Attended, 1st Year Graduate, 2nd Year, 2nd
Year Graduate, 3rd Year, 3rd Year Graduate, 4th Year, 4th or more Graduate,
5th Year+ and Graduate/Professional.


Direct Lending Year To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The system determines the
direct lending year the same way it determines the NSLDS loan year. When
the system creates direct lending origination files, it populates the Student’s
College Grade Level with the information from this field. Correct the value
in this field as required by direct lending reporting requirements. Values
include: Fifth Year+ Undergrad (fifth year plus undergraduate), First Year,
never attended, First Year, previously attnd (first year, previously attended),
First Yr, Grad/Prof (first year graduate/professional), Fourth Year, Fourth
Yr+, Grad/Prof (fourth year plus, graduate professional), Third Year or
Third Yr, Grad/Prof.
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Confer Date Enter or view the confer date of the student’s degree if the student graduates
in the displayed term. This date corresponds with the term end date found
on the Term Table.


Expected Grad Term
(expected graduation term)


To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. The system uses this value for
loan processing. If available, the system uses the Student Records value or
the PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions value.
When you build terms in projection, the build process does not build terms
after the expected term of graduation, unless the student is going into another
career after graduation.
The student’s expected graduation term is a loan validation field edit.
This means that if the expected graduation date has passed, the Loan
Validation routine prevents loan origination. If a value exists for this field,
it automatically appears when you create the student’s loan origination
application. The field can be updated online in the loan origination pages
when processing the student’s loan application.


Expected Grad Date
(expected graduation date)


To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. Enter or view the date the
student is expected to graduate. The system uses the expected graduation date
for loan processing. If available, the system uses the Student Records value.
The loan origination process projects a graduation date if the field is blank.
The Loan Validation Field Edit routine checks for this value. If a value exists
for this field, it automatically appears in the Program Completion Dt (program
completion date) field on the Loan Origination 2 page when you create the
student’s loan origination application. You can update the field online in the
loan origination pages when processing the student’s loan application.
In CommonLine loan processing, it is important for the expected grad date not
to occur before the end of the student’s loan period. The loan is rejected by
the loan servicer as a result. A loan validation edit is provided to identify
invalid graduation dates.


Note. It is important that the academic departments, the financial aid office,
other administrative departments, and the student agree on the student’s
graduation term and date. Errors in these dates can have serious consequences
for a student’s loan eligibility and repayment periods.


Academic Standing To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. This value is based on
meeting your institution’s academic progress guidelines. You can create these
values on the Academic Standing Table page in Student Records and set them
up as action codes. You can created values for dismissed, good standing,
probation, or warning statuses, and you can create multiple codes for the
same status. For example, a student could receive two warnings (WRN2)
before being placed on probation.
The financial aid term build process populates this field only if academic
standing data exists for the student in Student Records.
This field is not used for financial aid processing, but you can use it in
formulas or equations to select students.
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FA Standing (financial aid
standing)


To activate the override check box, modify the field value so that it differs
from the value in the Calculated Values column. You create and maintain
action codes on the Academic Standing Table page in Student Records. Your
financial aid office can assign a code for the selected term to establish a
student’s financial aid status for a locally defined business process. This field
is set manually and is not used by delivered financial aid processes.


Budget Required Indicates whether a student has an assigned budget or needs a budget posted.
The value in this field determines whether the student is evaluated during
the Budget Assignment process. Values include:
Assgn Bdgt (assign budget): The student should be selected during the Budget
Assignment process. Whenever you build or rebuild a term, the field is
automatically updated with this value.
In Prgres (in progress): The assignment of a budget is currently in progress for
this student. The field is automatically updated to this value when a student
has been selected for the budget assignment process.
Error: An error occurred during the Budget Assignment process.
No Assign: The system does not select the student during the Budget
Assignment process. The field is automatically updated to this value when
the student’s budget is posted by the Student Budget Assign − Move
(FAPBDGTM) process. The census date locking functionality also causes
this value to be assigned after the census date has passed and the lock has
been invoked.


Field Audits Click to access the FA Term Field Audits page and monitor changes in a
student’s financial aid term information from the previous effective-dated row.


You must select the Audit FA Term Build check box on the Financial Aid
Defaults page to view changes to the student’s financial aid term on the FA
Term Field Audits page. If you do not select this check box, the system
does not record changes in the student’s record to the audit table; a new
effective-dated row is still built every time that a change occurs in one of
the audited fields.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Academic Standing


Viewing Changes in a Student’s FA Term Information
Access the FA Term Field Audits page (click the Field Audits link on the Financial Aid Info page).
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FA Term Field Audits page


Monitor changes made by the FA Term Build background process or by the FA Term Online Build process.
The Online Build process is performed when you click the Build button on the FA Term page.


If a change occurs in one of the following fields, the FA Term Build background process or the FA Term Online
Build process creates a new effective-dated row and enters the old and new value on the FA Term Field Audits
page. You can create your own reports using the audit data provided on the page. The audited fields are:


Audit Fields


ACAD_CAREER CUR_RESIDENT_TERMS SFA_ASG_WI_CUM_BOT


ACAD_LEVEL_BOT EXP_GRAD_TERM SFA_ASG_WI_CUM_EOT


ACAD_LEVEL_EOT FA_LOAD SFA_ASG_UNITS_BOT


ACAD_LEVEL_PROJ FA_LOAD_CURRENT SFA_ASG_UNITS_EOT


ACAD_PLAN FA_NUMBER_OF_WEEKS SFA_ASG_WI_TCR


ACAD_PLAN_TYPE FA_REBUILD_DT SFA_ASG_WI_TRM


ACAD_PROG_PRIMARY FA_UNIT_ANTIC STUDY _AGREMENT


ACAD_SUB_PLAN FA_UNIT_COMPLETED TERM_SRC


ACADEMIC_LOAD FA_UNIT_CURRENT TOT_PASSD_FA


ADMIT_TERM FA_UNIT_IN_PROG TOT_TAKEN_FA


CAMPUS FORM_OF_STUDY UNT_PASSD_FA


COURSE_LD_PCT LS_GPA UNT_TAKEN_FA
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Audit Fields


CUM_GPA SFA_ASG_AC_LVL_BOT WEEKS_OF_INSTRUCT


CUM_RESIDENT_TERMS SFA_ASG_AC_LVL_EOT WITHDRAW_CODE


Field Name Displays the name of the field with the changed value.


Old Value Displays the value of the field before the change, listed on the previous
effective-dated row.


New Value Displays the value of the field after the change, listed on the current
effective-dated row.


User ID Displays the ID of the user who processed the change.


Online/Batch Indicates whether the change was made in batch or online.


Process Instance Displays the process instance for the background process that changed the
field. If the change was made online, this field is blank.


Viewing Student Records Term Information
Bundle 30
Added Override capability for the ”Weeks of Instruction” and “FA Number of Weeks” fields.


Access the Records/Term Info page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Maintain Student FA Term,
Records/Term Info).


Records/Term Info page
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This page is intended for collecting study abroad or institutional visit information from Student Records and
entering Canadian cost code information. Information on this page can be changed for financial aid purposes
without any effect on Student Records data in your system.


Bundle 30 Rewrote field description.


Weeks of Instruction Displays a calculated value built when the term is built with a source of Term.
The build process adds the number of weeks of the different session start and
end dates for all classes the student is enrolled (taking into consideration any
overlap in enrollment). For Open Entry/Open Exit courses, where the start and
end dates for the student’s classes are expected to be different, the start and end
dates of these courses are used in place of the session dates.
If the term is built with projected data, then the build process populates this
field with data from the FA Term Setup page. If multiple sessions exist for
a term, the build process looks for a default session. If a default session is
defined, the build process uses the weeks of instruction from the default
session. If no default session exists, the build process uses the weeks of
instruction from the regular academic session.
If the Weeks of Instruction field is modified, the Ovrd (override) check box
is automatically populated. The calculated value continues to be displayed
under Calc Vals.


Note. If the Override Expiration Date functionality is enforced for the term,
the Weeks of Instruction is reset with the calculated value past that date.


Note. If the Term Source is set to No Data, the override is cleared and the
Weeks of Instruction is reset to zero.


Bundle 30 Rewrote field description.


FA Number of Weeks Displays the value from the Cost Code Setup that is used for Canadian loans.
If the FA Number of Weeks field is modified, the Ovrd (override) check box
is automatically populated. The value from the Cost Code Setup continues
to be displayed under Calc Vals.


Note. If the Override Expiration Date functionality is enforced for the term,
the FA Number of Weeks is reset with the calculated value past that date.


Note. If the Term Source is set to No Data, the override is cleared and the FA
Number of Weeks is reset to the calculated value.


Start Date and End Date Displays the beginning date and ending date of the term. If the student is
enrolled in a single session, the start date is the term start date. If the student is
enrolled in multiple sessions, the start date is the earliest session start date of
the classes the student is enrolled in. The end date comes from the Term Table.


Study Agreement This value is derived from Student Records. The values in this field may
include Study Abroad programs or programs sponsored by other external
organizations.
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External Org ID (external
organization ID)


This value is derived from Student Records. Select the appropriate ID to
associate with the study agreement.


Country This value is derived from Student Records. Select the appropriate country to
associate with the study agreement and external organization.


Academic Advisor Group This value is derived from the Academic Group field in the Academic
Program Table in Student Records. It indicates the school within the
institution. Examples of an academic group are College of Fine Arts, School
of Medicine, or Continuing Education. The build process inserts a value into
this field only if a value exists in the Academic Group field; otherwise,
it leaves this field blank.


Admit Term The term the student was admitted to the primary program. If the student has
switched primary programs since he or she was admitted, then the admit term
displays the term that the student switched programs.


Bill Units (billing units) This value is derived from Student Financials. You can override the Billing
process by selecting the Override Billing Units check box. You can then enter
the number of billing units you want to use for the student. This field is
for informational purposes only.


Override Billing Units Select this check box to override the Billing process. After you select this
check box, you can enter a new value in the Bill Units field.


Canadian Cost Code (CAN) Used by Canadian institutions only. The FA Term process populates
this value, based on the number of weeks of financial aid and the student’s
career, program, and year in school. You set up your institution’s cost codes
on the Cost Code Setup page. Canadian institutions use cost codes to report
financial aid calendars, length of financial aid award periods, and cost of
attendance information to the Canada Student Loan program.


Viewing Withdrawal Information
Access the Withdrawal Info page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Maintain Student FA Term, Withdrawal
Information, Withdrawal Info).
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Withdrawal Info page


Student Records processes student withdrawals, collecting information about the type of withdrawal, the
reason for the withdrawal, and the last date the student attended class. Student Financials uses this information
to calculate whether the student should receive a refund and posts these calculations. This page displays
information from Student Records and Student Financials that may affect financial aid processing, such as
return of Title IV funds.


Refund Percentage Tuition calculation only posts if a student receives federal financial aid and
financial aid has been posted to the student’s account. This value is posted if a
tuition calculation has occurred. The refund percentage is based upon the
date of the student’s withdrawal.


Refund Scheme Tuition calculation only posts this value if a student receives federal financial
aid and financial aid has been posted to the student’s account. The refund
scheme is based upon the adjustment used.


Refund Classification Tuition calculation only posts this value if a student receives federal financial
aid and financial aid has been posted to the student’s account.


Refund SetID Tuition calculation only posts this value if a student receives federal financial
aid and financial aid has been posted to the student’s account.


Service Indicator Code Tuition calculation only posts this value if a student receives federal financial
aid and financial aid has been posted to the student’s account. Shows a service
indicator set by Student Financials to state the need for financial aid to adjust
the student’s aid and release a hold.


Service Indicator Date
Time


Tuition calculation only posts if a student receives federal financial aid and
financial aid has been posted to the student’s account. The date and time the
service indicator was set.
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Building Financial Aid Terms Manually
After you have completed the setup steps, you can choose to run the FA Term build process manually. Go to
the FA Term page and click the Build button.


Building Financial Aid Terms in Batch
This section provides an overview of building financial aid terms in batch and discusses how to:


• Create FA Term driver records.


• Create financial aid terms in batch.


Understanding Building Financial Aid Terms in Batch
Running the batch financial aid term build process is a two-step process. You must:


• Create an FA Term driver record to identify the students for which to build financial aid terms. This
process selects students using institution, aid year, and career as criteria and inserts the IDs of these
students into a worktable.


• After students have been selected, you run the FA Term Build process (FAPTRMU1) to create financial aid
terms for the students in the worktable. You must remember to enter the same institution and aid year on
this page as you did for the FA Term driver record.


Pages Used to Build Financial Aid Terms in Batch
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Create FA Term Driver
Records


RUNCTL_FAPTRMU1SQR Financial Aid, Financial
Aid Term, Create FA Term
Driver Recs, Create FA Term
Driver Records


Create FA Term driver
records for the batch
Financial Aid Term build
process.


Build FA Terms RUNCTL_FAPTRMU1CBL Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Build FA Terms in
Batch, Build FA Terms


Create Financial Aid Terms
in batch.


Creating FA Term Driver Records
Access the Create FA Term Driver Records page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Create FA Term Driver
Recs, Create FA Term Driver Records).
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Create FA Term Driver Records page


The Process Name field displays the name of the process that creates driver records.


Driver Creation Options
Choose the type of terms you want the batch financial aid term build process to build or rebuild.


Both Updates and
Projections


Select if you want to build or rebuild terms the student is currently enrolled
for as well as terms with projected enrollment information. This means that
all terms in the aid year are built (in projection if necessary), regardless if
the student has been term activated for the term.


Update Only Select if you want to build or rebuild only terms for which the student is
currently enrolled. This means only those terms for which the student has
enrollment data.


Other Page Elements


Academic Career After you select an academic institution and aid year, a list of careers
associated with this aid year on the FA Term Setup page appears in this
column. Select the check boxes next to the careers for which you want to run
the batch financial aid term build process.


Rebuild Projections Select to indicate that the financial aid term build process should rebuild
projected terms—as well as terms built with enrollment data—using current
data. Use this check box to rebuild projections when a change occurs in career
or program. You do not have to select this check box to have terms with
updates rebuilt, because the build process automatically rebuilds terms with
updates. You can choose whether you want to rebuild projections for each
career. Even if selected, terms are not built in projection after the census date
if you activate the census date lock.


Run Run the Create Drivers Recs For FA Trm (create driver records for financial
aid term) process (FAPTRMU1) when you are ready to create Driver Records.


Creating Financial Aid Terms in Batch
Access the Build FA Terms page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Build FA Terms in Batch, Build FA
Terms).
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Build FA Terms page


The Academic Institution and Aid Year you select on this page must match the Academic Institution and Aid
Year combination on a driver record for which you have run the Create Drivers Recs For FA Trm (create driver
records for financial aid term) process (FAPTRMU1).


Commit Level After you enter an Academic Institution, the default institutional commit
level, established on the Financial Aid Defaults page, displays. This is the
number of records that are processed before the system issues a commit or a
save to the database. If your session ends abnormally, this is the maximum
number of records that would be lost. For example, if you set the Commit
Level to 10, and an error occurs on the fifteenth student, the system retains the
information on the first 10 students.


Driver Creation Option Used to ensure that the records processed are the same as those selected by
the last FA Term driver creation process. This should be set to match the last
Create FA Term Driver Records run control setting.


Print Detailed Messages Select to have the COBOL log contain information on why a student’s
financial aid term was built or rebuilt.


Run Run the FA Term Build process (FAPTRMU1) when you are ready to create
financial aid terms in batch.


Using the Financial Aid Term Census Report
The Financial Aid Term Census Report identifies those students with award balances for the specified term,
which can be an offered amount, authorized amount, or disbursed amount greater than zero. If you use census
dates to lock enrollment data, run the report after running the FA Term build following the census date. This
will update any non-enrolled students to a term source of No Data. Students listed on the report are potential
candidates for repackaging and/or reversal of funds.


This section discusses how to identify students not enrolled after census with award balances.
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Page Used to Identify Students Not Enrolled After
Census with Award Balances


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Students Not Enrolled After
Census with Award Balances


RUNCNTOL_FATRMAWD Financial Aid, Financial
Aid Term, FA Term Census
Report, Students Not
Enrolled After Census with
Award Balances


Identify those students not
enrolled for a term after the
census data who have an
award balance.


Identifying Students Not Enrolled After Census
with Award Balances
Access the Students Not Enrolled After Census with Award Balances page (Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term,
FA Term Census Report, Students Not Enrolled After Census with Award Balances).


Students Not Enrolled After Census with Award Balances page


Academic Institution Academic institution used to generate the report.


Term Term used to generate the report.


FA Term Effective Status Effective status for the selected term, which can be Active (default) or Inactive.


Updating Financial Aid Progress Units
The Update FA Progress Units process updates the FA Progress Units field on the Student Enrollment record in
Records and Enrollment. Specifically, this process:


1. Updates the Unit Progress FA and Grade Points FA fields on the Student Enrollment record.
2. Updates additional fields on the Student Enrollment record: Operator ID, Last update date, Last update


time, and sets the Last Source Enrollment Update equal to "FA".
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3. Triggers an automatic statistics recalculation to FA fields on both the Student Career Term and Student
Session records for the enrollment term.


4. Triggers an automatic cumulative statistics recalculation to FA fields on the Student Career Term record
for all forward terms in which Reset Cumulative Stats is not enabled.


5. Activates the Tuition Calculation and the FA Statistics Calculation Required flags on the Student Career
Term record for the enrollment term.


6. Triggers SAIP events, if enabled.


Note. After running the Update FA Progress Units process, you should rebuild FA Term records to incorporate
the cascading changes made to FA Progress Units.


Page Used to Update Financial Aid Progress Units
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Update FA Progress Units SFA_RUN_FAUNTUPD Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Update FA Progress
Units, Update FA Progress
Units


Update Financial Aid
Progress Units in Student
Records.


Updating Financial Aid Progress Units
Access the Update FA Progress Units page.(Financial Aid, Financial Aid Term, Update FA Progress Units,
Update FA Progress Units).


Update FA Progress Units page


This page uses the Population Selection feature. For more information on Population Selection,


See [Using the Population Selection Process]Using the Population Selection Process.


Note. All Selection Tool options for Population Selection data input (External File, Query, Equation Engine)
must include ID, Academic Career, Institution, Term, and Class Number to update the FA Progress Units
correctly.


FA Progress Units Enter the value to which you want Financial Aid Progress Units updated
for the selected population.
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See [Processing Class Enrollment Transactions ]Processing Class Enrollment Transactions .
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